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faiin, Garden and Household. 
Our Old Pastures. 
l't,is open winter has constantly remind- 
ed us of the wonderful opportunity it offers 
tor the improvement and clearing up of 
ur tId pastures. I here eau be no better 
tone to cut bushes and underbiush and 
<*olleet them into piles ready for (lie tire 
the early spring. 
1 lie pastures of New Kngland are in a 
■id eonditiou, as a general rule, and need 
niplete renovation. They are runout 
to mu cam the amount of stock they 
I to iced, simply because they are neg- 
and overgrown with worthless 
u-lc Why not take hold now and 
ca acin nj. Undoubtedly thousands 
s res in this State would be far more 
;, .c ,■ covered with pines than with 
and many an observing farmer is 
u inced i.f this fact; but still we 
ust have pasture lands, and there are 
‘■u’O'taiiccs where it becomes im-por- 
i.. improve them and increase their 
i -- And some of them arc so 
.. .!. ,i that they can be ploughed and 
light in with other cultivated 
" c c, acral rotation; and where 
.1 11ic it niav In', on the whole, 
.;,! in."I economical mode ot im- 
v mg them 
V vv. ! ki farmer ot Worcester 
w- have renovated my old 
l.\ pulling up the bushes by 
cv lying tlic toul or mossy 
a th. iiarrow, and sowing on 
.-- -i a! clover, both red anti 
A ; -iv- ■ l’lough, ma- 
-n I ts.iine have sown rye 
-- -i aim then let the stock 
a- u ill not produce any 
-nne: lines lasts three years, 
ms i cci. put iii practice with 
a-. tin our hills, ground 
gypsum lias brought in the 
iv : the next year alter.sowing.v 
larmei ol Middlesex says; 
-• method 1 have found is to 
■ rtv '..ads of good stable ma- 
il plant, hoe. and kill the 
loss. 
■ hen seed down with 
wiilic <• ver, instead ot taking 
u iii mi adding any tiling to 
mi -i cvling town with 'barn 
1- many ill 
i. r\ \\ « ,,1'iv tlic pasture 
: u. a know there are 
: pastures that do not 
a l And where they 
.. hilly,what shall we 
ia:nlv eat tlie bushes and 
!i»" "l a great many valua- 
■.! sweet warm land well 
gi iss \ tanner writes us: 
.-la! '- nl this description, that 
: _ • a cred with briars 
so thick that there was very 
ip it. 1 cut off the bush- 
■i sheep enough to eat 
tail grew upon it for live 
1 a.a have killed all the briars 
: tlie Imslies. i have sowed 
■ ..-;er nl Paris, which is all 1 
to it. and now one acre is 
wii! produce more feed, than 
! tea years ago. I should say 
si ep have always done well on 
as;i:n It the land is cold and wet. 
,n a to grow bushes. 1 let it go 
v. in to reclaim it, unless it is 
tin moidings or near the village 
la'id is cry high. In that ease 
i. pa to ditch and work ii into good 
Ai attention to the subject at this 
w : ic hope that some at least,will 
ini and make a beginning in 
g bushes and clearing up the 
aad along the walls iit the mow- 
s It is good winter work when 
an f .Mass. Ploughman. 
Use of Plaster. 
> .1 t wav in which to account for 
ol gypsum mi some soils is not 
'!. notwithstanding the in- 
■ \periments that have been 
.1 ■■ scientific investigations 
r-portcd. It is often difli- 
-av w it should produce so won- 
.-;Ii i mi .some soils and locations 
• ■ « a never on others so very sim- 
I: iia na?n said that plaster does 
1 aural pastures This, we 
i. T ; chiefly on the eliarae- 
111 one instance, a large 
■ w il.• •:i lieeame worn and some- 
p > 1 c l ve, received a generous 
"I p.aster. file grass started 
t; ic: tinned throughout the sea- 
! a better than the adjoining 
i pc, -. h the -ante soil. So Jar 
e< rtaim <1, the increase in 
g pastures, was 
: ■■ per cent. Nor was this 
1 pasture came in the next sea- 
a ti,c greatest luxuriance, ami its 
i t beautiful green was the wonder of 
gidinrhood. Jts effect on clover 
: mix i-even greater than on pas- 
Man\ have supposed that plaster 
■ :.:Mi«t the soil. This would not 
lie t:i<* case, for as it takes four 
1 ! thirty parts of water to do- 
part of plaster, its decompo- 
w and consequently its influ- 
It fur several years, llow, then, 
: ifli immediate and benelieial 
1; retains the fertilizing gas 
c,o-tant'.y rising tmm terment- 
get matter, and gives it up at a 
me for tlie nourishment of the 
It d e- not. like lime, cause vege- 
.tie: t" decay, but rather when 
!"■ iy. holds their most important 
from escaping. 
■ ■ at various times tried plaster 
ngh pasture lands and generally 
results There is an im- 
am," g many that plaster does 
-e s-1 good results in the intrae- 
■ .aiu "t the seashore. If this is 
not arise, probably, from the 
the sea, but from other 
Ma y l our lauds do not need 
ati":: I plaster. We have seen 
i o :In' " -t advantage, within two 
l.i*• si a ll there were anything 
a a:r t" prevent jdastcr lrom per- 
,g it- usual limctious as ati absorb- 
ietl'eet would be perceived to a far 
distance inland. If any failures 
'■lined in its use in the vicinity ol 
i. they were probably owing to the 
: aider than to tlie atmosphere. ’There 
me other remark in this connection. 
> plaster has been applied without 
.. effect, we should uot at once 
-lude that it is useless on the partieu- 
in which it is applied. 'The first 
-••a-m niav be dry, aud ill adapted to its 
lei otupo-ition. I a such eases good results 
a\r ordinarily followed the second year. 
1 luster that is fresh ground is better 
in that that has been lying a long time. It 
;!ie lies! wav to get it lrcsli from the 
oil. 1 here is a kind that is high colored, 
dark gray, and sometimes ol a reddish 
and some farmers think it is a little 
'.longer than the pure white, but in this 
key are probably mistaken, fl’loughman. 
Shelter Belts. 
A’ a recent (.range meeting a letter was 
■ s tr m Hi.n Isaac II. llahcock, of Lock 
pc:' as follows: 
! In- si!;.. cl planting trees lor shelter 
• arm ci p- is cue which is attracting 
I-- ami mure attention lrotn practical 
i innerv l ime was in the memory ol 
many still in active Hie when it was the 
study how to get rid ot the timber growth 
i the country. The clearings which were 
protected by the surrounding growth have 
"een gradually enlarged, until now the 
tierce winds ol winter, with but slight ob- 
struction. sweep from end to end of our 
stall' The snow, nature’s covering, is 
plied in heaps behind fences, and vegeta- 
tion is exposed to all the extreme cold ol 
"Ur climate. New York alone suffered to 
the extent of millions of dollars in its last 
wheat harvest owing to the hard freezing 
d the past winter. Orchards and vine- 
cards were destroyed or damaged from 
ihe same cause. 
Almost the only good tields or parts of 
tields of wheat in this section the past sea- 
son were such as nestled snugly under the 
lee of wood lots or orchards or on ground 
Moping eastwardly so that the snow was 
retained as protection to the living plant 
or tree. 
Now the question arises can this shelter 
area be extended so as to add materially to 
the productions, and consequently to the 
wealth of the country ? 1 think it can be 
by the planting of belts ol evergreens and 
deciduous trees. A single row ol Norway 
spruce, after a few years, affords protec- 
tion to the land for a long distance. A 
double or triple row of maple, or ash or 
willow or other variety of tree will do 
nearly as well. Besides the protection the 
timber will also soon become an item ol 
much value. But tu accomplish the end 
in \ iew some concert ol action must lie had 
by neighborhoods or townships. 1< not 
this work worthv the attention ol the 
Grange. 
Cutting Corn Stalks. 
A correspondent ol the Give Stock Jour- 
nal writes: “The benefits which result 
from cutting corn (odder arc ven plain to 
be seen. Cattle eat a much larger pro- 
portion of them il they arc cut than il fed 
without cutting. It' the sialks arc cut. all 
that the cattle reject, which will be little, 
can be used for bedding, and will give no 
trouble in handling the manure: while, il 
not cut. thc\ arc in the nay in plowing in 
the manure and take longer to rot. Ev- 
ery tanner will readily admit that cutting 
stalks has all these advantages, yet most 
of them feed all their stalks whole. The 
work of cutting them by band i-nloo much 
for them, and they do not feel able to buy 
machines to do the work with horse pow- 
er. 1 have used a large hand cutter, and 
it has paid me well to cut my corn-stalks. 
But many farmers do onl\ a small busi- 
ness. To them 1 would suggest that, ten 
or a dozen neighbors club together and 
buy a first-class horse-power and cutter, 
suitable for cutting corn-stalks, hay and 
straw from one-quarter inch to one inch 
in length. The expense for each member 
of the club would be small, and as no one 
would need to use it much of the time, it 
could well do sen ice for them all. When 
it w as set up on any farm, a large quan- 
tity ol stalks could be cut to last lor months. 
(>11 ordinary farms, where there is plenty 
of barn room, tile machine need be set. up 
but once or twice a year, as the stalks 
could all be cut and packed into a bay. 
llav and straw could also be cut and left 
in a large pile on the lloor. This co-oper- 
ation would render neighbors more friend- 
lv and social, flic same power could also 
be used for threshing." 
American Corn Abroad. 
If our corn hail been a favorite tuod in 
Europe, or even in Croat Britain, as our 
wheat is, it would long before this have 
been exported in increasing (juantities an- 
nually. But ol late the consumption ol 
corn has rapidlv increased in the l nited 
Kingdom, being not so much used lor hu- 
man food as for that ol Cattle and stock. 
The hitter have been fatted hitherto on 
oats, fiarh'V. pease, turnips and oil cake: 
these cannot he produced so cheaply now 
as they have been in the past, and it wants 
nothing but slightly lower prices for corn 
to open to our immense crops of this roy- 
al cereal a market that will continue to he 
a marvel for generations. Stall feeding 
must become, more and more tiie habit in 
a comparatively small country like Lng- 
latid, and cattle must be sustained with 
what will pay to feed to them. Stall feed- 
ing also increases the productiveness ot 
the land and thus increases the produc- 
tion of wheat. 
It is therefore estimated that by lower- 
ing tiie price of American corn by ten 
cents a bushel on laying it down at Liver- 
pool, the titty millions of bushels now an- 
nually consumed in < Ireat Britain,of which 
one-half is supplied direct from the I’nited 
States, will be rapidly increased until the 
export of this staple becomes one of the 
standard (dements of our foreign trade. 
We have seen the computation that it 
American wheat could he delivered in 
Liverpool, at the average price of .*1.40, 
which is the average of Russian wheat in 
that market trmu lsiiO to ls7-. and if 
American corn could be delivered in the 
same market at the average price of 80 
cents a bushel, the export trade in both 
these staples from this country would 
speedily mount up to 77>,O0O,u0o bushels 
annually ol wheat, and >(.),(Xlu.Hon bush- 
els annually ot Indian corn, l ids would 
biing up our cereal exports to a level with 
that "I cotton where they should be. What 
we need first is a .sound currency and du- 
ties that encourage an export trade 
Lynched by :i Mob. 
< lMiwvri, .January 22. The citizen* of 
Barbourville, West \ a'., to-night threaten to 
lynch a Mrs. .Meeting aud lo r paramour, lor 
cutting her hu*baud’* throat and burying him 
under a stable. 
i. \ i j:h. 
A Gazette special say* Edward William*, 
wlm with Mr*. Meeting had been unvoted for 
the murd'*rof the latter's husband, w a* taken 
from jail last night at Barbourville, We*! Va., 
and hanged by a mob. Tin* parties were as- 
sured by a minister that *ullieieut evidence of 
their guilt had Iran obtained, and * tint the jail 
was *um>linUed by a limb of exci'ed people, 
but both denied any complicity in tin* act, al- 
though the minister continued praying with 
them and asking a confession. The mob final- 
ly forced the k» \* from tin-jailer and look Wil- 
liams out and placed him under a tree in the 
( ourt House yard, where with a rope around 
his neck, standing on a barrel lie made a con- 
fession. and expressed tin* hope that the crowd 
might obtain God's forgiveness for their crime 
as lie had for hi*, and declared he was happily 
started on his journey home to heaven. He 
died after lifleen minutes of terrible agony. 
Mrs. Meeting was then brought out, and 
placing her in front ol the dead murderer, the 
crowd called for her confession. She said Wil- 
liams had been her paramour for three years; 
that sin* had been trying for the past three 
months to poison her husband without suc- 
cess; that Williams struck Meeting on tin* 
head with an axe while he was asleep Wed- 
nesday night, afterwards cutting his throat. 
She assisted in destroying tin* evidences of the 
murder, and in burying Meeting. She accused 
herself of being tin* cause ot the murder, but 
begged piteously for her life. Though the feel- 
ing was very_ strong against her, and the 
crowd voted unanimously for her execution, 
no man could be found who would put a rope 
around a woman's neck, and she was therefore 
returned to jail. William.*’ body was left 
hanging until cut down by the authorities this 
morning. 
Th© Egyptian Contribution. 
Egypt is the lirst among the competing na- 
tions at our Centennial to present herself for 
admission. A despatch from Philadelphia says : 
The oldest of nations is the lirst to appear at 
the birthday lestival of the youngest. Egypt 
has arrived. Her entire contribution to the 
Centennial is already landed at New York, and 
her Chief Commissioner is here, with his cata- 
logue ready for the printer, and nothing re- 
mains for him to do but to put in orderly ar- 
ray in the exhibition buildings the products 
sent. 11 the Fair were to begin next month, 
instead of in May, lie would he ready. The 
Egyptian Commission is composed of the fol- 
lowing members: His Highness Prince Mo- 
hammed Tnwtic Pasha, President; His Excel- 
lency Chcrif Pasha, Minister of Commerce, 
Vice President: II. Bnigsch Bey, Commission- 
er General and Secretary; Members, (Jen 
Stone; Mahmoud Bey, Astronomer; Mariette 
Bey, Director of Museums; M. Gastinel Bey, 
Professor in the Medical School. The Com- 
missioner General, accompanied by his bro- 
ther, Emil Brugsch, and M. Belimer, attaches 
of the Commission, arrived here a few days 
ago, and will take a house in West Philadel- j 
phia and remain until the close of the Exhibi- 
tion. Nearly tlie whole of the Egyptian ex- 
hibit is the property of the Khedive. Many of 
the curious and costly articles, such as weap- 
ons and ornaments from the barbarous tribes 
inhabiting the remote regions of Central Af- 
rica, jewels, inlaid work in ivory, precious 
metals, rich embroideries in gold and silver 
thread produced by the Arabian artisans of 
Cairo, are taken from the National Museum, 
while the best specimens of agricultural pro- 
ducts are from the estates of the Khedive. In 
all, the catalogue contains over 0000 numbers. 
“Open that sale,” said a merchant to an 
expert who had been sent lor, “open it in 
twenty minutes and I will give you $20” 
The safe was open in five minutes. “All 
right” said the merchant, “here is $10; 
enough for live minutes’ work.” The $10 
was looked at but not taken, and in the 
next moment the sale was closed as tight 
as ever. “Oh, iiow is that ?” “The how,” 
said the man, “is that 1 charge nothing 
for closing the safe but $20 more for the 
next opening—$40 in all—and want my 
pay in advance.” Of course he did and 
whoever has anything to say on the sub- 
ject can now speak. fN. O. Picayune. 
| Dost Thou_RememberJ 
Dost tliou remember one most royal day 
In sweet September? 
Its glorious sunset fading fast away. 
Dost tliou remember? 
I How like a dream of bliss it seemed to float 
lletwixt two heavens in our swaying boat. 
! Till twilight deepened, and the stars lay bright 
In glassy depths between the lilies white; 
And o'er our heart a dreamy silence fell. 
! And were it earth or heaven we could not tell: 
Dost thou remember? 
: Dost thou remember one weird windy night 
In wild November? 
between theflyingclouds the moon shone white: 
Dost thou remember? 
| black shadows ran along the open spaces, 
i >r cowered, lurking in the hidden places. 
| Wild words were spoken, amt wild winds sped I shuddering past us with a ghostly tread : 
| Wild passionate words were spoken, and there 
fell 
A dreary echo, sounding like Farewell! 
Dost tliou remember? 
| Dost thou remember one cold bitter morn 
In sharp December, 
When we arose and went our way forlorn? 
Dost thou remember? 
One silent sigh for sweet lost days ol bliss, 
me long sad gaze, one first, last, speechless kis-: 
Then out across the weary waste of snow 
Tliou to the deathful battletield didst go. 
And 1 to lonely cities far away 
To wear out heartache slowly, day lit day : 
Dost thou remember? 
Nay. why remember? why revive again 
A cold gray ember? 
Time's ashes cover pleasure, passion, pain: 
Then why remember? 
The tire is spent: let be the ashes dead; 
I.et none surmise how hearts have thrilled or 
bled, 
Mine lietli in its grave. It shall not rise 
To look on thee with Memory’s conscious eyes, 
(>r call the past from dim Oblivion's shore, 
(>r waken griefs, or ask thee any more 
Dost thou remember? 
[Mary F. Atkinson, iii Lippineott's Magazine. 
A Doctor's New Year <’all. 
January 1, is—. 
1 >oar ('hurley :—1 am laid up with a sprained 
ankle, and must turn over my patients to your 
tender mercies. I inclose list with names) ad- 
dresses, courses of treatment, &e., for your edi- 
tiration. Godfrey Herman. 
This was the note that Dr. Charles Ste- 
venson stood perusing with a downcast 
lace and a clouded brow on a New Year’s 
morning, not many years ago. The gentle- 
man in question was just twenty-live, 
handsome and talented, possessed a mod- 
est income, and was independent ot his 
practice. He was a favorite in society, 
and had a goodly list of lady triends upon 
whom he might call on New Year’s day. 
I'pou the morning in question Dr. .Ste- 
venson had gone his professional rounds 
very early, and had returned home to 
nt ake a proper toilet for the usual round 
of New Year’s calls, when his ollice-boy 
brought him the missive quoted above. 
•‘Confound it all!” he muttered, “why 
couldn't Godfrey wait until to-morrow to 
sprain his ankle ? And what a list! Rheu- 
matism! pneumonia! Hem! hem! Here 
is one that sounds interesting: ’Aliss Gra- 
ham, No. “Its-street, lung fever.’ Dear 
me! what a detailed description and 
symptoms! Decidedly, Godfrey is inter- 
ested in Miss Graham’s lung fever. Well, 
1 suppose I must go, and cut down my 
visits to a few this evening.” 
He retired to his sleeping apartment for 
a brief time, and emerged, no longer in 
lashionable, new attire, but in what lie 
called his “doctor’s toggery, warranted 
lever-proof.’’ 
In every youthful heart, though the ten-' 
tier love that makes a life may not yet 
have come, there is ever one face, one 
voice, upon which the fancy lingers as a 
little brighter, a little sweeter, than other 
faces or voices can ever be. To Charley 
Stevenson this lace and voice was the 
memory ol Maude Middleton—a blonde 
beauty, and an only child of one of the 
leading lawyers of the city. As yet lota' 
had not come to either heart; yet it is cer- 
tain the beautiful blonde accepted the at- 
tentions ol the handsome young doctor 
willingly, and gave him sweetest smiles 
in return, dust a society flirtation so lar, 
but one likely to become something more 
—lor Dr Stevenson was heir-expectant to 
a wealthy maiden aunt, and Maude Mid- 
dleton had been well taught as to the ne- 
cessity of securing a handsome establish- 
ment with oilier matrimonial blessings, 
d lie ripple ot her golden hair, the sparkle 
ot her blue eyes, were the magnets that 
hurried the Doctor in his round of profes- 
sional calls till he stood at the door ot the 
last patient. Miss Graham—who had lung 
lever. 
Into a darkened room, where i’overty 
had set her ugly seal, yet where some ol 
those heartrending relics of better days 
lingered, the Doctor was ushered by an el- 
derly woman—a gentlewoman in the true 
Knglish sense of the world—-who bore the 
traces of sorrow upon her sad face, and 
who looked with pitiful anxiety lor his di- 
rections. 
"alio seems much worse since last even- 
ing,” she said, when the Doctor had ex- 
plained the accident that kept his friend at 
home. “The delirium continued, though 
she is so weak she can hardly speak.” 
A few professional inquiries followed, 
and the doctor approached the bed. A face 
thin, yet exquisitely delicate in every out- 
line and feature, fever-flushed, with large, 
black eyes, unnaturally brilliant, met his 
gaze—a face stricken by illness, wasted 
and worn, yet the most beautiful in all its 
pain his eyes had ever rested upon ! 
While he felt the rapid pulse at the del- 
icate wrist, and bent low to listen to the 
murmurs of the delirious fancy', a knock at 
the door summoned the mother away. It 
was impossible in the deep stillness of the 
room to avoid hearing the conversation 
between the new-comer anil Mrs. Graham. 
“You have an answer to my note ?” the 
lady said, eagerly. 
“Xo, ma’am! Miss Middleton was dres- 
sing for callers, and couldn’t be bothered.” 
“She sent me some money, .Joe—just a 
dollar or two?” 
“Xo, ma’am ! You must wait till next 
month.” 
“Did she read the note?” 
“Yes, ma’am ! I seed her read it while 
the man was dressing of her hair. And 1 
told her, ma’am, flow sick Miss Daisy was. 
Hut she said I was an impudence, and 
might talk when I was asked. She’s a 
proud one !” 
“Well, doe, you can do no more.” 
“Hut ain’t I to go for the medicines and 
the wine?” 
“Xo! There! Nevermind!” 
It was a whole tragedy to Charles Ste- 
venson's kind heart. Was the mother seek- 
ing charity ? Or did the blonde beauty— 
who haunted all his dreams—owe rightful 
payment ? Either way his idol was dim- 
med by the errand-boy. Yet he felt in- 
stinctively that charity would not be ac- 
cepted from a stranger here. The face of 
the elder lady, through all its sadness and 
gentleness, was proud ; and every tofie of 
the low voice showed education aiid refine- 
ment. 
Xo money—not a pitiful “dollaror two” 
—and the patient wanted expensive med- 
icines and stimulants. A bright thought 
flashed over Charlie Stevenson’s mind. 
“Mrs. Graham,” he said, turning his eyes 
sadly lrom the tearful face, “your daugh- 
ter needs a medicine 1 do not like to trust 
a druggist to prepare from a written pre- 
scription. 1 will return in an hour, and ad- 
minister the first dose myself.” 
Whether she understood the delicate 
kindness or not, Mrs. Graham’s grateful 
eyes sufficiently thanked the young physi- 
cian, who hurried away—soon returning 
with the medicines and wines cleverly dis- 
guised by a prescription label plastered 
over the original one. More than three 
hours slipped away while the Doctor 
watched his patient, studying the effects 
of his medicines, and finally being reward- 
ed by seeing her fall into a quiet slumber. 
It was quite too late when he reached 
home again to make calls; and as he sat 
over his cheery, grate, he dreamed not of 
Maude’s golden curls, but of the pale, 
sweet face of Miss Graham, it saddened 
him to think of a coffin-lid hiding it forever 
from the mother’s loving eyes; and yet he 
knew that she was' hovering very close to 
the borders of the future life. 
His first call the next day was at the 
house oi his patient; and by the glad eyes 
of the mother lie knew that life-giving 
sleep had been prolonged, and had been 
followed by consciousness. Very weak 
and very ill she was yet; but there was 
hope now. And Dr. Stevenson wondered 
that this tact should lighten his heart, 
when but twenty-four hours before he had 
never even hoard ot Miss Graham. Hut in 
his morning travels a natty little plueton 
passed him, paused till he came up, and 
Maude Middleton bent forward and held 
out. her hand to the young physician. 
“You do not deserve to be spoken to.'1 
she said, w ith her great blue eyes merrily 
cordial, “loi you should have followed 
your bouquet yesterday." 
“I was only too sorry that 1 could not," 
was the reply. “One oi my friends sprain- 
1 ed his ankle, and kindly turned over his 
! patients to me." 
“Doleful : with a shrug ‘Sickness is 
a horrid iiore. 1 am now limiting up a 
substitute for my dressmaker, who sends 
me word she Ikis lung-fever. 1 dare say 
it is only avoid, lint in the meantime I 
must find some one else. Shocking! ain't 
it? Do come and see us soon." 
And after a lew more parting words 
she carried her golden curls from Charley’s 
vision. It was a debt, then. Sfie owed 
the motley she had heartlessly refused to 
send to the sick girl. All the glamour 
faded it once and forever from Dr. Stev- 
ensor s heart. It was impossible for a 
man whose every action was controlled 
by honor and Christianity to give even 
administration to a woman for whom he 
felt no respect, and Dr. Stevenson was 
conscious of a feeling of bitter contempt 
for Maude as the ph.-cton bore her out of 
sight. 
It was with a new interest lie found bis 
way toward evening to Daisy Graham's 
sick room. And when her eyes met his 
full of gratitude, and a whisper thanked 
him, lie wondered how lie had ever seen 
any beauty in the fair face of Maude Mid- 
dleton ! If lit that young lady did not pro- 
pose to lose her admirer so easily. Old 
Mrs. Stevenson, the doctor’s aunt, had 
taken the blonde upon her lisL of special 
favorites; and it was astonishing how of- 
ten the gay beauty found an excuse to vis- 
it her elderly lriend. Often Charley was 
there, oyer courteous and pleasant, hut 
never again with that air that had once 
told Maude her charms were winning 
their way to the young doctor’s heart. It 
troubled him, too, that his aunt had so 
evidently set her heart upon a match be- 
tween himself and Maude—lor lie dearly 
loved her, and was loth to cross any of 
her wishes. So, not wishing to make any 
violent rupture, cunning Charley, one 
evening in early spring, said : 
“Auntie! do you remember toncc wish- 
ing you could replace your old companion 
Miss lfruce ? 
“Yes; but I never can. And when you 
are married, Charley, your wile will share 
our home! 
“Very true! In the meantime, auntie, 
1 have a patient who has been very ill 
with lung-fever, and whose support is her 
needle. She is not strong enough yet to 
follow her trade of dressmaking; and 1 
was thinking if my auntie could find a 
place for her and make her uselul, it 
would be a charily, and might prove a 
comfort here also." 
“\\ ho is slip, liarley J 
“Miss Daisy Graham.” 
“Graham! hut Graham?” 
“Her lather's name was dosiali: and I 
believe they were wealthy at one time.'’ 
“Josiali Graham's child dressmaking?'’ 
eried Auntie Stevenson “Charley! And 
Maria—iiis wife, I mean—is she dead !J 
“No, but they are very poor. Do you | 
know her ? 
“Know her'1 Siie was my dearest 
friend for years, until she married and 
went West. Then I lost sight of her. 
Where are they J I will call to-day — 
now 
“Von are the dearest amity in the 
world ! 
“H in! Yes! ft seems to me you are 
wonderfully interested, Dr. Charles. Is 
Miss Daisy pretty ? 
“Lovely and so gentle ; ml good ! 
Then Charley tuidofhis New Year call, 
of the subsequent visits, of his pleading 
tor and obtaining permission to make so- 
cial visits after professional ones were r.o 
longer needed, and How each one deepen- 
ed his interest in the fair sweet girl! 
“She is verv-delieate yet,” he said, in 
conclusion, “and needs good loo.I and 
freedom from wearing anxiety.” 
“She shall have them. And, Charley 
—if she is the refined, sweet woman her 
mother was—I will speed the wooing.” 
Only a kiss to thank her, and Charley 
was oil'to order the carriage for the cal!. 
Two weeks later Miss Maude Middle- 
ton, being about to prepare a wardrobe 
for her summer campaign, bethought her 
of the titty dollars she owed Daisy Gra- 
ham. She resolved to pay it, and so pave 
the way tor a new order, lint, Miss (ira- 
ham was not at home. 
“Gone with her mother to visit some 
trie.mis,” her landlady told Miss Middle- 
ton, who re-entered her pho ton in no 
amiable frame ot mind. 
“She had such exquisite taste, fitting 
me to perfection, and worked for a mere 
nothing,” thought that ill-used young lady 
as she drove in the direction ot Miss Stev- 
enson’s. “I’ll ask that old maid who makes 
her dresses, though 1 suppose they cost, a 
small fortune.” 
Miss Stevenson was at home, the ser- 
vant informed Maude; and that young 
lady, being a privileged visitor, went at 
once to the sitting-room. At the door she 
paused, seeing a lady sitting near the 
window. And in a low chair at Miss Stev- 
enson’s feet sat Daisy Graham. 
“Oh ! Miss Graham,” she said, “1 have 
just been to your house to see it you could 
make me some summer dresses, and to 
pay' you a trifle I owe you.” 
"Miss Graham,” said Miss Stevenson, 
dryly, “has given up dressmaking lor the 
present; but the trille will be quite con- 
venient toward providing her Iroxseau. 
You will be the first to hear of the en- 
gagement, Maude, but you may say, on 
my authority, that we are to have a wed- 
ding in the fall, when Daisy will become 
the wife of my nephew, Charley ! 
Very sweetly Miss Middleton made her 
congratulatory speech, and paid her bill; 
but in her plneton the young lady shed 
spiteful tears in the shadow ot her veil, 
muttering: 
“So that was the reason Charles Stev- 
enson stayed away from my New Year 
reception, and has been so oflish ever 
since! ” 
And, reader, that was exactly the rea- 
son. 
The number of men at present maintained in 
the standing armies of civilized nations is not 
less than 3,000,000. All these are snatched 
awav from useful industries and condemned to 
idleness and a vicious life, while the laboring 
people are taxed for their support and for the 
costly armaments they require. The annual 
amount of the military and naval budgets of 
Europe is $590,963,300; the loss of labor involv- 
ed by the withdrawal of so many men from pro- 
ductive industry costs §000,874,400; and the in- 
terest of capital invested in military and naval 
establishments amounts to §152,200,000. This 
makes a total of more than #1.400,000,000 taken 
every year from the people of Christendom for 
the maintenance of military establishments. 
Hut this is not all; for nearly as many more 
men are required to wait upon them in some 
form or other, and they, too, become consum- 
ers of the world’s supply of food. The first 
effect of this is that the finances of nearly all 
European States are embarrassed. On the 
other hand, let us for a moment suppose that, 
by an understanding with the great Powers, a 
disarming in the proportion of one-half was 
effected. Immediately more than 2,500,000 of 
men, from twenty to thirty-five years of age, 
constituting the flower of the population of that 
age, are restored to the labors of peace, and at 
once an annual sav ing of #'640,000,000 is effected 
on the totality of European budgets—a sum 
which would pavotf in twenty years all the 
European National debts. 
‘‘No, sir,” said a weary looking man on a 
street car to an individual by liis side. ‘‘I 
wouldn’t marry the best woman alive. I've 
been a dry goods clerk too long for that.” 
The Story of the Battle of Gettys- 
burg Retold. 
Swinton in his work published in I860, 
entitled "The Army of the Potomac,” al- 
though intending, doubtless, to render full 
justice to every one who made a part ot 
that army fails in many instances even to 
name officers high in rank and renowned 
for daring deeds, who either fell on their 
country’s altar or yet live, wearing the 
proud wreath accorded them by the hands 
of those who knew where to place it. 
My attention at this time will be given 
more particularly to the batlle of Gettys- 
burg, in which I took an humble part; 
and although J may fall short of the forci- 
ble and graphic style in which Mr. Swin- 
ton's pen has done its work, yet I shall at 
least recall to the memory of many persons 
still living some of the exciting scenes of 
that terrible and decisive conflict. 
As early as the morning of the -d day 
of duly, both armies, with perhaps a corps 
on the Union side, and a division on the 
Southern side, had arrived at Gettysburg, 
and there is tittle doubt as to the feeling 
of confidence entertained among the Con- 
federates as to the coming contest. They 
expected a signal victory, and from that 
lorward to hold everything in their own 
liana. 
ii is well known to any one at all famil- 
ial- witii the history of tiiat battle tiiat Gen- 
eral Sickles was ordered to place his com- 
mand on tlie left ot General Hancock, on 
the same general line, which would draw 
it along tlie prolongation of Cemetery 
llidge, toward the Hound, fop. The 
ground in trout of this position being con- 
siderably depressed, General Sickles took 
the responsibility ol advancing his line 
several hundred yards in order to occupy 
high ground between the one he had been 
ordered to take and the Emmettsburg 
road. 
This movement of his no doubt had 
much to do with subsequent results. About 
lour o’clock in the afternoon, Longstreet, 
under cover of a powerful artillery fire, 
commenced the attack—an attack the most 
(earlul and impetuous I ever witnessed. 
The weigiit ot his movement fell chiefly 
upon that portion of Sickles's corps which 
stretched back trom the Peach Orchard to 
the Hound Top—that is, upon the brig- 
ades ot He Trobriand and Ward. 
The brigade of General do Trobriand, 
to which 1 was attached as adjutant gen- 
era!, was at that time made up of the 
Third and Filth Michigan, the Tenth Penn- 
sylvania, the Fortieth New York and the 
Seventeenth Maine. That of General 
Ward was composed oi the One Hundred 
and Twenty-Fourth New York, and some 
other regiments that 1 cannot exactly re- 
call. At tlie time of the opening of the 
attack. General du Trobriand, surrounded 
by his start', and with his brigade in re- 
serve, was awaiting his orders with as 
much patience as is usual with a brave 
French soldier, lull of enthusiasm, with 
his enemies in sight. He sat upon ins 
horse—tlie faithiul Chasseur—and fixed 
his eyes upon tlie coming toe with a com- 
manding and most imperturbable air. 
While thus eagerly waiting for orders 
to advance, an aide from General Hirney 
rode and ordered a forward movement, 
and directed that a regiment ot the brig- 
ade be sent double quick to prolong the 
line on tlie left, so as to fill in the inter- 
vening gap to tlie foot bf Hound Top, for 
the occupation oi which both forces were 
now engaged in a deadly struggle. Gen- 
eral de Trobriand designated tlie Fortieth 
New York for this duty, and ordered me 
to conduct it to its assigned position, and, 
if necessary, to remain there with it. We 
proceeded. The air was filled with smoke 
and the interchanging tires ot artillery and 
musketry. Tlie shouts of botli armies 
were almost deafening, but I succeeded 
i.; placing tlie regiment where it was or- 
dered, and decided to remain with it. 
The enemy had us at a disadvantage. 
1 hey were on higher ground, and were 
pouring a terrific fire into our front, and 
nothing but the i'act that “Greek had met 
Greek'’ saved us from a ruinous and over- 
whelming disaster. I trust in God I may 
never again be called to look upon such 
scenes as I there beheld, and that the iu- 
ture ol our country may never be again 
clouded bv fratricidal war—the most hor- 
rible of all wars. 
Colonel Thomas \Y. Kagan, the com- 
mander of the regiment, one of the brav- 
est men 1 ever knew, was charging with 
his command, when a ball from the enemy 
pierced the heart o! his brave little mare, 
which sank under him and gave up her 
life for her country as devotedly as the 
best soldier slain in the engagement. 
Bravo as her rider was, and aroused by 
the danger around him, he had yet time, 
as he aiterward told me, to drop a tear on 
the expiring animal that had borne him 
so many hundreds of miles and through so 
many perils; but that now, decked with 
foam and with glazing eye, couid only 
look dimly upon him tortile last time and 
sink into death. 
Major Warner of the same regiment 
was borne past me for dead, but was only 
terrible wounded, and afterward recover- 
ed. Uis horse came dashing by a few 
moments afterward, and my own having 
been disabled from wounds and rendered 
unfit for use, 1 caught and mounted him. 
Colonel A. V. 11. KUis, of the One Hun- 
dred and Twenty-fourth Xew York, one 
ot the most chivalrous spirits that ever 
breathed, had received his mortal wound, 
lie was riding at the head ot his regiment 
waving his sword in the air and shouting 
to his men (his orange blossoms, as he 
called them, the regiment having been 
raised in Orange County, N. Y.,) when a 
bullet struck him in the forehead. He 
was borne to the rear and died in a few 
moments. Major Cromwell, also of that 
regiment, was killed almost at the same 
instant. 
The adjutant ol the regiment was kill- 
ed by a shot through the heart as it was 
moving off the field, lie had fought brave- 
ly for hours, and it seemed hard that one 
so young and hopeful should be thus 
stricken down by a chance shot after hav- 
ing faced the thickest of the light unharm- ed0 But such is the late ot war, and there 
are perhaps thousands of similar instances 
known only to the few who happen to be 
present at their occurrence. 
It happened that I was within a lew 
feet of General Sickles when he received 
the wound by which he lost his leg. When 
our command lell back alter being re- 
lieved by General Sykes, 1 hastened to 
find General de Trobriand, and seeing a 
knot of officers near the brick house into 
which General Sickles was so soon to be 
taken, 1 rode up to see if he (De Tro- 
briand) was among them. The knot of 
officers proved to be General Sickles and 
his staff'. 1 saluted him and was just ask- 
ing for General de Trobriand when a ter- 
rific explosion seemed to shake the very 
earth. This was instantly followed by 
another equally stunning, and the horses 
all uegan to jump. 
As General Sickles attempted to dis- 
mount he seemed to lose strength, and 
half fell to the ground, lie was very pale 
and evidently in most fearful pain, as he 
exclaimed, excitedly, “Quick! quick, get 
something and tie it up before 1 bleed to 
death.” lie was carried from the field to 
the house I have mentioned, coolly smok- 
ing a cigar, quietly remarking to a Catho- 
lic priest, a chaplain of the regiments in 
his command, whose name I regret that 1 
do not remember, but was fearlessly ad- 
ministrating to tlie dying and wounded 
in spite of the balls that whistled about 
him, “Man proposes and God disposes.” 
1 soon found General de Trobriand, and 
told him about the accident to General 
Sickles, and reported to him what the 
Fortieth New York had done, and men- 
tioned the names ot the officers that had 
been killed and wounded as far as 1 knew 
them. When he noticed my face all black- 
ened with dirt and smoke, and that 1 was 
riding another horse, he remarked, “why, 
captain, where is your horse?” “Poor 
fellow, I reckon he is dead, general,” said 
I, ‘-ami this is one that Warner was rid- 
ing when he was shot down,” When i 
came to dismount I found the poor horse 
also bloody to the foot from a wound in 
the hip, and the front of the McClellan 
saddle strapped on him entirely shot 
away. 
The part taken in this action by our 
division was brief, but determined. It 
fought until the last cartridge was gone, 
and then fell back slowly and stubbornly 
until relieved. 
That evening, after lying down among 
the dead and dying to obtain a little much 
needed rest, the cries of the sufferers ren- 
dered it impossible tor me to sleep. I 
went to the assistance of many ot the poor 
fellows, ori both sides, who were calling 
lor water. I was accompanied by Lieut- 
enant Houghton of the staff, and supplied 
with six or eight canteens we ventured on 
our errand of mercy. Many called to us 
that we dared not visit, from the immi- 
nent risk ot being shot, as the firing of the 
pickets was incessant; but we had the sat- 
isfaction of moistening the lips ot scores 
of dying men, who, doubtless, passed to 
their long account with unspoken but 
heart-felt prayers in our behalf. 
wnce, as i ventured too lar towards the 
enemy's line, I came very near losing my 
lite in this attempt to succor the helpless. ! 
I was handing a canteen of water to a 
Coniederate soldier, who was able to sit, 
but could not stand, when a ball whistled 
over my head from the picket line. 1 
threw the canteen towards tin? wounded 
man and galloped away. Several shots 
followed me as 1 rode rapidly over our 
lines, and I was justly indignant of the 
idea of being tired upon under such clr- 
cumtanees, but, of course, it was impossi 
ble for the enemy to tell whether we were 
robbing the dead or ministering to the 
wants of the living. [Major Hen M. Hiatt, 
H. S. A., 
A Canadian Elopement. 
1 From the X. V. Herald : Jan. e:i. | 
A genuine sensation of the kind most eagerly 
devoured by all claeses of both sexes was crea- 
ted throughout the entire city last evening by 
the announcement in the afternoon papers of 
the elopement from Montreal and arrival in this 
city of the wife of Mr. Henry Mackenzie, a 
prominent and widely known ship-owner and 
millionaire of Montreal with Frederick JI. 
Bridges, a dashing young English blood. There 
is in'this little morse! of'domestic scandal :•!! the 
ingredients of a lirst class romance, although it 
is doubtful if the deserted husband considers 
the escapade as a very romantic allair. flic 
lady is young, beautiful, comely of person and 
wealthy, and comes from the cr*-me ac l > 
ot Montreal's most aristocratic circles. Mr. B. 
is also young, wealthy, travelled, and, withal, 
dashing. 
Early in the autumn months of last year 
Frederick IE Bridges arrived in the Canadian 
metropolis from Europe. Coming from a good 
family in England, he experienced no diflicully 
in gaining access to Montreal's aristocratic co- 
terie, and at once became a lion with tin* tail* 
sex. Among scores of others he was introduced 
into the family of Mr. Mackenzie, and at once 
became enamored of tin* manifold charms of the 
mistress of the house. His feelings were ardent- 
ly reciprocated, and ere the flight of many weeks 
clandestine meetings between the two panting 
young hearts were of almost daily occurrence. 
Mrs. Mackenzie although but twenty-three 
years of age, is the mother of four chubby little 
Mackenzies, and therefore, certainly should 
have known better, but she didn't: or, if she 
did, was careless as to the consequence*. At 
lust the guilty loves of this erring pair became 
so ardent that Montreal's “pent up Ctiea" wa* 
quite too circumscribed for them, so they de- 
termined to seek new field*. Accordingly an 
opportunity for flight was impatiently awaited. ! 
Taking advantage of her husband’s temporal-;, j 
absence from the city. Mrs. Mackenzie packed j 
up her luggage, and, with her two youngest 
children joined lici* festive Don Juan in a trip ; 
to the States. 
It was on Monday last that they bade adieu to 
their Montreal homes. A ride of a lew hours 
brought them to St. Albans, where, having 
passed beyond the dreaded jurisdiction of Cana- 
dian justice, a halt was etfeeted. Amid the 
prosaic surroundings of t!ii*little New England 
town, the lovers lingered three dav*. while, if 
not all the world, certainly 
ALL MONTREAL M ONDKKKl*. 
Rumors of the arrival of a brace «»f Montreal 
detectives interrupted the billing and cooing <u 
the fugitives, and in haste they hoarded a south- 
ern hound train and sped away to New York. 
By this time, however, friends of the parties in 
Montreal had ascertained their whereabouts, 
and a message was telegraphed to Superintend- 
ent Wal'iing requesting their arrest. The mes- 
sage was signed W. H. Penton, Chief of Police, 
and reached the Central Office, in Mulberry 
street, at three o'clock Friday morning. 
Through the inadvertence of some of the clerks 
Mr. Walling did not receive it until eight o'clock 
just one hour later than the arri\al at the C rand 
Central depot, of the train bearing the errant 
lovers. Detectives Roily and Williamson were 
detailed to find the truants, and a difficult task 
they had, for no one seemed L> know whither 
the party had flown after alighting from the 
train. At last, however, the oflieers traced 
them to the Fifth Avenue Hotel, where, greatly 
to the consternation of the false wife, both were 
arrested. 1'hey had registered as Mr.and-Mrs. 
Henderson, of Philadelphia. A carriage was 
called, and, without unv unnecessary commo- 
tion, the entire party, including the two chil- 
dren, were driven to Police Haedquarters. It 
was now nearly live o’clock, and, as the police 
courts were all closed, Superintendent Walling 
considered himself justified in detaining tin* 
runaways until morning. Comfortable quarters 
were provided for the iadv and her children, 
but the gay Lothario was left to the contempla- 
tion of the inner decorations of a cell. This 
sort of thing was 
SOME\VII AT l XROM A XTIC, 
but our hero bore himself with becoming stoi- 
cism. lie, sent for 31 r. William F. Howe to 
come and extricate himself and **travelling 
companion” from their perplexity. At eight 
o’clock yesterday morning the lawyer appeared 
at the cell door, and after n somewhat protract- 
ed conference the prisoners and eounsef were 
driven in a close carriage to the Tombs Police 
Court. Here they were shown into the Judge’s 
private room, the children, however, being 
left in the carriage. After a disposition of the 
cases of the more vulgar class offenders, Justice 
Bixby called Mr. Bridges before the dock. The 
detectives who had made the arrest stated the 
facts, whereupon the magistrate promptly dis- 
charged the prisoners, remarking that there 
was no criminal charge against them. The la- 
dy was escorted in the most gallant manner 
possible to the carriage by young Bridges, and 
with a kiss of the hand, the fair prisoner that 
was, disappeared in tin* direction of Broadway 
and proceeded directly to he Windsor. Before 
leaving the court the party was joined by Mrs. 
Mackenzie’s brother and brother-in-law, both 
of whom used their utmost endeavors to per- 
suade the erring fair one to return to her grief- 
stricken and heartbroken husband and children, 
but to no avail. She would 
“NEVER LEAVE HER DEAR FREDERICK,” 
she said, and as for returning to 3Iontreal, why 
she could not for a moment entertain the prop- 
osition. 
Bridges went to the Hofl'man House, where 
he registered as F. 1L Brydges, of Philadelphia. 
At tight o’clock last evening he took a carriage 
and drove to the Windsor, where lie again 
joined his love and her lambs. Here he pur- 
chased tickets to Philadelphia, and as he lov- 
ingly handed his Venus and the little ones 
aboard a ^sleeping coach attached to the !h*20 
train from Jersey City he presented a genuine 
fatherly appearance. 
Nina Mackenzie, for that is the heroine’s 
name, is the niece of Sir Hugh Allen, President 
of the Bank ot Montreal, and heavily interested 
in railway enterprises. She is a brunette, de- 
cidedly handsome and engaging in her :y>pear- 
ance and manners, and bears every evidence of 
good breeding. She was very richly, but by no 
means gaudily attired, wearing a* long black 
silk cloak lined with ermine, a black velvet 
bonnet, and carried a sable muff 
Frederick H. Bridges is twenty-three years 
of age. He has a very florid complexion, 
chestnut hair and mustache and side whiskers— 
very light—of the blonde type. He evidently 
has plenty of nerve, and declares he will not 
give up his prize come what may. 
It takes a touch ot adversity to show 
whether a man is a man at all, just as it 
needs the touch of trost to bring up the 
glories ot the trees. Even on a dark day- 
in October how royally the woods llame 
out! Under what glorious banners they 
march to meet the winter! What un- 
matched splendors, rich as sunset skies, 
tender as the rainbow, shine out over the 
earth! These splendors are treasures that 
the trees weie silently laying up when the 
summer’s sun flooded them all day long. 
And shall a man in his time ot prosperity- 
lay up no store of sunshine in his inner self 
whereby when darker days come he shall 
be luminous with courage and good cheer. 
Lying is trying to hide in a log—if you 
move about you are in danger of bumping 
your head against the truth; as soon as 
the fog blows up, you are gone anyhow. 
About Infernal Machine*. 
London Time s, Dec. 27. 
The recent deplorable catastrophe atBreraer- 
haven has once more drawn attention to the 
fact that time and money still continue to be 
I expended and talent wasted and misapplied in 
devising the most refined methods of executing i the most dastardly and diabolical designs. Me- 
j domical skill appears to be laid under special ! contributions in these matters, although it can 
scarcely be doubted that those whose skillful 
hands contrive these cunning devices are per- 
fectly innocent of the intended application of 
their handiwork. As far as we at present 
know, he whose wasted life has just been dos- 
ed by a pistol bullet at Bremenhaven employ- 
ed an apparatus, consisting of a hammer, 
which was to strike a blow on some explosive 
substance at the end of a predetermined time, 
and which hammer was actuated by clock 
work. No precise description of the machine 
has as yet been given, although the exact par- 
ticulars will doubtless transpire during the ju- 
dicial inquiry. It is, however, by no mean- 
improbable that the mechanical arrangement 
will prove to be very much like one which was 
designed for a similar dastardly purpose near- 
ly three years since. As stated in the letter ot 
a correspondent, writing over the signature of 
••Warliawk,” and which appeared in the Times 
of the 'JiM inst., there was at that time a con- 
spiracy to ship a <juantitv of highly insured hut 
worthless goods on board one of the Message- 
ries Maratime- Company's vessels either at 
Bordeaux or Marseilles. With the goods wa- 
in be shipped 
AN INI T.RXAL MAC II IN I’, 
which at a given time was to explode, cause 
the destruction of the ship and bring the con- 
spirators their miserable reward. This ma- 
ehine consisted of a chest, entraining a power- 
ful explosive compound and an exploding ap- 
paratus. The principle of the exploder was 
that of the needle-gun, a need e being driven 
hito a primed cartridge, and causing the explo- 
sion of the whole mass of the eo npound. 
1'hc mechanism consisted of a needh or 
striker, set in a bolt, at the other cud of which 
was a spiral spring held in a tube. When the 
holt was forced back into the tube there was. 
of course, a powerful pressure behind it tend- 
ing to push it outward and todrire the needle 
into the cartridge. In order to hold the bolt 
back until the proper moment for the dis- 
charge had arrived, a catch or stud was form- 
ed on it, which was made to engage with a 
horizontal lever, having a hammer-shaped 
head. The lever was connected with springs 
so arranged as to have a constant tendency to 
release the head from the catch. This tenden- 
cy, however, was counteracted by a broad disc 
of metal which, being placed against the lower 
part of the lever head, held it in its place in 
front of the catch on the needle bolt. In the 
disc was cut a notch sufficiently deep to allow 
the lever head to drop into it when that part of 
the disc was presented to it, and so release the 
needh* bolt. The disc \n as revolved by a train 
of clockwork so speeded as that tin* disc should 
travel a given distance in *i definite time. Tin* 
edge of tie* disc was marked with a number of 
spaces, one space representing a day. and the 
edge would travel through that space in one 
day. Assuming tin* disc to be markt <1 into ten 
portions, and tin* machine to be required to ex- 
plode in eight davs, the lever would he set at 
the eighth mark from the notch. 
Till: CLOCKWORK 
would then 1m* started, and the disc would re- 
volve until, at the end of the eighth day, the 
notch would arrive at the lever-head, which 
would be forced into the notch bv its springs, 
the needle-bolt would thus be released, and 
being impelled sharply forward by the power- 
ful spiral spring at its rear, would cause the 
explosion of the cartridge, and so of the whole 
mass of the explosive compound. Thus would 
be consummated a. catastrophe which it is 
probable no living soul would escape to re- 
cord. li is by no means certain that the mis- 
creant Thomas was connected with the con- 
spiracy in which this infernal machine was to 
have been used, although circumstances favor- 
ed the supposition that he was. If he was, the 
publicity given to tin* matter at the time, and 
the fact of the mechanism of tlit* machine hav- 
ing become known, would probably cause him 
to substitute a hammer falling on an explosive 
substance for a needle penetrating a cartridge. 
And the matter would be by no means diffi- 
cult; for. after all, what we ha\e described is 
little more than a need < -gun lock released by 
clock-work instead of by iiand, and Thomas 
would only have to apply the principle of the 
percussion lock to his apparatus. Tills is 
what lie probabh did, as accounts tell us ot 
the table broken bv tin* fo:ce of the blow of the 
humm< when the maehine was tried. 
now tiii: atal explosion ; vmk about l 
is not quite clear, and possibly it never will be 1 
made any clearer than it is at the present time, j 
It i- to be accounted for on either one of two 
hypothesis,—it may have arisen from a prema- 
ture release ot the hammer, or striker, by rea- 
son of a derangement of the machinery, caused 
by a violent concussion such as a tall would 
produce: or it may have been due to the ex- 
plosion of the d« struetive agent itself from the 
same eai The latter hypothesis, however, 
opens up the question of the nature of the ex- 
plosive—whether it was pure nitro-ghcerine 
or one of its compounds, lithofractcur or dyna- 
mite. If it was nitro-glycerine and it had be- 
come ci vs', ilized, which will happen at a tem- 
perature of about forty-three degrees Fahren- 
heit, a ven moderate concussion would be suf- 
ficient to explode it; if it was lithofractcur or I 
dynamite, the same temperature would only 1 
harden it and render it more inert than when 
i:s its plastic condition. This point was excm- I 
pliiicd during >ume. experiments carried out : 
with lithofractcur in Wales, before the war of- 
fice committee on explosives, in February, 
ISTl*. and which were reported in the Times of 
the 22d of that month. There, upon igniting a 
sausauge of lithofractcur with a capped fuse, 
the sausage being placed against a military 
stockade. only a portion of it exploded. A 
second attempt met with a similar result, 
while a third only caused the lithofractcur to 
take tire and burn. The cause of the inertness 
of the compound was the cold to which it had 
been exposed for some hours on a bleak hill 
top. This points to the conclusion that nitro- 
glycerine was the agent used, for it can hardly 
be supposed that proper care had not been 
taken to make the mechanism of the apparatus 
strong enough to resist the shocks to which 
transport' would expose it. Moreover, the 
enormous and widespread mischief done up- 
pears to be greater than would have been ef- 
fected by the quantity of dynamite which the 
box—if tin* size be rightly stated—could con- 
tain, but not more than would he produced by 
that bulk of pure nitro-glycerine. lies ides, 
either lithofractcur or dynamite could have 
been procured on tin* continent without excit- 
ing suspicion, whereas nitro-glycerine could 
nut The bitter article, however, is freely 
used in tin United States, and can be readily 
procured. < ireunistanees seem to point to 
nitro-glycerine as the;tgent which caused such 
widespread desolation at Bremenhaven. 
OTIIl'.n minis III INKKliXAT. MACHINES 
have hei n imported into the discussions which 
have arisen upon the Mosel catastrophe. Among 
these is the coal shell and the rat, of the latter 
of which there are two species. Hy the cour- 
tesy of the editor of Iron, we have recently had 
the opportunity of examining one of these coal 
shells, which "came into Ins possession some 
two years and a half since. AVe are informed 
bv him that, at the same time, two were sent 
as samples to a large colliery proprietor and 
coal shipper at f arditl', who was ottered any 
number. Ii is to he borne in mind, however, 
that the Plimsoll question was being warmly 
agitated at Unit, time, and it is assumed by 
some that these coal shells emanated from 
■oinp unscrupulous upholder of the good cause 
Air. Plimsoll lias in hand, with a view of 
strengthening his ease. The coal shell is a 
hollow brass easting, representing a small 
lump of coal, about live inches long by three 
inches wide and two and a half inches deep. 
At each end is a hole for cleaning out the core 
of the easting and afterward for tilling it with 
the explosive compound. Tile object of these 
shells would appear to he not so much the de- 
struction of the shiii bv their direct as hy their 
indirect use. They were probably intended to 
he thrown among the coal in the bunkers, and 
with it shovelled into the furnace of a steam 
vessel. There they would explode under the 
boiler, and would probably hy such means 
cause the loss of the vessel. It is possible that 
the intention might have been to till them with 
some material which would explode, either 
after a certain time or at the high temperature 
sometimes present in coal cargoes. Blit the 
somewhat open otter of them to a coal shipper, 
in tiie circumstances would appear to point to 
so very vague and aimless an end that the 
opinion that they were intended to promote 
the Plimsoll movement appears bv no means 
unreasonable. The coal shells were evidently 
carefully moulded from a lump of coal, anil 
when blaeketl readily deceive the eye. 
THE “KATS,” 
of which there are two species, arc ot a more 
vicious nature. One species is intended to 
operate upon iron ships: the other upon wood- 
en ones. The "iron ship rat” consists of a 
block of iron known as ‘•Kentledge,” which 
has a hole bored into it. in which is placed a 
tabular boring tool containing an acid. Un the 
top of the boring tool is a lever with a weight 
at its outer end, and this lever can work to and 
fro, horizontal!}, in a space cut out ot the top 
of the Kentledge. The lever is, of course, 
carefulIv boxed in, and the surface of the iron 
restored. A confederate is required, who will 
place this machine in the right position—that 
is with the bottom of the boring tool down- 
ward ami on the iron skin of the vessel. Be- 
ing so placed the rolling of the ship causes the 
lever to move backward and forward and the 
end of the tool to cut into the ship’s plates, the 
action being proipoted by the acid and by a 
slight pressure given to the boring tool bV a 
spring. The terrible process Is somewhat 
slow, but is very sure. 
the wooden snir rat 
is a more complex machine, and possibly more 
ingenious. It consists of a box, in which are 
placed a pair of vertical cylinders—one at each 
end of the box, and spaced about five feet 
apart. In the centre, between the two. is a 
honzcata! cylinder, having a piston working 
in it. the rod passing through a stuffing box. The outer end of the piston rod works a ratch- 
et drill or augur, the augur being weighted. 
The two vertical cylinders are each half filled 
with water, and communicate with the hori- 
zon al cylinder by pipes, each having its own 
pipe leading to the end of the horizontal cylin- 
der nearest to it. The consequence is that as 
the ship rolls the water alternately quits and 
returns to the vertical cylinders, and, acting 
first on one side of the piston and then on the 
other, communicates a reciprocating motion to 
the piston rod. This motion is converted into 
a rotary motion at the weighted augur, and in 
time a hole is bored through the plunking of 
the ship, which gradually fills and muv he lost 
before the seat of the leal; is discovered. Pro- 
vision is made for the release of the augur di- 
rectly the hole lias been bored, and the resist- 
ance to it removed, when it silently drops 
through into the sea. Thus the hole is not 
plugged by the augur ami the ends of villany 
are defeated. Should the hole be discovered 
and the box be examined there is nothing in it, 
except to a professional eye, to show how the 
hole was produced. Like the iron rat, the 
wooden rat requires a confederate to place it 
well for its deadly work. Such are some of 
[ the devices for giving effect to one ot tbs foul- 
est offences against society. 
The Penitent's Lighthouse. 
A l.F.r.KVI) FROM THE FRENCH 
At about three miles and a hall to the 
west of Koehelle is situated a dirty and 
miserable village called Rnlen There 
are only a few fishermen there.' The 
coast is barren and inhospitable. The sea 
shuts in its white belt of shingles, divided 
from place to place by immense rocks; 
and when it is stormy, you can hear the 
distant rumbling of the Mou de Monnius- 
son,” an immense funnel, which sucks up 
fishing boats that approach too near it. 
At low-tide, the women go and pick up 
shells among the sea-wrack, whilst the 
men are busy in the fields. The fisher- 
men are some ot them stationed at St. 
Martin de lie; others at 1 a Rochelle, that 
old Huguenot port, fortified by towers 
and ramparts. Along the coast are vast 
marshes, overgrown with mushrooms and 
bordered by thyme. 1 started one morn- 
ing in the month of September, betore 
sunrise, with Captain lailhades. We had 
spent the night at l’ortneut, where Rear- 
Admiral Bourne had entertained 11s, and 
at dawn we had lett his hospitable house, 
with our guns on our shoulders, our game 
bags, and our pipes. The first rays of the 
sun dissipated the fog, and we saw the 
sparkling ocean. The islands of Re and 
(Jleron were visible on the the horizon 
like two black spots, and some sloops 
were tacking about, their sails spread to 
enter Ra Rochelle. After live hours ot a 
painful march, we found ourselves on the 
coast ol Ra Uepentie, which is the most 
barren part of that arid shore. 
“Now,” said Tailhades, "let 11s try to 
find out where we are. Here is the saut 
dtt Boue ; the coast-guard’s hut ought to 
be over there; and since we are the stron- 
esl, we w ill make a raid on that solitary 
official s breakfast. Hid 1 not say so? Do 
you not see the curling smoke ? Ret us 
bear to the right; we shall get a breakfast 
iu that direction. 
1 lie coast-guard received us with open 
arms and having given our dogs an mi- 
me use basin of soup, we did honor to the 
promiscuous breaktast. If 1 spend so 
much time in bringing before my readers 
the legend ot the “Kepentie,” it is that 1 
thought it indispensable to transport them 
to the placew here it was related to me; so 
that they may forgive its simplicity on ac- 
count ot its truth lor 1 did not invent it. 
1 will now let the coast-guard speak. 
••Before they had built the two light- 
houses which shine at night like two stars 
between (Heron and lie, you might have 
seen on the top of the Roche du Bone, a 
post strengthened with iron chimps, and 
surmounted by an enormous lantern. 
Every evening the coast-guard lighted it, 
and the boats that came tip to tho rock 
turned away when they pereoived the 
light. Worthy liebard, whose age no one 
knows, has olten told me about the coast- 
guard Kernan, who spent the greater part 
ot his life contemplating the lantern, and 
people said he was in love with it. The 
lantern, at all events, was always bright 
and in good condition. In stormy weather, 
when tho sky was black and thundery, 
when the broken shingles rolled like thun- 
der, it was visible at the end ot tho post : 
and the sailors, who thanked Heaven, 
when they had escaped tho reels, blessed 
Kernan a little in their hearts, lie was the 
only one who loved and protected the lan- 
tern, lor it had many enemies. Ail the 
wreckers on the coast hated it. Formerly, 
a storm was a good thing for them, and 
alter a night of misery to those at sea, they 
snatched up all the riches that were 
thrown up on the coast. It was a vile 
trade: but amid tbo waifs there ere of- 
ten rich finds, and the lantern had ruined 
them. They had attempted to break the 
lantern and to throw down the post; but 
Kernan declared he would shoot any one 
he found attempting such a thing again 
Among those the lantern had beggared 
was an old woman called l.a.Mouettc (the 
seagull.) hut nevertheless, she ought to 
have had pity upon others, lor her son, h 
brave sailor, was fit sea. lit; was twenty 
years old, and called .lack, whom every 
one in Ealen loved, because of his good 
heart. 
••The season had been line that year, 
and a number of the wreckers had gone 
inland to seek work. La Mouette blas- 
phemed from morning till night, and one 
day, threatening the lantern, siie said 
‘Cursed lantern, they have placed you 
there to ruin people; but that must be 
put an end to.’ 
“‘You are very wicked, La Mouette.’ 
Kernan answered; ‘and Cod will punish 
you.’ 
“It was at the time ot the equinoctial 
gales. The sea found its boil too narrow 
One night, the waves, like giants escaped 
trom prison, rose up towards the sky; 
the wind howled like a guilty spirit; and 
signals ot distress were hoard at sea 
Kernan tilled his lantern with the best oil 
he had, he put in a tresh wick, and when 
he saw the beneficent light shedding its 
rays around the rock, he went to bed 
praying Cod for those who were in dan- 
ger. 
“La Mouette had watched his proceed- 
ing and when he was gone she climbed 
the rock in her turn. By dint ot throwing 
stones, she had succeeded in breaking one 
ot the sides of the lantern, so that the 
wind and rain rushed in and put out the 
light. At sea the signals ot distress were 
redoubled, but at daybreak, Kernan, to 
his dismay found his lantern broken. 
“La Mouette on her side ran to the 
shore. It was covered with fragments of 
all kinds; but there were also some dead 
bodies. She ran from one to the other, 
pulling oil' the rings, turning out the pock- 
ets. But suddenly she grew pale; she 
stumbled, and then fell on her knees on 
the white stoues. Her eyes were blood- 
shot ; she turned one body over and over; 
she put her hand to the heart; she kissed 
it, crying like a mad woman, lor sho had 
recognized her son—her son Jack ! She 
carried the body away, and brought it to 
her hut. There she wrapped it in warm 
linen, and called her boy by name, implor- 
ing him to answer her. Alter that day 
she never left her cottage. She remain- 
ed like a statute of Grief, seated night and 
day on a stone. 
“Some kind neighbors gave her some 
food. The cure ot Lalen came to see her; 
and she prayed and cried so much, that 
people came from miles around to see her. 
One morning — so they say — she was 
found dead on her stone. They wished to 
carry her away.but nobody could succeed. 
The water that dropped from the rock had 
petrified the old woman. She was there, 
sad and pale, like a statue of Grief. And 
as people had often bestowed money upon 
her, the cure ot Lalen, according to La 
Mouettc’s wish, had another beacon put 
instead of Kernan’s lantern. It is to this 
day called ‘The Penitent’s Lighthouse.’ 
[N. Y. Observer. 
A Chinese cook, with a batcher's hatch- 
et as sharp as a razor, will, in ten min- 
utes, thoroughly bone and skin a fish, so 
that not a particle is wasted. He will 
give you an unbroken orange full ol ten 
different kinds of jellies. 
The cotton threads of sin have been so 
closely interwoven in the masculine char- 
acter that it is next to impossible to find 
an ail wool man. 
A Daring Robbery. 
l'rom the Springfield Republican, Jan. If. j 
Northampton woke up. yesterday fore- 
noon, to learn ot the most audacious, de- 
liberate and startling bank robbery that 
Western Massachusetts, it not the whole 
country, has ever known. 
rut: noimi.Rs and tiii.ik rooty. 
A baud ot seven men, who had beeu 
hanging about the town tor at least a 
month, entered the house of Cashier Whit- 
tlesey. of the Northampton National Bank 
and bound, gagged and guarded for hours 
seven people. They compelled him to give 
them the combinations on the safe vault, 
waited until they knew the night watch- 
c had gone home, and then, getting in- 
•- the vault and sate with only one of the 
1 ir keys needed, took a large amount of 
securities, locked the vault after them, 
and departed on the early morning Spring- 
field train : and whence they came and 
whither they went, up to date, is a riddle. 
An expert had to be summoned from New 
York, and the lock was not opened until 
a:i early hour this morning. The result 
.- sufficiently appalling. The table of the 
>■ ••unties taken shows a total of $070,000. 
< tf course much of this is not negotiable, 
that it is difficult to estimate the real 
-s to tiie hank and the depositors. The 
auk dicers offer a reward of $25,000 for 
liic return ot the property, and the con- 
x iction of the ourglars. The loss falls 
comparatively lightlv upon the bank, the 
greater part ot the securities belonging to 
special depositors. 
1TIE 1TNL>S TAKKN. 
s’.-'.noo Mi-souri state bonds. 
."oi chi'ago. ltoi k Island and Pacific Rail- 
road shares. 
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern. 
1 Chicago. Ruriington and t^uinev eights. 
-• Cleveland.* o]umine- and Cincinnati. 
■W "on 1 Hion Pacific. 
■• "! 1 »hio md'li-si-sippi gd mortgage-. 
■‘•.oo initial Slates 1 Kinds. 
1 Atcaison, Topeka and Santa IV. 
IV ooo Port Wayne, Jacks' n and Saginaw. 
< igdensinirg and l.ake Champlain. 
V'O.ooo Missouri Pacific. 
"'■"oo t" joo.ooo registered stocks and bonds 
of the t nited States and various corpo- 
rations. 
Crci nliack- and National bank bills, 
hetroit, i.aii'ing and l.ake Michigan. 
-■O'.eiMi 
■ wti iiiN<; Tin: lamiikk. 
J I:" l>:tnd are supposed to have entered 
m house of Mr. Whittlesey, on Elm 
'treet, about half a mile from the bank, 
through a second-story window, lie and 
his wile were aroused about 1 A. M.. and 
ordered by two ol the burglars to dress. 
1 he other occupants of the house— X. 15. 
lilor. a Gazette printer, and wile, Miss 
Mattie White, of Williamsport, l’a., 
Mar Heaton, an invalid boarder, and the 
servant girl—had been similarly awaken- 
ed, and were filed into the Whittlesey bed- 
room. All were bound and gagged, the 
burglars running short of rope and dis- 
patching the servant for the clothes-line. 
1 he men were rather a jolly set, inclined 
to pay some attention to the comtort ol 
their victims they advised the women to 
put n three pairs ol stockings, so that 
ihe binding ropes would not cut them. 
One < 4 them casually remarked that lie 
bad noticed Mr. Whittlesey's line watch 
.<i \\ itch Hill. It. 1., two years ago. and 
d ied to claim acquaintance with him from 
that time. J Ins watch they took, but Mrs. 
Whittlesey slyly pitched hers under the 
bureau and so saved it; they picked her 
line cloak out ol the bureau, and she said, 
"Give me that old thing; I'm cold,’’ and 
?air.ed that, tine of the ladies said she 
was ss k and needed medicine, whereup- 
on an attentive bui£lar offered Her a 
spoonful ol brandy. Conversation was 
carried or,, more or less briskly, but al- 
ways pleasantly, up to 4 A. M. The bur- 
-. who wore kid gloves, were disguis- 
ed by masks from the legs of satinet draw- 
ers. with places cut for the eyes, long lin- 
en dusters and blue overalls. They look, 
the watch, and sib from Mr. Whittlesey’s 
pocket. 
OI'T.MNU TI1T. VAU1.TS. 
Mr. \\ hlttlesey, when asked to give the 
■ hrec combination to the vault, lor the 
outer, inner and chest doors, gave them 
wrong twice and thrice, but the burglars 
wrote them down and made him repeat. 
< »t course they caught him, and a pistol 
compelled the truth, though he told them 
that lour keys were necessary to open the 
patent lock, three of which were at the 
otlu-r bank officers. At 4 A. M. Mr. Whit- 
tlesey was taken to a down stairs bed- 
ro"iu, the whole lamily gagged, and four 
■ I the burglars withdrew to operate on 
the bank Three hours after Mrs. Whit- 
tlesey succeeded in freeing herself and 
givmg tin alarm from a window. The 
'v!1 le party were speedily liberated, and 
the cashier, still wearing"the handcuffs, 
"out to the bank. A clever workman 
''0.01 alter lilted a key, and all the liand- 
eutled were released. Examination at 
the bank showed that the cracksmen had 
unlocked the outer door, but were appar- 
ently balked by the safe lock, lacking 
three ol the requisite four keys. They tried the metal ol the door with bars and 
wrenched off two dials, which serve as an 
index lor working the combination, hop- 
ing -■ to tamper with the lock. They 
were entirely unmolested, the watch hav- 
ing gone home. There is every indica- 
: ■;. that six and perhaps all of them left 
(. uiiduetor Adams’s 0 o'clock southern 
t am live ol them had tickets previously 
■ought, and one paid his fare. It is sur- 
mised that one of them may have got lelt, 
t a man was inquiring, soon alter, aux- 
us v i. r a chance to follow the regular 
i.oo. by Height; and a team driven iu- 
is v toward Ilolvoke was heard by the 
tom.lv of Sheriff Wright passing on Ma- 
ple street, where, also, a liyen (luster was 
p.eked up. The lock upou the vault was 
a peculiar and supposed especially safe 
affair. It was Dexter's double dial com- 
bination. with Herring’s patent lor dis- 
connecting the tumblers from the spindle, 
was patented by Oscar Vale, last April, and [lilt on this bank only last October, 
for satety it was accounted fully equal to 
il not better than, the chronometer lock. 
Hut the gang knew all the ins and outs of 
locks, for when Mr. Whittlesey told them 
that they could not enter with hut one ol 
the four keys required, they responded, 
V\ e know more about batik locks t ian 
you do." Of course they did, for when the 
new look was put in a conspicuous notice 
was posted up warning burglars that it 
would be idle lor them to wrestle with 
this four-keyed combination. This notice 
was probably sadly taken down early this 
morning when the desecrated inner sanc- 
tuary ol the institution was reached by the 
skillful workmen. 
TRACES Ot THE R0BI1KRS. 
There arc many indications that the bur- 
glars have been planning their work at 
least a month. Some lour weeks ago a 
suspicious character lingered hi the bank 
so long, on various pretenses, that the of- 
ficers marked him for a burglar. A small 
hand-bag was picked up near the Primary school-house on Bridge street Dec. 28, 
containing a pair of new handcuffs like 
those used at Mr. Whittlesey’s, a number of ring-staples, nails, etc. Only Tuesday afternoon a boy found in the attic of that 
same school-house another bag in which 
were several bits, a bit-stock and a whisk- 
er flask, the discovery of which broke up 
the school for the day and brought Sher- 
iffs Wright and Potter to make a closer 
examination They found in the same 
place tour new double army blankets, a 
pulley and considerable rope, a lot of sand- 
wiches in paper bags from the Stamford 
(Conn.) railroad restaurant, roast chicken 
apples, etc., a copy of the New York Sun 
• if Dec. 22. and a pair of satinet drawers, minus one leg, which last was found in Mr. 
\\ hittlesey’s house, yesterday, having been used as a mask. The provision had 
evidently been stored at least a month. 
Still another bag was found, yesterday afternoon, under the old canal depot, now 
a tobacco warehouse, in which was a bot- 
tle of sweet oil and a pair of very large rubber shoes. At Mr. Whittlesey’s house 
were found four large sledge-hammers, 
live dark lanterns, a number of handcuffs, 
a linen duster, several pairs of overalls, 
two caps (one of which was made to serve 
as a mask.) a coat, several pairs of rub- 
bers, and a piece of wrapping paper, on 
which was printed the advertisement of 
Hall & Prew, of this city, from whom the 
overalls were, doubtless, bought. Mr. 
Whittlesey attended a Committee meet- 
ing relative to the Edward Church, in the 
Directors’ room of th/e Hampshire County 
Bank, Tuesday evening, which closed 
about 1* o’clock, when the Clerk, in pull- 
ing down the curtain, saw four men run 
from the rear ot the building. Ot course 
special interest now attaches to every de- 
tail of the mysterious seven. Many of 
their appliances, it was remarked, were 
‘■home-made.’ The gags were children's 
rubber balls, pierced with a still' wire. 
The masks were drawer legs, with some 
one hole, some two, for the eyes. When 1 
the fellows noted tiiat Mr. Whittlesey was j 
watching them carefully for some mark ! 
of identification they blindfolded him; but 
lie observed that one ot them was of very 
commanding stature. Mrs. Whittlesey 
seems to have displayed a rare wit and 
presence of mind throughout her trying 
confinement. When being bound she 
doubled up her hand so that she might 
loosen the cords, but was commanded to 
lay her hand Hat. Seeming to obey, she 
still raised the hand enough to work it 
out of the ropes when the time came, file 
two or three burglars left to guard the 
premises at the house took their depart- 
ure in comfortable season to catch the 
Springfield train. 
THE CRUSHIXli LOSS. 
The full extent of the loss was not 
known until o o’clock, when the bank ot- 
Hcials had had time to fully examine their 
affairs. The savings bank people, on the 
floor above, wish it understood that their 
securities can be in no way affected, as 
their vault is entirely separated from that 
of the National Bank. Upon the deposit- 
ors in Northampton and the whole region 
who had trusted that sale above all others, 
the loss will be crushing. What with bad 
tobacco years, and the hard times, the 
calamity ranks almost with the heaviest 
of our disasters of lire and Hood. At tin- 
latest advices no word had been received 
from tlie robbers, who have proved their 
position in the business above cavil. Spec- 
ial Policeman Kinsley, who was on duty 
at our depot, saw three men get oil from 
the early northern train, and hastily em- 
bark to Boston, whom ho now thinks 
were suspicious. Of course despatches 
were sent to all cities yesterday, giving 
particulars oi the affair, and a squad of 
the State detectives have been summoned. 
The big reward will draw the best detect- 
ive skill of the county of Northampton. 
It was notable that there were few plaus- 
ible theories as to who the robbers might 
be. 
Fun in Congress. 
On Friday, while the appropriation bill 
was under consideration, and particularly 
that portion reducing the allowances at 
West l’oint Military Academy, ail amus- 
ing passage took place between Cox ot 
New York and Hale ol this district. Hale 
began the staple talk about southern mas- 
ters over northern Democrats, and gol a 
lashing from Cox. The report says— 
Mr. Cox complained that the members of the 
ltepublican side of the House were obstruction- 
ists to reform. Why, lie said, do yon light this 
proposed reform in the' face ot the disgust ot 
tlie country. when you know iliat men are go- 
ing in my city from house to house begging tor 
bread, men willing tie barter their muscles and 
sinews for work, yvlio are unable to make the 
exchange; aye. even in New Lngtand. where 
the question is work or steal, with the prefer- 
ence for (a comical pause! work. [Laughter.] 
Mr. Hoar—That is the di He fence between 
New Fngland and New York. [Laughter.] 
Mr. Hale, of Maine, said the gentleman from 
New Y ork arrogates to himself and his part}' 
the credit of first seeking to lessen the burdens 
of the people. "Mr. Chairman, that gentleman 
knows that we are two mouths gone in this ses- 
sion. Hi1 knows that tie main time of this ses- 
sion lias been taken up in the iiitroduelion of 
bills by liimselt and friends oil that side of ilie 
House, making fresh demands upon the treas- 
ury. lie knows these claims are coining up 
from the South in demands running from $10 
to $00,000,000, and that they aggregate ten 
times as much as ttie ltepublican party lias 
saved heretofore. He knows there is not a man 
in the South who lost a mule through advances 
of the Federal army that is not coming lip here 
and clamoring for pay from tlie Tinted States. 
[Applause on the ltepublican side.] lie knows 
there is a claim here for $00,000,000 to pay the 
cotton tax. The point of all that lam saying 
is, that when these claims come up and are 
pushed from that side of ttie House, tie will not 
dare to vote against them. 
Mr. Cox—1 have voted against them. 
Mr. Hale—1 will submit to the record win n 
it comes up. 1 do not care what tin* gentleman 
lias done in the past. 
.Ur. i ox—l do. 
Mr. llale—I know lhat now lie is drawn along 
in a current which lie cannot resist, and that 
when these claims come up and a word is said 
to him by bis masters, lie will not dare to v ote 
against them, and that these claims will be sus- 
tained (with some exceptions, it may be) on 
that side of the House, and J say now that 1 do 
not believe he (Cox) will be in that exception. 
Mr. Cox—The gentleman cannot find any- 
thing ill my record or votes either for retrench- 
ment or prodigality to justify him in saying I 
have any “masters” except the people, niv eon- 
stituents. What does he mean by “my mas- 
ters?” On what meat does this our :esar feed 
that lie has grown so great as to talk ill that 
wav to me? [Laughter and great excitement.] 
Mr. Hale—Does the gentleman wish me in 
answer? 
Mr. ( ox—Yes. and promptly. 
Mr. Hale—I mean the leading, dominating in- 
fluences of the partjpof which the gentleman is 
an active and honored member,influences which 
he will be bound to follow (so far as 1 may say 
so without being offensive), to obey. 
Mr. Cox—That belongs to tlie future. The 
gentleman (Mr. Hale) has been known in the 
last, three or four ('ongresses as “lilaine's little 
bub.” [Laughter and increased excitement and 
confusion. ] 
Mr. Garlield rose to a point of order, but Mr. 
Hale got in in the uproar and confusion his re- 
tort in these words: "I will put against it the 
buzzing fly that was shooed out of reputation 
and fame by tile late member from Massachu- 
setts” (Butter). [Laughter and loud raps to 
order liy tlie Chairman.] 
Mr. Garfield again called the gentlemen to 
order, and Mr. Cox asked him (in a tone of in- 
jured innocence): “Why did you allow him to 
put me in that predicament?” 
Mr. Hale (defiantly)—I do not cal! the gentle- 
man to order. 1 hope that he will he allowed 
to go on, and that 1 shall be allowed toexplain. 
Mr. Garlield—1 call the gentleman (Mr. Cox) 
to order and insist on tlie words being taken 
down (the allusion to Mr. Hale as “lilaine's 
little hub.”) 
Mr. Cox (in a pacific mood)—1 withdraw 
them. It is not worth while to take them 
down. 
Mr. Hale (in a belligerent mood)—I am will- 
ing to put “shoo fly" against them. 
Mr. Cox—That is a small business: it is only 
copying an old joke. 
The Chairman impirreil of Mr. Garlield 
whether he withdrew His call for the uifen- 
sive words to be reduced to writing. 
Mr. Garlield said lie would not itisi-t. 
Mr. Cox—I was only seduced into using I Hem 
by the unparliamentary language of niv friend 
from Maine. He had not the right to attribute 
to me any servility. I never obeyed the behest 
of Southern men; all through tlie war I stood 
by my country. 1 came here to do niv duty for 
my people at home, who are working men. The 
gentleman from Maine undertook to read me a 
lecture about my record. It was mostly vati- 
cination as to what it would lu*. He had no 
rigid to indulge in that. I never voted for the 
Southern claims. 1 did not vote either for the 
Centennial bill. Did the gentleman vote for it? 
Mr. Hale—1 did. 
Mr. Cox (triumphantly)—You voted for it 
this session, but last year you voted again-t it, 
and gave reasons for it, too. 
Mr. Hal c rose to make a remark. 
Mr.Cox—You siUlovvn.it* vou i»lea-e. Lamrh- 
UI. J 
The Chairman, interrupting the proceedings, 
said: “The Chair feels it his dutv to sav, and 
say it emphatically, that in a dignified House, 
as this ought to he, this constant clapping of 
hands and cheering is unbecoming, and the 
Chair will appeal to the good sense and judg- 
ment and common decency and civility of the 
members of this body in asking them to refrain 
from it; and he will say to the people occupy- 
ing seats in the galleries "that if they attempt "it 
the Chair will at once order the galleries clear- 
ed. The Chair cannot maintain the order of 
the House unless every member observes the 
dignity and courtesy appropriate to the House 
ot Representatives. 
Mr. Cox—I entirely approve your ruling, and 
I suggested a moment ago that applause was 
not proper od appropriation bills, though it may he on Centennial bills. J undertook to say a 
moment ago that the gentleman from Maine, 
who read us a lecture about economy last ses- 
sion, and undertook to read a lecture "to his col- 
league (Mr. Frye) when the Centennial bill of 
last year was under consideration, is not the 
kind of man to call my friends from Pennsylvania 
(Mr. Randall) and Indiana (.Mr. Holman") to ac- 
count for any attempt on their pun to retrench 
expenditures. In this connection Mr. Cox 
quoted from Mr. Hale’s speech of last year on the Centennial bill, and said: “Why ha's he re- 
served his peculiar economy lor this special time and occasion? Why does he do it on this 
bill and go back on his remarks on the Centen- 
nial bill of last year? He has gone from one 
side to the other, and is not the man to read 
lectures to us on economy. I have no personal 
feeling about him; lie is nothing to me and I 
am nothing to him; what 1 mean is this, that 
when the Democratic side ot the House, after a 
hard struggle to get into power, after the scoun- 
drelism, after the swindling, after the prodigal- ity of many years, never straight and always crooked on your side of the House and on the 
part of the Administration, comes in here with 
one little bill for West Point not seeking to re- duce the expenditures beyond what they were 
m 1861, it is opposed by "the Republican econ- omists, eating their own words and going hack 
on their own record. In the name of the peo- ple, who are distressed, in the name of honest 
men everywhere, I protest in one word against the whole body of that side of the House as 
wanting in fair, square economy. All your 
platforms favor retrenchment, arid the people 
cry for it everywhere; and yet on the very first 
opportunity, when there is an honest, square 
and fair bill brought in here w'hich cuts down 
luxurious living at West Point, the whole body 
of Republicans fly in tile face of their own plat- 
form and of their previous record. 
Mr. Hale defended himself from the charge of 
inconsistency brought against him by Mr. Cox, 
in voting against the Centennial bill last Con- 
gress, and for it this Congress. The reason for 
his vote against it last Congress was that the 
hill then would have committed the Govern- 
ment to tiie whole cost of the exposition. He 
had never had an unpleasant personal contro- 
v. rsy with any member, but when in the midst 
of a discussion that was not personal hut might 
ho called animated there was language used 
which should only he heard in low places, and 
where such language was hurled at him he was 
so vain that lie was apt to retort, as lie had done, 
a few minutes ago. in language equally unpar- 
liamentary, fur which he should probably (as 
lie did now in the presence of the House) apol- 
ogize. 
Mr. Cox—The. gentleman from Maine began 
these personalities by remarking that there 
were masters over me. 
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Hatred of the Wrong Class. 
Hie debate in Congress upon tlie am- 
nesty question, in which Blaine made 
such a serious mistake for himself and 
hi- party, was intended to arouse north- 
ern resentment towards not only the 
specially exempted Davis, but the whole 
people of the Southern states. The de- 
sign was to inflame anew the slumbering 
tires born ol civil war, to tear open the 
healing wounds and rouse up the shock- 
ing passions of civil discord, it lias iiad 
to a certain extent that effect, among un- 
reasoning and hide-bound politicians—the 
men wlio wait tor their leaders’ command 
to .adopt any course or opinion that is 
likely to aid them in reaching the public 
crib. 
l ids course is unpatriotic—terribly and 
wickedly so. it not only hinders that re- 
conciliation and peace which the country 
needs and demands, but it kindles resent- 
ment toward the wrong class. The ex- 
cesses and passions of the war are over, 
and cannot now be helped. But the 
wrongs now existing, the perpetrators of 
"'Inch the people of the whole country, 
north and south, have reason to hate, are 
those which sin against integrity and 
corrupt both public and private morals. 
They are the crimes ot men who steal, 
cheat am! defraud on every lavorable oe- 
easiuu and in every possible way. The 
inventors of the whiskey frauds and all 
the abettors thereof, should be especially 
abhorred, even though the trail, running 
back through Joyce, McDonald and Bab- 
cock. reaches to the feet of his excellency 
the President. The successful rogues 
whose skill is such that their plans can 
even direct suspicion so near to the rep- 
resentative of the nation, deserve especial 
public condemnation. It is likewise those 
who swindle the ignorant and confiding 
negroes, us in the case of the Freedman’s 
Bank fraud, that a just wrath should 
encompass. The reprobates who have 
bound, robbed and impoverished entire 
states, like Louisiana and South Carolina, 
ami placed scoundrels and thieves in ju- 
dicial seats, especially give affront to the 
whole country by blackening the fair 
lame of a nation. There should be in- 
dignation towards those who have so 
confused and bungled the accounts of the 
national treasury that no one can tell the 
national indebtedness, as well as for the 
party that in the U. S. Senate labors to 
suppress inquiry. For the promoters of 
extravagance that runs riot in govern- 
ment expenditures, the frauds in all de- 
partments, and the absence of good old 
fashioned honesty, there should be right- 
eous indignation. For the faults, real or 
alleged, that belong only to the past, and 
which a people are willing to forget in 
the cause ot nationality, union and pros- 
perity, there should be only obliv ion. He 
is not a friend to the country who strives 
to hinder this thrice blessed work. Let 
ns forget the laults of the time when laws 
wore silent, and punish those of to-day 
which are defying all law. 
Our Waldo friends will doubtless note with 
some surprise that their Senator White cast 
one of tbe six votes for removing tbe State 
Capital to Portland. That was probably one ot tbe “economical" measures which his party promised during the last election. The econ- 
omy w ill be readily appreciated by Waldo citi- 
zens who may have business to transact at the 
State Capital. And then, of course, such a 
movement is so directly in the interests of his 
mvn section of the State! [liangor Whig. 
I lie \\ hig's usual regard for fairness is 
conspicuous in the above. The following 
is the report of the passage of the resolve— 
1 nder a suspension of the rules Mr. Youn® 
of Trenton presented a resolve that the legisla- 
ture after Jan. 1. 1ST", shall meet and hold its 
session in the city of Portland, if said citv shall 
provide, free of expense to the state, suitable 
buildings and accommodations for the business 
of th(%legislatiire and the several state depart- 
ments. 
Jt will be seen that the terms of the re- 
solve require that the city ot Portland 
shall bear tbe expense of providing ac- 
commodations —ami these terms the Whig 
suppresses. It also omits to mention that 
of the Republican majority in the House, 
pot one member raised his voice in oppo- 
sition to the resolve, even those whose 
constituents would have to travel a much 
greater distance than from Waldo county. 
It will probably claim that Senator White 
is to blame tor tins, too! 
The developments since last week in 
regard to Winsloyv. the Boston iorger, 
confirm the worst fears of the public. Af- 
ter an unparalled career of audacity and 
crime, lie has escaped from the country, 
taking passage with his family for Hol- 
land, with which country there is no treaty 
for the surrender ot criminals. His forg- 
eries amount to over half a million, and 
he is believed to have carried off two hun- 
dred thousand in gold in the specie room 
of the steamer. 
The St. Lawrence Railroad. 
The meeting held at Augusta on the 
26th in the interest of railroad communi- 
cation between Quebec and the Maine 
coast, was very well attended. Speeches 
were made by prominent citizens, show- 
ing the desirability and practicability ol 
the enterprise. From Levis, on the south 
bank of the St. Lawrence, opposite Que- 
bec, the distance is DO miles to the Maine 
boundary. Forty-five miles of this line 
have been built, and next season 30 miles 
more will be completed, bringing the rails 
within 16 miles of the boundary line. Front 
the Maine boundary to the present termi- 
nus of the Somerset Railroad, the distance 
is 82 miles—where it will connect with the 
railroad system of Maine. 
We see that a plan prominently before 
the meeting, in this connection, was the 
building ol a railroad from Augusta to 
Wiseasset, to furnish an ocean outlet tor 
this business, and the fact was cited that 
Col. Long of the F. S. army made a sur- 
vey of the Wiseasset and Quebec route 40 
years ago. The speaker omitted to state 
that Col. Long made three surveys from 
the coast to Quebec—one from Portland, 
one from Wiseasset, and one from "Belfast 
—and that his report gives the Belfast 
route the preference as more eligible and 
advisable than either oi the other routes.” 
These reasons have lost none*of their force 
since a railroad has been in operation 
from Belfast in a direct line nearly half 
the distance to the border. 
The fact is that railroad transportation 
to the sea will always go by flic nearest 
and cheapest route : and when trains from 
the St. Lawrence commence to reach the 
Maine Central, that company can send 
them to tide water at Belfast, on a road 
already built and running, in competition 
with any and all other routes. This was 
foreseen when the Belfast road was leased, 
and the plan was set forth in the columns 
of this paper years ago. 
Editor's and Publisher's Association, 
The Editors and Publishers of the state met 
iu the Senate Chamber on Thursday evening of 
last week, in the absence of President 1 'riseo, 
Vice President Wm. Noyes took the chair. Mr. 
Elwell read a very interesting account ot the 
last summer’s excursion. Several new mem- 
bers were admitted. Histories of the press in 
several counties were read. The following of- 
ficers were elected for the ensuing year— 
For President—Brown Thurston of Portland. 
Vice Presidents—Edwin Sprague of Rock- 
land; II. W. Richardson of Portland: I.. A. 
Emery of Ellsworth, 
Secretary—Joseph Wood, Wiscasset, 
Treasurer—( ha-. E. Nash, Augusta. 
Corresponding Secretary—Wm. B. I.apham. 
Augusta. 
Executive Committee—Wm. Noyes of Saco, 
E. K. Pillshury of Augusta W. \V. Perry of 
Camden. 
A resolution of sympathy with Mr. Brisco 
was adopted. 
On Friday morning a business meeting was 
held, at which it was voted to make a summer 
excursion to the Centennial, and a committee 
of arrangements therefor appointed. Various 
matters of business were transacted. In the 
afternoon an essay was read by Mr. Simpson 
of the Belfast Journal. The Kcnnebci Jour- 
nal says— 
inn rssin ovcupieu jusi one com in ns ii(*u\- 
fi'y. It was n linished and eminently appropri- 
ate production, fitting into tlie space designed 
for it, and reflecting credit upon Mr. Simpson 
as a quick tliiuker and ready writer. If there 
was any disappointment it was in the fact that 
he gave his brothers of tin* press gang more 
solid meat and less of crisp nie crust and sweet 
meats than was expected, though these were 
seen and keenly appreciated hy his intelli- 
gent audience, a quiet vein of humor running 
through and illuminating the whole. The 
feast was greatly enjoyed. 
On motion of Mr. Eiwell, the thanks of the 
Association were extended to Mr. .Simpson for 
his admirable address, and a copy of the same 
requested for publication. Mr. Homan re- 
marked that the essayist had given us a happy 
relation of his own experience. 
<T. E. Butler of the Biddeford Journal was 
chosen Essayist, and G. \V. (Juimby of the 
Gospel Banner poet for the next meeting, in 
tlie evening, hy courteous invitation from Col. 
Osgood, flic Association attended tlie readings 
by Mrs. Scott Siddons, at Granite Hall. 
Such a life as Mr. 'Winslow's, it seems to us, 
illustrates the tendencies of the times. We see 
it in tlie demoralizing influences of the gie.it 
war, tlie rage of speculation, the haste to get 
rich by short cuts, the unsettling effect of a 
false medium of exchange, and the canker of 
corruption which has crept in with such ex- 
travagance and had politics. [Boston Ileraid. 
Yes, and it illustrates still further that 
the most dangerous and corrupt politi- 
cians are those who claim superior merit 
and virtue because of their exalted piety, 
—who insult religion by false preten- 
sions, and under its cloak rob honest men 
who have made no such professions. The 
banks oi Boston and the stockholders of 
the Post would be better off to-day if that 
paper had been managed by a man who 
knew what business integrity meant, even 
though he sometimes attended the theatre, 
or even went a fishing Sunday. This re- 
forming politics bv religious fervor that 
begets forgery can scarcely be called an 
improvement. 
The Cincinnati Commercial in an elabo- 
rate editorial on “the inside of things,” 
pretends to have inside information from 
Washington, that it is “thoroughly under- 
stood among the republicans that Grant is 
substantially a candidate fora third term. 
It is said of him that he will not do any- 
thing, but that lie expects his reticence, 
the force of his will upon the negroes and 
office-holders, and the jealousies aroused 
between opposing candidates, to result in 
the exigency in which lie is to be called 
to save the country again. Then he will 
be ready to respond. He will consent to 
stay where he is.” 
Gne of the ilepublican representatives 
from Augusta, who writes his name J. 
Manchester Haynes, said something im- 
pertinent on the floor the other day to 
Gen, Sam. Anderson of Portland. The 
General addressed himself lor a few min- 
utes to that individual, and J. Manchester 
will never do the like again. 
Carl Schurz writes: “Mr. Blaine is a 
man of great talent and has many zealous 
friends; but a party will be very slow in 
the centennial year to nominate that man 
for the presidency who has made himself 
the lirst violent, disturber of the national 
jubilee.” 
—President Grant will l>e one ol'the witnesses 
for the defence of Gen. Babcock, and ids depo- sition will be taken in Washington. 
The above is drifting through the pa- 
pers. As the evidence against Bab. is 
made up entirely of telegrams and letters 
giving information to the rogues, the 
President's testimony can only be valuable 
as going to show that his secretary did not 
write them—and that would argue incred- 
ible familiarity with the ways of his sub- 
ordinate. Let his excellency bo careful 
not to prove too much. 
—They came pretty near getting the 
State House upon trucks at Augusta last 
week. A resolve to fix the seat of govern- 
ment at Portland, provided sufficient ac- 
commodations would be furnished by that 
city, was introduced by representative 
Monroe Young, and passed the House. 
Consternation reigned fortiwhile. But the 
friends of the Kennebec location rallied 
and prevailed upon the Senate to strangle 
the measure. 
—This matter of life and death is one 
on which little reliance can be placed, ex- 
cept that sooner or later we all die. Last 
week Mr. Carter, a juryman attending 
court at Machias, remarked to some 
Iriends—“I have never drank any tea, 
coffee, or spirituous liquor in my lile; j 
have never used tobacco in any form, and 
am one of the most healthy men alive.” 
Next da}- he was dead. 
—The Democracy is showing its old-time 
dread ol'education. [Portland Press. 
It remembers the fruits of radical edu- 
cation, ami has reason to dread it. That 
kind of tuition which gave us the paper 
credits in Maine, the l'reedmen's Bank and 
Boss Shepherd in Washington, and ren- 
dered possible McDonald, Joyce and Bab- 
cock any where, is not to lie encouraged. 
In preference to such training, ignorance, 
is bliss. 
—Mr. I!. l-\ Doten, a Portland business 
man, has run otf with his partner's wile, a 
woman ot 40. and the mother of grown 
up children. It is quite as wonderful as 
in Hamlet s time, when he reproached Ids 
mother— 
“At your age 
The hey-day in the Mood is tame; it^ humblr. 
And waits upon the judgment. 
Oh shame, where is thy blush.” 
Blit then, if these wonderful tilings did 
not happen, the newspapers wouldn't lie 
sc interesting 
—The New Turk Herald, probably ex- 
ceeding ir. political sagacity any paper in 
the country, is unshaken in its third term 
theory. Last week it said— 
It is just as sure this day as it ever will be 
that Tlvases s. (Irani will be renominated fur 
President at Cincinnati on Wednesday, June 
14. IsTii, il'he wishes, and we challenge the pro- 
duction of any evidence that his wish is not 
fixed and firm. 
— We are pained to see in the l’.angor 
Whig such a perversion of the record as 
the statement that Cox called Hale 
“Blaine's little pup it was “little bub” 
—which was a good deal more waggish 
than the tail of a pup, even 
—And lastly it is discovered that pump- 
kins will explode— 
Mrs. Ml islet Keene of Marshfield, placed a 
frozen pumpkin in the oven of her stove for the 
purpose of thawing it. As .she was about to re- 
move it. it exploded with a report of a bomb- 
shell, a part striking the old lady in the face 
with great force and burning tier severely. 
—lion. A. G. Jewett, who took a prom- 
inent part in the State Temperance Con- 
vention at Augusta, informs us that the 
lilan for increasing the penalties ot the 
present law did not originate in that body. 
The intensified bill was got before the 
Legislature by some other means. 
-—The Court of Commissioners of the 
Alabama claims to-day, rendered judg- 
ment with interest, aggregating §100,000, 
in favor ot Thomas J. Stewart ami others 
of Bangor, Me., owners of the bark Aman- 
da, which was destroyed In the Alabama 
in the Last, Indies i t l.sti:). 
—And now Gen. Banks gives an opinion 
on the third term. In a card in the New 
York World, in denying that he is himself 
a candidate for the vice presidency on the 
Grant ticket, he says he believes that 
Grant will lie the Republican candidate. 
— Lite sale ot the State land scrip is to 
be investigated by it special committee, of 
which Mr. Bass ot Bangor is chairman. 
Persons having knowledge of crooknuss 
therewith connected are invited to come 
forward. 
—The next best thing to being Babcock, 
the President’s private secretary, is to be 
a Northampton hank burglar. How those 
little busy B.s improved their shining 
hours. 
—The passage at arms between Hale 
and Cox, which wo publish to day, will be 
read with interest, it isn’t safe lor any of 
the radical roosters to undertake to spur 
Sam. Cox. 
-—Winslow, the Boston forger, has gone 
to Rotterdam, and his victims strongly ac- 
cent the last syllable of that commercial 
city. 
—Mary Judge has recovered ot Thomas 
Ilayes, of Lewiston, live hundred dollars 
damages for selling liquor to her husband. 
—Congressman Starkweather, ot Con- 
necticut died at Washington on Friday. 
He had been ill for some time. 
—Spofl’ord Parker, an old and esteemed 
citizen of Bueksport died Monday, at the 
advanced age of Si! years. 
—The Maine Central Directors have 
v oted not to take otV the night train. 
—Piper is having his second trial in 
Boston for the beliry murder. 
—Not a word yet from the I’rog. Age 
on its third term position. 
l>r. I.apham ot Augusta, has a copy of 
the first annual report of the Maine Tem- 
perance Society, in 183:1, in which reports 
of the traflic in some of the principal 
towns in the state are given. W e subjoin 
a few— 
Belfast—(Population 3077.) In !S33 there 
were 3o grog shops; ."> deaths by delirium tre- 
mens; and 70,000 gallons of rum were made in 
the city and sold in the vicinitv. 
Bucksport—(population 2237.) In 1S27 there 
were 7730 gallons of liquor sold by live grog 
shops. 
Augusta—(population 3080.) In 1*27 there 
were 200,000 gallons of liquor sold by 23 grog 
shops. 
W'iscasset—(population 2213.) sales of liquor 
in 1827 were 18.720 gallons; to grog shops in 
1833; 33 intemperate males; several eases of 
delirium tremens. 
Kennebuuk— (population 2233) 12,000 gallons 
sold ill 1827. In 1833 there were 03 intemper- 
ate females, and Hi wives made widows In in- 
temperance of husbands. In 1*28 every person 
kept liquor in his house to treat callers. 
Portland—(population 12,901.) In 1833 there 
were 02 licensed grog shops; intemperanc e and 
pauperism were reported as extensive. Very 
few foreigners in the city. 
Biddeford—(population 1003) loo hogsheads 
of liquor sold in 1*33. 
The subject ot special interest at Au- 
gusta the past week has been Mr. Pike’s 
bill to limit tlie legal rate of interest to 
six per cent, on which that gentleman 
made an elaborate speech, lie was re- 
plied to by llayues of Augusta, and 
Powers of Jloultnn. The chances are that 
the present law. allowing any rate that 
parties may agree to, will remain un- 
changed. 
Capt. Sylvauus Robinson, of St. George, who 
has been reported as drowned, has turned up 
alive. It seems that when going ashore in his 
boat he encountered a craft in search of a pilot, 
and piloted it up the river, without giving no- 
tice of his intention to the men on liis own ves- 
sel. lie returned next day to find men dili- 
gently searching for his body in the river. 
The Maine Legislative Committee on the In- 
sane Hospital think that the arrangements for 
protection against tires are entirely inadequate. An appropriation will be recommended for the 
construction of a reservoir with force pumps and pipes; also $(1000 for furnishing the new 
chapel and other improvements. 
A Schenectady man couldn’t take a job at 
sawing wood because he hadn’t a saw. When 
some one gave him a saw he couldn't raise 
money to have it filed. When he got over that 
difficulty he found he had no saw-buck, and sat 
down and wept and became entirely discour- 
aged. [Detroit Free l’ress. 
Extensive preparations arc being made for 
the celebration of the 2Sth anniversary of the 
East Maine Conference Seminary at Bucks- 
port, bv a grand reunion ol' the former stu- dents early in June. It is desirable that all 
students who served in the late war, or the 
nearest kin of those not living, send their ad- 
dress immediately to N. B. Webb, Deer Isle, 
Boston Harbor, who will write up the war 
record of the institution. 
The Mail says the Grangers in Watervillc arc 
dividing out car loads of corn at 71 cents. 
Letter from Washington. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Washington, Jan. 2i)th, 187G. 
After all its tempestuous voyaging, 
amid the perils of loquacious tongues the 
Centennial bill is at last safe, at least it is 
through the most trying part of its ordeal, 
since no one anticipates anything for it. 
but a sure and speedy passage through 
the stately and sedate Senate. And now 
for a million and a half of American ex- 
hibiting oi Hail Columbia enthusiasm and 
Yankee Doodle glorification, with the star 
spangled banner waving proudly over all 
and the American eagle bringing up the 
chorus in its lustiest and most jubiliant 
notes. What a jolly time it will be, to ire 
sure, with its strife destroying, peace- 
promoting work, its reconciliations and 
its hand-shakings, Save up your pennies, 
boys. Prepare your toot-horns, and get. 
ready your lire crackers, lor you shall he 
allowed to make as much noise as you 
please this year; to shame the noonday 
brightness with your tar-barrels and torch- 
es; to ring the night air wild with clang- 
ing bells; to make the day furious and 
existence a torment with the dismal bowl- 
ings ot your fish horns, and pop and 
splutter and explode, and rattle, and roar, 
and bang with all the powder and nitro- 
glyceri ;e. and dynamite you can lawfully 
get your hands on. For io, is not this to 
be the Fourth ot July ol all Fourths ol 
July, with an opportunity for racket and 
patriotism such as only comes once in a 
hundred years, and such as neither you 
nor I are likely to see again on this mun- 
dane sphere, unless we shall be converted 
into Wandering Jews, or unhappily have 
existence prolonged, like iUetluisalah ol 
old, to a thousand years. Hut since “a 
bird in the hand is worth two in the bush" 
I would advise you not to build too high 
expectations upon such an event, but to 
scream and clatter, and bluster and tlaster 
to your hearts content this time, and leave 
the next Centennial to take care of itself. 
Anil the man ot all men, to whom we 
are indebted lor this ehunec to show His 
Majesty, Don l’edro. Emperor of ail Bra- 
zil, the Marquis of Lome and the Princess 
Louise, and all the rest of the world beside 
that wo are the biggest, cutest, and smart- 
est nation on the earth, that ever was 
or ever will be—is the eloquent Lamar. 
Others have said their say ; have bent the 
force of their genius and the brightness 
of their intellect to the subject; have like 
skillful doctors done all that they could to 
get the patient into favorable condition ; 
but it was reserved for this champion ot 
the South to strike the nail exactly on the 
head, so to speak, and to drive it straight 
home with unerring blows from his ham- 
mer of logical and irrisistible argument. 
Like Paul, he has by his reasoning and 
his laith forced Agrippian confessions 
from the opposing side of the House. 
Said one of the most scholarly, distin- 
guished and influential liepuldieans on 
the floor, at the close of his unanswer- 
able effort, “If the Democratic party were 
made up of Lamars, 1 would fain be per- 
suaded to be one of their number." If 
isn't, and so ! suppose Ephraim will still 
remain "joined to his idols," and "know- 
ing the right, will still the wrong pursue." 
But don't you see behind all this 
screaming of the national bird, this gush 
of Fourth of July, and much talk about 
making the L'tiiou longer and stronger 
and ever so much better than before, the 
shadow of a great wrong, the ghost of 
willuluess, prejudice and bigotry, and 
discover that it is to be like the city to 
which all Americans will soon be turning 
as faithful pilgrims to Mecca, ad ‘1 In-nth- 
crly love”? Now don't come at me with 
all that overwhelming array ol tidies, pin 
cushions, sola pillows, rugs, quilts, and 
the Lord knows what beside, that the sis- 
ters arc to contribute to the Exposition of 
Yankeedom. I haven’t the remotest idea 
but that the majority of all that will be 
fairest to see, nicest to eat, and best to 
use in that great national show, will be, 
directly or indirectly, the product ot their 
brains and hands, and that's just the rea- 
son why it is more grievously a wrong 
that they should not be admitted to the 
full rights and privileges of the glorious 
constitution, and so make it a Centennial 
worth celebrating. Lor have they not 
waited long and patiently, ami asked 
often and unremittingly lor the privi- 
leged boon ot suffrage? And are they 
not even now sitting under the very 
shadow of the National Capitol, beseig-1 
ing the nation, through its representa- 
tives, lor justice? But, like Pharaoh, 
those perverse Congressmen harden their 
hearts still again and refuse to listen, or 
at least to help. Of course one knows 
that it is all preconceived prejudice, but 
then prejudice is the worst opposition to 
battle against. \\ hat a nice idea it would 
be, since the blowing up of women’s 
tongues doesn't seem to have any effect, 
to try a ease of dynamite or a Fourth of 
July cannon—not real bona fide, so as to 
hurt them much, but just a trifle, just 
enough to bring them to their senses; for 
jou know a knock-down argument ap- 
peals soonest to reason. It is probably 
all owing to the doctrine of total deprav- 
ity; but whether or no, it is so, and you 
must first go ahead with your fists and 
guns and sabers, and then you may fol- 
low alter with your rhetoric ami logic 
and persuasion; but you will find the 
lirst part of the argument will be the 
most convincing. 
ho it is that woman sits so long in the 
outer darkness, waiting for her rights to 
come to her, since she has no other weap- 
ons than her tongue to tight with. And 
yet even with this, and because of the 
justness ot her cause, she is making prog- 
ress, slow but sure, in evidence ol which 
I read the editorials of a Washington 
daily paper last year and the same daily 
on the same subject this year. It shows 
a most surprising conversion — almost 
equal to that of Paul, and some others of 
lesser note that occur about every four 
years during Presidential contests If i 
only had them at hand, the editorials 1 
mean, to show you what a change has 
come over the spirit of this editor’s 
dreams. Last year the women were so 
bad, this year so good — only “a little 
lower than the angels.” Last year it was 
such a senseless, unreasoning cause, this 
year “every thinking man must believe it 
the only fair and right thing to do to cen- 
ter this power of suffrage.” How we all 
do change, “even in the twinkling of an 
eye.” Now if the lords of creation arc 
honestly and conscientiously opposed to 
women having their rights, there can’t 
in this tree country be the slightest objec- 
tion to that; but I insist that they shall 
not skulk behind foundationless argu- 
ments, but give their roal reasons, and 
tell the truth even if it does shame'the 
devil. The immortal Josh Billings has 
the courage to do thisv and frees his mind 
after this lasliion: “When I see a han- 
som wornun goin to a womun’s rites 
meetin, I'll put my hat under my arm 
ind jine the processhun.” Open confes- 
sion is good for the soul, and you will no 
doubt breathe freer after this, oh Joshua, 
and at the same time get ready your hat 
and "jine," for there are hosts of pretty 
women trooping to the despised conven- 
tions—a statement you would be willing 
to acknowledge it you had ever looked 
into the calm, sweet face of Lucy Stone, 
beheld Mrs. Ilowe in all her suit Beauty 
and grace, had Rate Stanton look at you 
with her bright, bewitching eyes, shak- 
ing her cunningly ringletted head at you 
as she talked,'or been charmed with the 
stylish, jaunty, sparkling, but always 
thoroughly womanly Mrs. Lillie Deve- 
reaux Blake. But the queen ot all these 
female orators is the young St Louis law- 
yer, Miss I’hehe Couz/.ins. I saw her not 
long since in the Senate (lallery on a 
brilliant occasion, surrounded b\ some of 
the most fashionable, noted and beautilul 
leaders of society bore in Washington. 
And this fair I’ortia ot modern times bore 
oft' the palm lor youth, beauty and do- 
gant dtessing from all her surrounding 
competitors. She was arrayed in an un- 
mistakable Parisian costume of heavy 
brown silk, trimmed in velvet of the 
same rich shade, in that wonderfully pro- 
fuse and intricate manner that makes one 
lose sight of the decorations and see only 
the artistic vsult of the whole. A hat ot 
brown velvit and silk, relieved with pale 
straw coWh'd buds and roses, straw tint- 
ed gloves and scarf of white cashmere 
lace made up a striking ami becoming 
toilet tor t lis beautiful brunette. .''he 
looks a woman about thirty, of medium 
height and graceful carriage, with a 
clear, olive complexion, large, lustrous 
black eyes, shielded by thick, long, droop- 
ing lashes, a delicate, exquisite mouth, 
straight, (irccian nose, and broad, pale 
forehead, surmounted by a crown of thick, 
shining, midnight hair. The whole ex- 
pression ot her face in repose is one of 
sadness and thoughtfulness, lmt lighting 
into a winning radiance when in conver- 
sation Mrs. Senator Hamilton, turmerh 
Miss .Jennings of Portsmouth, and young- 
est sister of Mrs. Ethridge (lorry ot Pert- 
land, who sat beside Miss Couzzins, lias 
very much the same style ot beauty, be- 
ing possessed of the same graceful torm, 
the same rich complexion, the same glos- 
sy abundance ot hair, the same dark shin- 
ing eyes. Put Mrs Hamilton sits like a 
statue chiselled in marble “r.ddiv beau- 
tiful," lacking utterly tiie warmth and 
life and feeing that makes the other so 
attractive. A little farther back sat. Miss 
Edith fish, the acknowledged belie of 
Washington, perfectly dazzling in her 
wondrous blonde beauty and proud pa- 
trician airs. Hut some one lias compared 
her to an animated iceberg. Possibly 
that isn't just lair, but 1 fancy that Ten- 
nyson could well have painted his Maud 
from Her face, which is “faultlessly ta r 
and icily regular,” reminding one f 
those far oil' lair princesses ot story and 
poem. I wish 1 had time to go on an 1 
tell you about all the other beautiful 
women I saw there on that well remem- 
ber day. for if there is any thyig i love u 
this world it is a beautiful woman, whose 
loveliness and grace and rich surround- 
ing speaks of culture and refinement. 
-Another time 1 promise you pen portraits 
of these leaders of fashion and society 
Prti i! 
Generalities. 
T resent: A < '".'s mill in* tv -lore n lU»-o*n. 
\v:t- robbed of sboijn worth o! lt-oil- ! i-l i-'i'i«1.•.y 
night. 
The Oxford ib-gi-ter -a\- that dolin Whit- 
man of Paris i- worth >3o,onn acquired by 
farming. 
A German squadron of three iron elads and a 
tender will make a visit to American wan-rs 
next July. 
It is stated that a majority of the National 
Democratic Committee fa\or St. Louis for tie- 
National (Convention. 
A member of the < hitario < an., I.-gi-Iaturo 
seriously advocates conipuNory voiing a- the 
cure for various political ill-. 
The Dominion Board of Trade i- ovcrwln-lni- 
ingly in favor of making a new p ipr ii\ 
treaty with the I'nitcd state-. 
Six refrigerator ears are in proce>- of « <*11- 
struetiou at Moncton, N. s., for u-e in '•ring- 
ing fresh salmon to the Boston market. 
An English medical journal -ays that \v-nc n 
arc getting a monopoly of tieuralg ia bivaii-c -o 
much of their head is exposed to the air. 
Victor Kretz rercntlv murdered Win. W. 
Simmons in New York, and packed hi- hotly in 
a trunk. He was arrested and confessed tlic 
deed. 
Lumbering in Maine i- depressed tlii- \ear. 
There were (IbO.OUO.OOO feet manufactured la-t 
year, w! 1 i e the highest1 estimate for the curren: 
year is 350,000,000 feet. 
The Mechanic Falls Herald "ay- the voting 
gentleman who caught that ”piviiv rat" n ar 
the railroad bridge, Sunday evening, ha- -in. 
bought a new suit of clothe-. 
Since the establishment of the lb-form School 
04 boys have been sent from Knox county. 43 
of whom were from HorMand. Camden has 
never sent a boy to that school as yet. 
There is a well-known citizen of Newbury 
port whoso better halt eats her dinner daily in 
an adjoining town, while he enjoys hi- meal in 
the city, and yet they both eat from tin- "aim- 
tabic. 
Mr. Alexandi r Brooks of Hollis, To y< ars old, 
while driving through Saco, suddenly fell back 
in his carriage, and before assistance wa- ren- 
dered him was dead. It was an attack ot heart 
disease. 
During a blinding snow storm two railroad 
trains ran into each other at Huntington, Eng- 
land. Then an express from London, ran in- 
to the wreck or the first two. Thirteen pei -mi- 
were killed. 
A Washington despatch gives ;i |i-t of the 
nanus of the member.’*of the Louisiana Legisla- 
ture with the amount «»f money paid tin m bv 
Senator West for the \otes by which he was 
elected to the Senate. 
The Whig says the owners of the Sanford 
line of steamers propose to make an exclusion 
next summer to Philadelphia from Bangor, to 
be at the Centennial on the Fourth of duly. 
Another excursion is being arranged for the 
middle of August. 
The prospects for an average season in ship- 
building next summer at Damariscotta, arc 
very favorable. .Messrs. Curtis A. Clark and 
Norris & Co., are each to construct a ship: 
G. Merry a barque, and S. L. Foster, a steam- 
boat. 
A letter from Bio Janerio says the Emperor 
of Brazil will leave for the United States in the 
hitter part of March. He will be accompanied 
by the Empress and a number of his intimate 
friends, three of the most powerful ships of the 
Brazilian navy and Senor Del Mar, the Vice 
Admiral of Brazil. 
If Theodore Tilton had wished to inflict dia- 
bolical revenge on the .seducer of his wife, he 
could not have chosen a better method than 
that he has pursued. Shooting him would 
have been mercy in comparison. Mr. Beecher 
remains above ground a live corpse, tortured 
bv conscience and chased bv public opinion. 
[New York Sun. 
Brig Abby Ellen (of Bangor), Capt. Harding, 
has just made the quickest passage on record 
between Bangor and Demcrara, having sailed 
from Bucksport Dec. It), and arrived dan. d. 
This vessel was thoroughly overhauled at Ban- 
gor last February, and Capt. II. reports her as 
strong and staunch as a new vessel, having en- 
countered very severe weather almost during 
the entire passage. 
One of the most characteristic contributions 
to the Exhibition will come from Nevada, 
which will send the product of the Consolidated 
Virginia and California mines during the month 
of May. It will require fifteen cars, bearing 
ten tons each, to transport the silver bars. 
There will be three thousand five hundred 
silver bars all together—one hundred and fifty 
tons of solid silver bricks—that is, bricks con- 
taining both gold and silver. 
Huzzah for Maine! Away up north, a neigh- 
bor to Labrador, vet she pays every obligation 
of the State on demand: her interest account is 
settled to a dot: a sinking fund provided for tu- 
ture needs; gives #500,000 yearly for support 
of her schools; levies a tax of only four mills 
on a dollar, and has about $400,000 ready money 
in her treasury. Huzzah for Maine! [Cincin- 
nati Star. 
News of the City and Connty. 
The days have increased just on# hour. 
Plenty of eordvvood iu the market this week. 
The owners of fa*t nags now rejoice in good 
sleighing. 
The winter fanners are gathering their liar- 
vests of ice. 
'Hie new hark Kmma L. Partridge sailed Sun- 
day morning. 
'fhe frame of M. K. barter's store on Main 
street was raised last week. 
The new lodge of Odd Fellows in this city, 
numbers just fifty members. 
The earliest sign* of coming spring are halt 
bushels of eggs on the counter, and you can set* 
them in the grorerv stores now. 
There never.* were so many poor and needy 
families iu Belfast as thi* winter. 
\ party of laboring men propose t<* build a 
yacht for next summer's pleasure. 
As short a month as February is they man- 
age to get live Tuesdays into it this year. 
Lecture at tin* Pniverxdist ehtireh next Sun- 
day co ning by the pastui : subject —Home 
(iuard-. 
Setli I.. MilliUen, arrived home on >aturdu> 
night, having been taken severely ill on a lec- 
turing t*»ur in N> w A »i k state. 
l! rumored that lin will be a Boston 
claimant tor the liquors recently seized at Lin- 
coln \ iile. win n til' cum* comes up in Court. 
Among the barrels ami packages uncalled i**r 
and advertised tor auction -ale at the Kastern 
Kxpre-s otlicc. :n I'.iiig i,.i: several lor Bel- 
fast parti* -. 
The steamer Pioneci acountered large held- 
of ice in the bay Tin —lay. between this city an t 
I ('astine. In m*i)u‘ instance* it was three inches 
in thickness. 
T!m \ •••lieu: hauling ;!ic past few day- lias 
made it lively Hour the streets. Kon-klerable 
hay has eome to market, but has gone into tin* 
storehouses. 
Belfast lodge of Dood Templars are detei 
mined to win the priz- and become the baunei 
lodge of the state. At it- meeting la-1 week 
liftv-two candidates wen- initiated. 
Vessel* moored in tie harbor and at tin 
wharves have been entered recently by river 
thieve-. I>v breaking locks and window-. Pro 
vision seems to be the object sought for, and 
was the only thing taken. 
Durham, at hi- -tore on Main street, doe-a 
heavy busiur-- in li-h. l.ast week he purchas- 
ed a cargo <*! ?• n tliou-and pounds of frozen 
codtish, which In* has partly disposed of. and 
has slid a large qmuiiitv »n haiei. That’s eon- 
siderable oodii-h. 
Hay Sunwir.v iPitcher A (torham have 
loaded sell. I’.arl fur Boston, and Wood-, Math- 
ews a Baker schooner Umpire for tie- -ante 
place. Pitcher A svm have *»adeil sell .lame- 
Bli>- I*»r ( bar -ton. 
The fi ictnl-ot tin l it* Lot \. Bartlett desire 
that w -ha make the statement that the 
(irand Jury ignor-d lh** ••barge of rape again-! 
him, and found no bill. No one doubt- that the 
a*'*-u-ati*»n n i- nliivly unfounded. 
Th**-e Northampton hank robber- couldn’t 
have got .in*- tin vault of the Belfast Sav- 
ing- Bank r.ie time lock open- at n m the 
morning and it- n*» u-c f**r the cashier, burglar- 
or anv "in *-l-e f*oi around it before that 
hour. 
It i* reported that the Pitcher Bros., Fred \ 
l aide and K. 1.. NN hit;i< r «»t Belfast, and Black 
<»t Searsport, will enter largely into the ice 
business in this city and Sear-port. There is to 
be monev nude in iee :hi* vear. from appear* 
anee>. 
La-t Sunday night a gunshot was heard in lie 
region back of the post ollir» ami pre-entlv the 
evening air beeaim pervaded by an odor a* 
pungeiit a- though the --nee of a thousand 
tons of niiiou- had been e-t |oi»sr. >omeb«',;. 
had gone gum ing • r a -kunk. neglecting to re- 
member the i-. mmandant. 
An ntertainmeiit of a me, I kind f.»r this i- 
einity will be given by the iadi* s of the Uni- 
tarian Society on the evening of Friday. Feb. 
Ilth. if will b'■ a Idekens party—*o called, b* 
'••in*'' each of those participating will as.-um* 
in tire.— and deportment. *ome character from 
the writings of the great novelist, Ladies ami 
gentlemen have in active preparation the cos- 
tumes for the occasion, which will be v» rv ii:- 
t« re-ting ami attraetive. 
There was a good deal of anva-siug about 
the city Monday mi the part > t tin* < iood Temp- 
lar- to proeuro candidate* tie* the last special 
meeting in the stipulated time which they had 
to compete for tin banner. As a consequence 
thev initial* < 1 turn hundred ami eighty-four can- 
didate* in the veiling: This make- their total 
membership something uvvr T ib. ami is with- 
out doubt the largest local temperance organiz- 
ation in M.line, if not in the wind. .,f V,w 
Knglaml. 
Polio: < ’<*ri: Keeently Judge John-on 
issued a warrant against Forest Uav «*f Cam- 
den. for an assault on John M. Willey of Lin- 
eolnville. It was in consequence of a row at 
Lineolnville Centre at a N w Year’s dame, tu 
which Willey received a blow that broke in hi* 
cheek bom-. Tli parti*** put in an appearance 
Saturday J. II Montgomcn K-q.. of Cam- 
den, calm* up to defend l>av, while MeLellan 
was engaged lor tin other side. 'The mattei 
was finally adjusted without trial, by I>av pay- 
ing Willey g.lo for damage*, and all cost- "t 
court....nn Monday morning Charles Hartford, 
a boy’ 11 years • >! age, was before tin Court for 
.stealing small -inn- of mom y from a neighbor’s 
house. II- ha- been guilty of several petty 
thefts, and vv a* *eniema l to the "fate Keform 
School during hi* minority 
Capt. Andrew Jackson Boss died at Jackson- 
| v ille. Fla., last week, at the age of HI. ( apt. R. 
was a native of this city, having been born u? 
tlu* family bmuest ad. in that part ot Belfast 
afterward- annexed to Searsport. He went to 
-ea in early life, and became one of the most in- 
telligent ami enterprising of Maine shipmaster-. 
About lifteen year* ago lie was seized with a 
throat trouble, which rapidly developed into a 
bronchial complaint, thr< atoning consumption. 
From that time to In* death, life was a long 
struggle with di*’ea*> < n which exist* nee often 
hung by the >lendere*t thread. But his mind 
was a* clear ami active ever, lie lost noth- 
ing of hi* inter. *! in business enterprises, or 
fondness for the -'.eietv of hi* friend*. The cli- 
mate of Florida, where he sought refuge, pro- 
longed his days, and he be< ame deeply interest- 
ed in the growth and prosperity of his adopted 
home. Hi* benevolence and sympathy with 
those in sickne-s and want was manifested con- 
tinually. and many *i:lb rer*, far from home 
and kindred, have < xpen need hi* bounty. II. 
died lamented by host* of friends, leaving the 
memory of a just and honorable man and a 
< Indian gentleman. 
A 1' MTU I.I'.SS III <|t\M). OnCoftitOSC SCll- 
Mitional domestic scandals, that seem to belong 
exclusively to larger communities, and which 
are »o • |:ii«*kly devour'1 1 by the hungry gossip- 
of both sexes, |; i>, lately .urn- to light in Bel- 
fast. Another instance of the infidelity ot mar- 
ried life, in which the husband and father for- 
| Mikes the pleasures of home, and seeks recreu- 
I lion m the guise of ;t single man. The man 
| alluded to is a ship-carpenter and has worked 
! by turns in this city and Searsport. It was at 
the latter place, when the labors ot the broad 
axe were ended, that lie sought and found op- 
portunity of ply ing the gentler arts of Cupid, 
i and courted a young lady with all the warmth 
of first love. All this time the wife and moth- 
er remained at home in blissful ignorance, but 
the storm was gathering, and exposure forth- 
coming. Recently the wife took a letter from 
the Belfast post office, directed to her husband, 
that came from the fair one, asking him to meet 
her at a certain place. Of course his little 
game was discovered, and a se me and explana- 
tion followed. Word was sent to the fair dam- 
sel, and on Friday last she came to Belfast ami 
proceeded t«» the house of her gay deceiver, 
and there met the injured wife. She informed 
the wife that she had been courted for more 
than a year by her husband who she thought 
was a single man, and didn't seem iuclined to 
give him lip even then. Here the matter rests 
at present. The man declares he is bewitched 
by the siren, and is unable to throw off the 
spell. The w ife is in delicate health, and about 
to become a mother to the fourth child, the old- 
est of which is not above six years; and is also 
in quite destitute circumstances. The girl is 
about 17 years of age, pretty, and lives near 
the Bucksport ferry landing, in Prospect. 
February comes in as mild as need be. 
Joseph Dennett of this city, will make the 
'aiU t'«»r the new ship building in Carter's yard. 
‘Mir will spread about 7,000 yards of canvass. 
Tiie officers of King Solomon Council were 
installed on Tuesday evening by the 31. 1\ 
(h and Master. S. II. B< yntou of lloekland. 
It i' said that tlie small pox was brought to 
Morrill by a tramp, who sojourned for a day 
.md departed, h aving the disorder as a legacy. 
^Attention i> called to the advertisement of 
tin* f reedom Academy, 31. J. Dow. of Brooks, 
Principal—Sell, for sale, by J. IT. Lane, Sears- 
port. 
This wi*ek ha.-* brcii prolific of weather 
'•hangi*'. ’! hero have been calm and pleasant 
.Im\ -now 'tonus, rains, and this (Wednesday) 
aftcrniH'ii I here are blustering snow squalls. 
!irlfa't Lodge of (mod Templars lias won the 
aimer, having initiated 141 more members \ 
i!,:♦ :11*\ oth* r lodio* iii the state since last (>e- 
■ .>bei. on 31ond iv the Deering lodge, their 
mjh litur. a- know ledged their defeat by tele- 
i) !:. and sent congratulation' t<» Belfast. 
The ; idi>- id- the l'11i\ ersalist society propose 
'cnt. on the iweiiing of tie -jist instant, 
•ii il. n -l llall. a Mother (loose Reception, 
and tie allegon of Iodine. This will be fol- 
i,»W"e. 1, on the evening of the iklml, by several 
a!v >1 it representation'. and a levee and leap* 
v ear dance. 
I', s 11 > ■ U L1 M'Ts < jf 11 if Ma-onic Temple A‘- 
jai ii l -i meeting Tuesday evening. ue- 
■: ;ln charter from the Legislature, and 
code nt bv-laws. Hiram t base, X. 
1 11- ii-' in. .1 l Cottrell. TL I.. Kilgore and 
\. Ii. Matln-w- w- ie cho-eri Directin'-. Hiram 
i-i w i- al'terw- rd- lio-i-n I’rv-ident and A. 
Itlirge--Clerk. 
; in :: < il\ ha- lead oil' ill an cxeel- 
I I xample, but we are afraid will have hut 
iv follow* -. >he own-a house, a portion of 
a hi. lt -he rents. When her tenant tendered 
n m. -he remarked that inasmuch as it was 
■ in' hard times, -hi w ould reduce the rent ■-"J5 
year, whirh i- over la percent. 
•or of the girls working in the stitching room 
t the -hoe factory had a dog which regularly 
■ relight lici dinner to her. On Tuesday he 
roualit it a- usual, depo-ite.d it under a ma- 
,i:i .aid waggi it hi- ’ail in evident s'ati-fac- 
ou In doing -o hi- iaisln tail became en- 
in tin hal was making 500 rev- 
ai a,- a i: ;■ : ie-wa-drawn up and around 
a ,.iic -hundred limes, his head striking 
: ,i ■ adi revolution, of course the dog 
.. c|. and (hat was the last of poor Caper. 
\ Mysri.itY. flic house of Mrs. Washburn 
i- iiy ’■ now unoccupied, save that two 
iv used for lodgings by Messrs. Wa-ii- 
arn and Kilgore. Last Sunday morning Mr. 
\\ t .und on the kitchen floor a piece of appar- 
ently genuine and v a 111:11 •! c commercial paper, 
which reads thus— 
Now York, Dec. 18, 1875. 
i -iir no.tiilt- allot- date I proini.'e to pay to the 
..rtW of I i. inj)st»n. llnnva \ ( o. Four Hundred 
in i tvouiy I wo, t.'-hfi’th Dollars, at <»47 iJroad- 
v;iv, _\ Y. Value Deceived. .Iamk.s Mm.i.kit. 
No "71. Due Apl. 1>, -’I. 
i !i .' regularly endorsed ■'Thompson.lirown 
A t k” and the questiou i'. how the deuce did it 
uet there ? 
The Morrill people claim that tlie reports in 
iranl to the small pox in that town were only 
••'• are." and reliable parties from there say 
;hat there has probably not been n singly ease 
:!: ;Si'o;tN«* in town. [Proir- Ago. 
« Mn of the “reliable parties'’ above alluded to 
!' Joseph IF Meal', a prominent citizen of the 
tow i. mi hi' return home, after leaving the 
\ information with the Age, Mr. Mean* 
.as himsell taken sick. with an eruption of the 
p e. and ha' since been confined to his house, 
with a red flag displayed at the door. ITider 
iln circumstances we have concluded to adhere 
to our original statement, Unit there i' small 
I- .\ in Morrill. 
Little < barlie Hartford wa-on-Monday sen- 
11i ■ •: to the IL Ionn S-hooi on complaint of 
! iilier f*»r stealing a few pennies. 11 is mo- 
del i- .it ail. and lie ha- been thrown upon the 
odd liar.ties of others, with no one to guide ; 
hi- ■ t._r 1 outstep- saw a father, who for this 
] •( >:d- him away thus. Stealing a tew 
!.t• 111ri■ -Probably' in never Jiad a cent in his 
!'■ lie e.iuld call hi- own, and the sight of a lit- 
iii>*iiev t-mpted him to steal. Wo remember 
■ luirlie before bis mother—his best friend— 
ed. II was ln r babv. and -lie loved him 
nderly. A neater or better behaved bov was 
upon the -trect. We saw him yesterday in 
!i-tod_\ of Sheritl N orton, but lie looked happy, 
in I -et in* d quite a boro, as the other little boys 
_■ dlfTi-d round him. !’• rhaps he will be better 
otf where lie i- going, than it left to grow up 
mid tie ;nllueiiee< Unit haw surrounded him 
for the past few years. 
.Ja» Ksii.wiLi.i;, Jan. *J'»—The hatches ot the 
-elir. Florida were again removed yesterday, 
.md the tire was found to be so far subdued that 
the work of discharging the cargo was com- 
menced and till the hay. amounting to f>0 bales, 
w as taken out; 1000 barrels of lime, about two- 
thirds of winch is slacked, stiil remains to be 
taken out. The tire, which -till smoulders, will 
e -mothered with -and a- the work of breaking 
■ it (lie cargo proceeds. The owners now enter- 
lain >trong hopes of saving the vessel. 
Jacksonville. Jan. 2s. The expectation in- 
dulged in on -Monday that it would now be pos- 
-dale tu unload the balance of the cargo of sell, 
i ioi ida and .-ave the vesssl has failed. Yester- 
lav after the hatches were removed, the smol-| dci ing lire broke out. the tire and smoke driving 
lie workmen from their labors. The hutches 
were replaced and preparations made to .-ink 
‘a \e--ei. In tin* afternoon several holes were 
in the -el while the Mechanics’ steam fire- 
-"ite and the donkyv engine stationed up the 
rf began pouring several streams of water 
: ■ the vessel, and continued the work without 
nni-simi until about v J-U o’clock in the 
veiling, when the vessel slowly careened to the 
arbuurd side and sank in about ir> feet of wa- 
The ves-ei now lies moored to the wharf, 
starboard side ot her deck about four feet 
iicier water, and the bulwarks on the other 
*ide nearest the wharf) as many feet above the 
water. The tire i> now completely extinguished 
m' the work of pumping out the water and 
aisiugthe vessel will soon commence. 
J» ( him;, llazelliiie A Bickford com- 
menced harvesting their ice on Monday, but 
■lid not fairly get to work until Tuesday, when 
inev cut ami stored si.it) hm<. Their machinery 
nl facilities for the work cannot lie surpassed 
by any company in the state. Fifty men and 
'wo horses are employed in the work, hut ma- 
chinery performs the principal part of the la- 
bor. The ice is First marked oil', then plowed 
to the depth of eight indies. A strip is then 
■ ait off and floated to t;ie elevator, where it is 
junked up in cakes and hoisted out of the wa- 
ter. This elevator is an endless chain running 
up an inclined plane, worked by water power. 
There are in fact two chains, some four feet 
apart, and at regular intervals bars of wood 
are attached to them, like rounds in a ladder. 
The foot of the elevator is under water. A 
■ ike of ice is sunk down, which washes it, un- 
til it is caught by one of these bars in the chain 
and taken up the plane, then another, and so 
on—three or four being continually on their 
way. When it arrives at the top it enters a 
sluice-way and is carried to and through the 
doorways into the building, and is stored. 
There is a continual stream of ice from the 
pond to the storehouse. The same process 
can he used in loading a vessel at the wliarf. 
It is estimated that they can cut and store ice 
lor less money tiian any company in the state. 
Ir will take about ten days to (ill their icehouse, 
which holds some 10,000 tons. They are in 
hopes to get another freeze before winter is 
over. The blocks as cut arc 41 by 22 inches 
and a foot and a half deep, and is of excellent 
quality. 
Ll.NCOf.XVH.I.K. A levee and dance was held 
at Wade'sIIall on Monday evening, for a benev- 
olent purpose; proceeds forty-six dollars and 
twenty seven cents.On Saturday evening, 
about seven o'clock, llie dwelling house of 
< handler Thomas was found to he on tire. 
Through the exertions of the neighbors it was 
soon extinguished, without much damage to 
the house. Ouite an amount of clothing and 
bedding was burned. No insurance. 
Stooktox. On Wednesday evening of last 
week the officers of Pownal Lodge of Masons 
were publicly installed by R. AV. Bro. W. O. 
Poor of Belfast, Senior Grand Warden of the 
G. L., assisted by P. M., S. AV. Lewis. After 
the services Rev. Mr. Goodenough of Belfast, 
delivered a spirited address. The ladies and 
invited guests to the number of two hundred 
then sat down to a collation, and the remainder 
of the evening was spent in social chat. The 
officers installed are—S. It. AVcst, AAr. M.; E. 
Partridge, S. AV.; S. B. Littlefield, J. AV.; J. 
M. Ames, Treas.; AV. F. Griffin, Sec.; R. Ers- 
kine, S. D.; J. AVardwell, J. D.; J. Grant, S. 
S.; I. I). Wardwell, J. S.: O. Ilarriman, Tyler. 
Brooks. On Saturday, C. F. Wing, Stephen 
Croxford, and Fred Brown wore brought be- 
fore Trial Justice John Roberts, charged with 
j assault ui)0u Harry R. Thurston, a school 
I teacher in Jackson. The trial excited a great 
deal of interest among parents and teachers 
generally, and Lane’s Hall was densely packed 
to hear the trial. Hon. A. (i. Jewett of Bel- 
fast, appeared for the complainant, and Ray- 
mond S. Rich of Thorndike, for the respon- 
ants. There was some tall swearing,” and it 
is the universal opinion that some told some 
very naughty stories. Mr. Jewett in his argu- 
ment made a most thrilling speech in support 
of order and subordination in the public schools, 
which was most enthusiastically applauded by 
the large audience in spite of the efforts of the 
constable and justice to preserve order, 'flic 
audience were satisfied that it was the right 
speech in the right place. Wing and Croxford 
were lined each and coMs, aud Brown one 
dollar and costs. Appeals were entered in each 
case, and the parties furnished bonds fur their 
appearance at Court. 1» wa> the universally 
expressed'Opinion that the decision <•!' the jus- 
tice was correct. 
Skakm'ORt. A ship o! v|one l‘>00 toils is be- 
ing drafted and the moulds made, preparatory 
t<> sending south t" cut the frame. The enter- 
prise. we understand, is under the auspices of 
the IN lidh-ton Brothers.The Messrs. Mer- 
rill. who have been running the spool factory 
on full time during the winter, on Tuesday of 
last week shipped the largest lot of spools ever 
going from their factory at am one time since 
tlu r commenced operations. This shipment 
consisted of l'.MJ sacks, each holding one barrel 
of silk and thread spools.Other mechanical 
works are nourishing in town. A look into the 
foundn of the Messrs. Barney shows some very 
heavv ship castings turned out to meet orders 
from abroad. 1>. >. Simpson, up in the sky 
parlor of tin* spool factory, is getting up some 
of the finest specimens of cabinet work ever pro- 
duced in this section. And last, though perhaps 
not the least, the Messrs, llamm-ms have started 
a box factory, lor the manufactory of small oval 
boxes..During the hour of div ine service at 
the Congregational ehun !i last Sabbath, the 
church took lire from an overheated stovepipe. 
A timely application of snow by the worship- 
pers stayed the dames and saved the church. 
.V Masonic Relief Association has recently been 
organized under direction ol the members of 
Mariners Lodge of F. A. M. A meeting will 
be held This (Tuesdaxl ev ening in furtherance 
of tlie good work.Recently the Searsport 
Amateur Dramatic Club have reorganized and 
taken tln> name of F.xceisior Amateur Dra- 
matic Club, with a constitution and by-laws 
and a full complement of officers. N«*vv scen- 
ery is being gotten up and •mme tine entertain- 
ments arc in prospect. 
Maine Legislature. 
Jan dil. The Senate passed orders: 
that tiie committee on legal affairs inquire 
into the expediency of repealing or amend- 
ing chapter dll ol the Public Laws of 187d 
relating to atiachmcnls on properly; that 
the committee on education consider tiie 
expediency of so amending the law relat- 
ing to norm 1 schools that the expense id 
the same may be paid from money appro- 
priated lor support of common schools; 
that tiie committee on banks and banking 
inquire into tiie expediency ot so amend- 
ing section 7 of chapter idib of the Public 
Laws of 1871 that no savings bank shall 
lie required or obliged to pay to any de- 
positor until alter thirty days notice the 
exact sum ofsOOb; the committee on ag- 
riculture, to which the bill to provide tor 
the taxation ot dogs and protection of 
sheep, reported that it ought not to pass; 
the committee on judiciary, to which was 
relerred the order ot the legislature to in- 
quire into the expediency ol abolishing 
imprisonment tor debt and pro\ iding oth- 
er means tor obtaining disclosure of debt- 
or's affairs, reported legislation inexped- 
ient. Phe committee on banks, reported 
a bill declaring null and void all charters 
of banks and banking institutions which 
shall not have organized prior to Aug. 1, 
187(1 The Committee on railroads, to 
which was referred a bill additional to act 
to incorporate the Bangor and Calais 
Shore Line Kailroad, reported that the 
same ought to pass. The House passed 
orders directing the linance committee to 
inquire into the expediency ol requiring a 
two-thirds vote of the cities and towns on 
increasing debts; requesting tiie opinion 
ot the Justices ot the Supreme Court on 
the constitutionality id tiie mill tax ; di- 
recting the judiciary committee to inquire 
into the expediency ot laws to provide 
more terms of county commissioners court 
in Cumberland county. Committees re- 
ported a bill to enable non-resident guar- 
dians to obtain property of their non-resi- 
dents wards in Maine; bill permitting de- 
fendants to give bonds in trustee process- 
es; bill relating to the erection ol wharves 
and fish weirs in tide water; bill for tiie 
organization of business corporations: bill 
to authorize the lormatiou ol railroad com- 
panies; hill requiring towns to lax dogs 
over six months of age; bill to incorpor- 
ate the Beach Kailroad Company. A re- 
solve passed unanimously that the Legis- 
lature, after January 1, 1 -77, shall meet 
and hold its sessions in the city ot Port- 
land, if said city shall provide, tree of ex- 
pense to the State, suitable buildings and 
accommodations lor the business of the 
Legislature and tiie several Slate depart- 
ments. 
In convention lion. Silas ( Hatch was 
re-elected Stale Treasurer, receiving 101 
votes, to (i‘J for John S. Kicker and 1 for 
Samuel Kelley. 
Jail. -7. The Senate ( nnnittee report- 
ed a resolve appropriating .slO.OOO lor 
the Centennial Commission, and a bill to 
amend the laws relating to libraries chari- 
table societies and public cemeteries. Ad- 
verse reports were made on the amend- 
ment ol the revised statutes relating to 
imprisonment for debt; relating to liens 
on cord wood for cutting; relating to tiie 
amendment ot tiie statute so that school 
teachers may be trusteed. In the House 
the following were presented and refer- 
red: A remonstrance from the citizens 
ol Webster and (Ireene against the annex- 
ation of a part of the town to Lewiston ; a 
bill to amend the revised statutes relating 
to divorce. Orders were passed looking 
to the sale ot unsold lands of the .State 
bills; to amend tiie revised statutes relat- 
ing to the tiling ol an iuvuntniy ol assign- 
ees in the Probate Court relating to wit- 
nesses and evidence. The report of the 
Finance Committee reporting •• ought not 
to pass” on Mr. Pike's interest bill, was 
taken from tiie table, and Mr. Pike adress- 
ed the House at length. Tiie question was 
pending at adjournment. Luacted—Kills 
to incorporate tiie Bridgton Telegraph 
Company and Odd Fellows’ Mutual Ke- 
lief Association ot Maine. 
Jan, 28. In the Senate the resolve relat- 
ing to the removal ol the capital to Port- 
land was refused a passage. The commit- 
tees reported—A resolve in favor of the 
State College for $23,odd; a bill relating 
to school returns; a bill relating to free 
high schools, so that towns may establish 
two or more such schools; a bill relating 
to real estate actions and betterments. Ad- 
verse reports were made on the petition 
to incorporate the Oaktieid Plantation and 
on the petition to annex a part ol Webster 
to Lewiston. Presented—An act to incor- 
porate the Maine. Statu 'Temperance Camp 
Meeting Association. 
In the House on order was presented 
for a commission to investigate the sales 
of land for the State College, which after 
discussion was tabled. Reported by com- 
mittees—A bill to extend the power ol 
school districts; amending chapter 18, R. 
S„ relating to damage on ways to amend 
chapter 19, R. S., relating to foreign insur- 
ance companies; an adverse report was 
made on an order relating to State unifor- 
mity of text books; a motion to reconsider 
the order asking for the opinion of the Su- 
preme. Court relative to the constitutional- 
ity ol the mill tax was made and was 
pending at the adjournment. Rills relat- 
ing to the inspection of steamboats, relat- 
ing to the construction of fish ways, were 
tabled. 
Jan. 29.—In the Senate—Reported by 
Committees the following -. A bill appro- 
priating annually $13,000 for each of the 
State Normal Schools, to be paid out of 
the common school funds. A bill to incor- 
porate the Franklin Central Agricultural 
society. An adverse report was made on 
the order proposing the amendment to 
the law so as to trustee the wages of school 
teachers. An order was passed authoriz- 
ing the committee on Printing to contract 
with the party who will best serve the 
State. An act was enacted to incorporate 
the Masonic Relief Association of Belfast. 
In the House the following were present- 
ed: A petition that towns be compelled 
to tax dogs; a petition for a change ot 
law so that counties shall build bridges 
that cost $400 or more. Adverse re- 
ports were made on orders relating to tax- 
es in Union, an incorporated place; the 
rights ot married women ; heirs on lands 
of resident tax payers. Bills were reported 
t> amend chapter bo ot the Revised Stat- 
utes relating to libraries, charitable socie- 
ties and public cemeteries; to regulate and 
limit municipal indebtedness. An amend- 
ment was made to the order providing tor 
an investigation of the sale of land scrip 
granted for the State Agricultural College 
by substituting the following: Whereas, 
the lands or scrip granted by Congress to 
this State fora College of Agriculture and 
Mechanic Arts are reported to have been 
sold at prices far below those obtained by 
some other State for similar land scrip, lie 
it ordered that a Committee ol seven on 
the part of the House, with such as the 
Senate may appoint, lie appointed for the 
purpose ol investigating sales, and that 
said committee have power to send for 
persons and papers and administer oaths, 
and report to this Legislature. The re- 
solve providing for the removal ol the 
State Capital to Portland, passed to he en- 
grossed by the House, came from the Sen- 
ate and was finally postponed. The House 
adhered to its former vote on this question. 
Both branches adjourned to Monday at -j 
P. M. 
The Senate Monday voted to adhere to its 
former vole to indefinitely postpone the House 
resolve to move the capital to Portland, l'lie 
committee on education reported a resolve ap- 
propriating £-Jo ..Till.! 14 for the normal schools 
at Farmington and Fa-tine. It was resolved 
that Congress lie requested to prohibit by law 
the exaction of compulsory pilotage. Ju the 
House, committees reported legislation inexpe- 
dient on order for law prohibiting gambling at 
or near camp meetings; same on order asking 
for change of liens on buildings; legislation in- 
expedient on the bill changing the law of dow- 
er: ought to pa-s on bill to amend the laws of 
ls7t relating to the protection of game. Tile 
order relative to preventing the sale of intoxi- 
cating liquors near camp meetings was sent to 
the temperance committee. The bill requiring 
the taxing of all dogs passed to be engrossed. 
The general railroad bill was read twice and 
assigned for Wednesday. Tile memorial of the 
convention of county commissioners was taken 
from the table, printed and referred to the next 
Legislature. 
Congress. 
Hie Senate Wednesday, Mr. (amkling reuni t- 
ed. adversely on the House bill to provide for 
vessels of the (nited .States hailing from place- 
where they were owned or built, and it was in- 
definitely postponed. The House passed after 
debate the bill regulating postage on the third 
class which may weigh not exceeding four 
pounds to each package, so that the postage 
thereon shall be o*»e cent for every two ounces, 
or fractions thereof. 
Thursday’s business was unimportant. 
Jn the Senate, Friday, Mr. Morton, from the 
committee on elections,* reported that there was 
no vacancy in the Senate. 1*. \\. S. Pinchbaek 
having been elected Tnited States Senator for 
the term commencing March I, isTfi. The mi- 
nority of the committee dissented from this re- 
port. Mr. Morton gave notice that he would call 
up next Thursday. The Senate resumed the 
consideration of tin' bill to pay interest on tie 
Tbo District of Columbia bonds. Iu the House 
Mr. Singleton reported the consular and diplo- 
matic appropriation hill, it appropriates £'!>!)2.- 
SI7. The House in committee, of the whole re- 
sumed the consideration of the military appro- 
priation bill. Without disposing of the bill tin- 
committee rose, and the death of Mr. stark- 
wcather was announced. 
The House met Saturday for general debate. 
Speeches on finance wore made 1»\ Messrs. 
Schleicher, Ward, and Campbell and against 
protective talltl'by Mr. Mills. 
Monday the Hou>e adopted resolutions to in- 
vestigate the alleged fraudulent contracts made 
and certificates issued by the commissioners of 
the District of Columbia: calling upon the Sec- 
retary of the Treasury for a detailed statement 
of the cash in the Treasury; instructing the 
.judiciary committee to report upon the affairs 
of the Pacific railroad companies; instructing 
the committee on banks and banking to report 
whether the commercial interests of the coun- 
try do not require that (’nited States notes 
should be substituted for national bank paper 
in-dead of the present opposite system. The 
military academy biil was then passed. The bill 
fixes the pa* of cadets Sop) without ration^. 
Mr'. Annie T. Wilson, of Freeport. Me., 
while enroute to California, to be with her 
daughter who is dying there, was robbed in a 
sin a t ear in New 'Fork of all the money she 
had. 
There are suits against Sioux City liquor- 
dealers for damages amounting to* £00.000. 
All these suits are brought by wives to recover 
damages resulting from selling tlieir husbands 
intoxicating drinks. 
-'ll-. Amos Carr of Searsport, is now eighteen 
years of age. and when at the age of seven 
yeai s. in- hail a fever which .settled in right leg. 
thus leaving him with a weak condition of leg 
and a had torm of club loot. Dr. Homer of this 
city, performed a successful operation, AVed- 
nesday. January 20th, which will restore lib 
foot and Hull) to usefulness. AV'c arc also in- 
formed that the doctor performed a very del- 
icate. hut successful operation, on Friday. Jan. 
nary 2*t lilor C'npt. Albert Shute's daughter, 
at his residence Xo. Stockton, which consisted 
in the removal of a tumor from the upper jaw 
bone. Our foreman Mr.Dihvorth informs u- that 
Dr. Homer performed a very successful opera- 
tion for liis son Charles, 10 years of age, who 
hud been lame with a stiff ankle caused by an 
injury more than one year ago. 
"Know Thy Opportunity." 
The grim monster. Death, was stealthily ap- 
proaching. 1 could almost feel his hot,'fiery 
breath upon my forehead. My faithless god- 
dess, Hygeia, had utterly deserted me. Only 
now and then would Morpheus befriend me, 
hut on tliis auspicious day he had deigned to 
moisten my eyelids with heavenly ambrosia, 
and 1 slept. As I slept,behold. 1 had a dream ! 
1 thought that 1 was roaming upon foreign soil 
whither my physician had sent me to recover 
in) health. 1 was in a great metropolis—one 
of tlie grand marts of the world, in one of my 
strolls J chanced to meet a man who had in his 
hand a handsomely hound volume, entitled 
"Tile People’s Common Sense Medical Advis- 
er." The title was such a novel one that I 
was impelled to give the work a casual notice. 
As I hastily glanced over its pages, 1 observed 
that it contained treatises not commonly found 
in medical wo-ks. lint 1 had too many times 
been hoaxed by appearances, and I determined 
that 1 would have nothiny to do with it. A 
voice within me, like a faithful mentor, whis- 
pered, “ATtota thy opportunity; in that hook 
is thy salvation!’’ I began reasoning with mv- 
self. Although doubtful and distrustful, yet I 
put forth my hand to take the book, and, lo! 
the agent was gone! 1 was miserable. In mv 
agony i awoke. Great drops of perspiration 
were upon my brow. By my bedside was a 
fr<end who had called during my slumber to 
see me. Said my friend, "I have brought with 
me a book, just published, which I thought 
might interest pox,” One glance at the work, 
and 1 was assured that it was “The People’s 
Common Sense Medical Adviser,” by hr. li. 
A Pierce, of Buffalo, X. A'. Simiv, this was 
the veritable hook which i had seen in my 
dreams. My friend loaned me the work, and 
everyday, as my strength permitted,] perus- 
ed its pages. Although it contained very in- 
terestiiig treatises on Biology, Cerebral Physi- 
ology, Human Temperaments, Nursing of "the 
sick, etc., yet, being an invalid, 1 was most in- 
terested in tile subjects of Disease and Beme- 
dies. 1 believed that I had a liver atlection, 
and yet more than one medical attendant had 
pronounced mv disease Consumption, and that 
I would fall with the autumn leaves. In that 
hook I found my symptoms perfectly portray- 
ed. I was then confident that 1 had not de- 
ceived myself. 1 reasoned thus: “Any man 
who can so truthfully depict my feelings, and 
apparently understands mv constitutional teu- 
tencics, must know just u'hrtt mv physical sys- 
tem demands. 1 will trust my ease' with Dr. 
Pierce. I will take this Golden Medical Dis- 
covery as recommended for my disease.” The 
result is, that after having persevering!v fol- 
lowed his prescribed treatment, 1. once again 
enjoy (lie blessings of health. Therefore, I 
would say to the afflicted, "Know tliy oppor- 
tunity,” and take Dr. Pieree’s Golden Medical 
Discovery. (ji is. 
Pills, Potions and Pungencies. 
Detroit policemen don't seem to lie very good 
marksmen. “1 want you either to hit me or 
slop making such a blamed racket,” said a thief in that city, at whom a policeman was shooting. 
Palatari.k Medicines. Avcr's Cherry 
Pectoral is a honeyed drop of relief; his Cath- 
artic Pills glide sugar-shod over the palate; and his Sarsaparilla is a nectar that imparts vigor 
to life, restores the health and expels disease. 
[Waterford (Pa.) Advertiser. 
“Can you work miracles? asked Jit. Sceptic 
at a campmeeting. The brethren kicked him oil' 
the grounds with the replv, “We can cast out 
devils.” 
A IjAUge Volume would not contain the 
mass ot testimony which has accumulated in 
favor of Dr. U'irtur's Balsam of W ild Cherry 
as a safe, efficient, and reliable remedy in cur- 
ing coughs, colds and pulmonary diseases. 
Jlanv of the cures are truly wonderful. DO cts. 
and #1 a bottle, large bottles much the cheaper. 
•‘Tommy, did you take the pills? They were 
Du. Ayer’s sugar-coated.” "Yes, ma'am; all 
but the seed.” 
Self-Murdeuou.s-N'eoi.kct—1To suffer cold 
to accumulate on cold, or a cough to become 
chronic, when a few doses of Hale’s Honey 
of IIoreiiound and Tar taken at the outset, 
invariably effects :t cure in a few hours. For 
sale by all druggists. 
Pike's toothache Drops cure in one minute. 
At Hawkinsvillc. Ga., recently, one ot the I 
two convicts in the Pulaski county jail tore out 
part of the wall and escaped, ami the other 
complained bitterly next day to the Sheritl that 
unless the walls were mended so that he would 
be kept warm he'd go too. 
Sure relief for all diseases of the skin can be 
obtained by using Forrest Tar Salve. Mr. John 
Orvis, of Poston, t hus writes of a box purchas- 
ed by him: *1 gave ii to my wile who is 
troubled with /smut, which, at this season of 
the year, is very vexatious, causing the skin on 
the ends of the thumbs and lingers to crack, 
giving great pain and inconvenience. Shelias 
never found anything which has given the re- 
lief that that box of Forrest Tar Salve afforded/' 
Get a box of your druggistf or by sending:!*) 
cents to the Forrest Tar t o.. Portland, 3b 
At a country store, devoted to hardware and 
furniture, two ladies asked for cradles. The 
clerk said all were sold, as it was a little out of 
season. The ladies looked, laughed, and a> 
they lift the store said. “Out of season! We 
thought babies were always in season.” 
'I'inie work' wonders and so does Hunt’" 
Denied}. Sufferers from dropsy, Plight's dis- 
ease, kidney, bladder, and glandular complaints 
retention and incontinence of urine, gravel, di- 
abetes. female irregularities, pain in tic* back 
and loins, general prostration of the nerve 
structure and atllietions of the urino-genital or- 
gan" will disappear after a tew dose" of this 
valuable and strictly vegetable compound, and 
health will be lirmlv re-established. 
('hildron," said a country minister. addre-.-- 
ing a Sunday lino!, •• Wby are we like tiower.-T 
What do we liave that llowers havo?M \nd a 
.-mail boy in the infant class, whoso breath 
smelled <*i vermifuge. rose up ami made reply. 
Worms" and the mini-ter crept under the 
pulpit chair to hide his emotion. 
<'oN.st MP1 IVES T\ke NO'Jice. Every mo- 
ment of dcia\ makes your cure more lmpelo-s, 
and mueh depi nds on iin? judicious choice of a 
remedy. 'Hie amount of testimony in favor of 
Dr. Sehenck's Pulmonic Syrup, a- a cure for 
consumption, far exceeds all that can be brought 
i support the pretenSions of auv other medi- 
cine. See Dr. Sehenck's Almanac, containing 
the certificates of many persons of the highest 
respectability, who have been restored to health 
after being pronounced incurable by physicians 
ol acknowledged ability. Sehenck's Pulmonic 
S\ rup alone has cured many, as these evidences 
will show: hut the cure is often promoted bv 
the employment of two other remedies which 
Dr. Scln lick provides f.r the purpose. These 
additional remedies are Sehenck's Sea Weed 
tonic and Mandrake Pills. P»y the timely use 
of these medicines, according to directions. Dr. 
>*iienck certifies that most anv case of Con- 
sumption may he cured. 
Dr. >c!icnck is professionally at hi- principal 
otli<-e, corner Sixth and Arch street*. Philadel- 
phia, every M onlay, where all letters for ad- 
vice must be addressed. I will 
We a*k attention to advertisement in special 
column of d.\< KSON'S < ATARRIl SNIFF 
and TKorilK I'OWDiilt—a reliable reme- 
dy- H' 
\\ ii \ will, yoc scf i.j; iVom liheumatism. 
Sprains. Slid" Joints, Swellings, Hums, Scalds 
or"" '*:>k Hack, when tlm Centaur Liniment af- 
fords certain reiief. .Many articles soothe pain 
t'> a certain extent, but the Centaur Liniment 
cures. The White Liniment is for a human 
family, the Yellow Liniment i> for hor-es and 
animals.—dnrjs 
Mi -i k!.\ » im.i*Ll.N can bt made 
healty and .strong by re,1:11 luting their stomachs 
and bow« N witii « i-Joia. It is more effective 
than Castor Oil and is as pleasant to take as 
honey. Lor Wind Colic. Sour Stomach, Worms 
and ( ostivencvs. 111 r»■ L nothimi- in e.vistmeo 
equal tot 'astoria.—r’.nrjs 
A Now Era in Cookery. 
The groat and long lb It want of housekeeper^ 
h>r suitable cooking vc'm-1>, is at last supplied 
hv Valent (Irunite Jrnnv'ur> acknowledged 
tit sight to he without a rival in the kitchen. Ji 
is light, easily cleaned, handsome, wholesome, 
and handy, it will neither corrode and poison, 
like copperwaiv. crack, like east iron or earth- 
enware, rust, like tinware, or crackle and Hake 
off. like porcelain-lined ware. Ever) piece war- 
ranted. Beware of imitation';, a> every piece 
is stamped. ••Cranite Ironware." on the bot- 
tom. A good line will he found at Messrs. 
Wadlin A Merrill, Bedfast. -Iwjii. 
Never Known to Fail, 
Dm Mounts* Svitri’ of Tap, Wild < iikkpv 
and HoPLiiorxD has never been known to fail 
in permanetly curing obstinate Coughs, Colds, 
Croup. Whooping Cough, nor any disuses of the 
respiratory organs—and it does it too at one* 
It is not neeessay to take ii for a longtime be- 
fore you call discover its beueliciai elf*ets. Its 
sale in this eommunitv is immense, and its pop- 
ularity universal. It is )to,<Uirr/;/' guaranteed 
to he composed of the purest and best materials, 
and prepared in a scientific manner and to al- 
ways give satislaciion. It will not and cannot 
disappoint you. 'fry it once. Ask for Dr. 
Morriv Syrup of 'far. Wild Cherry and Ilore- 
iiound. and take no other. Trial size, 10 cents. 
W. O. Toon A Son, "of* agents lor Belfast. \. 
•I. Jordan, agent for urland. It. It. Stover, 
agent for Bucksport. 
Lyno's Katiiaipox prevents the Hair from 
falling out or turning gray, renews iis growth, 
and gives strength and vigor, .it is delightfully 
j»erfuine«l, and makes a splendid dressing. It 
is tile cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic 
ever produce 1. 1 -cd by llie elite. Price only 
50 cents. lyr 
SELFAS1 PRICE CURRENT. 
Corrected Weekly for the Journal 
I»y ('MAiiu.s II. Sak<;i:nt, No. s Main Sirc*ot. 
Flour $5.00al 1.00 
Corn :0aso 
Corn Meal {so 
Rye Meal OOaOO 
Rve OOaOO 
Rarley 70 
< hits 50 
Means $2.00a2.25 
Potatoes -lOaOft 
Apples (50a $1.00 




Round I log loall 
Pork Racks 15 
Lard hiuhS 
Reef -a 10 
Veal OaO 
Dry Cod 5a7 
Pollock -la5 




Chicken 12a 15 
Fowl 10a 12 
(ieese 10al2 
buck 12a 14 
Hay $ HMKJaH.no 
Straw OOaS.00 
Washed Wool 44 




Hard Wood $4.50a5.00 
Soft is:;.ooa:;.50 
Shorts per et. $150 
Lime $1.25 
Hotter Salt 28 
Fluster $ 1.40a 1.50 
Brighton Cattle Market. 
Wednesday, Jan. 20. 
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 2240; Sheep and Lambs 6000; Swim- <W)U; number of Western 
• 'attic 206s; In-tern Cattle 01; .Milch Cows and 
North ('altle 226. 
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs, live weight— 
Lxtru quality $7 on a7 76 c; first quality $0 25a 
0 02 1-2; second quality.*.* oaG 02; third quality i*4 60 
a6 26; poorest grades of course Oxen, Bulls, &c., 
?:;,60a!,26. 
Brighton Hides 7 1-2C per lh ; Brighton Tallow 0 !-2e 
per lb. Heavy Country Hides 7 c per lb; light 
Country Hides 6 1 g:iGc per lh; Country tallow 6 l-2a 
Oc per lh. 
Calf Skins 12alie per 11>; Sheep and Lamb Skins 
§1 26a 1 76 each. 
Store Cattle. —Yearlings $llalf>; two year olds 
§ 16a27 ; three year olds $10a46 per head 
Milch Cows—Lxtra $26a06; ordinary $26a0O. 
Sheep and Lambs—prices ranging from 4 l-2a7 l-2e 
per 11). 
Swine—Store pigs, wholesale OaOe, retail 00a00c. 
per lb. Cat Hogs- 0xu0 in market, price Sa8 1-2 
per lb. 
BOSTON MARKET. 
Monday, Jan. 21. 
Better—We quote fine N York and Vermont fall 
made butter at 2Ua22c; fair to good 24a'-8; common 
I8a22c; Western 28a20c; fair to good 22a26c; com- 
mon l'Ja21c; bakers’ 16al8c. 
Ciieese—We quote line factory, including North- 
ern and Western, at 12 l-2al2c; good do at 11 1 2al2e; 
common and medium at lOallc per lb. 
K<;<;s—Lastern 24c; Western 20a2le; Northern20c 
per doz. 
Beans — Mediums $115al60; pea beans $1 GOa 
1 76; yellow eyes $2 12 per bush. 
Potatoes, &u.—Hose and Peerless 45a48c; Jack- 
son Whites at 50u62e j)tr bush. Unions $1 goal 60 
per bbl. 
Poultry—Western Turkeys llalGc; Chickens 12a 
16c; Northern Chickens 1sh22c, and Turkeys 18a20c. 
Auui.es—Baldwins $2 26a2 76; Greenings *3 00a 
2 60 per bbl. 
Hay and Straw—We quote Hay at $20a$21 per 
ton for prime lots of coarse; $17a$ 18 for medium, 
$ltia$15 for line; Straw at $24a$25 per ton. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE. 
Every moment of delay makes your cure more 
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice 
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of 
Dr. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure*for con- 
sumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to 
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See 
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates 
of many persons of the highest respectability, who 
have been restored to health, after being pronounced incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as 
these evidences will show; but the cure is often pro- moted by the employment of two other remedies 
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese 
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic 
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these 
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck cer- 
tifies that most any case of Consumption mair be 
cured. 
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston, 
on the following Wednesdays, from 'J to Ji o’clock: 
Jan. 13th and 27th, Feb. 10th and 24th, and March 
10th and 24th. Consultations free; but for a thorough 
examination of the lungs, with the Kespirometor, 
the price is $5. 
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal of- 
fice, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, 
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be 
addressed. 
Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff 
AND TROCHE POWDER, 
A I'KUCHTl I. AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN 
Catarrh, Headache. Had Breath, Hoarseness, Asth- 
ma, Hronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, cJV;., 
And all disorders resulting from COLDS in 
Hoad, Throat and Vocal Organs. 
This Remedy does not “DRY UP” a Catarrh but 
L< >OSKNS it; frees the head of all offensive matter, 
quickly lemming Bad Breath and Headache; allays 
mid soothes the burning beat in Catarrh; is so mild 
«nd agreeable in its ett'eots that it positively 
Cures Without Sneezing! 
As a Troche Powder, l* pleasant to the taste, 
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly 
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a 
Delicious Sensation ot ('oolness & Comfort 
Is the best Voice Tonic in the world ! 
Try it: Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents. 
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free; address 
COOPER, WILSON &. CO., Prop’rs, Pliiladelpia. 
\V. W. Whipple & Co., Portland, Me.; Geo. C. 
Goodwin k Co., Weeks k. Potter, Rust Bros, k 
Bird. Boston, wholesale agts. Iy2(i 
PERSONAE NOTICE. 
Notice is hereby given that all officers, sailors, 
ami soldiers, wounded, ruptured, or injured in the 
late rebellion, however slightly, are entitled to a 
pension, and thousands of pensioners are entitled to 
an increased rate. Apply immediately through 
DR. E. B. JACKSON, 
Late Surgeon, U. S. Navy. No. 4 New Chambers St., New York. spiyrJ 
MARRIED. 
In this city, Jan. ilth, by Wm. If. Fogler, Ksq., \N illiam C. Riley and Ann M. Cunningham, both of 
Monroe. 
In Belfast, by Rev. James I'. Bixby, Mr. Geo. O. 
Holmes, of Svvunville, and Miss Laura I. Bartlett,of 
Waldo. 
In Orland, J7th inst.. W iliam ( Ifayford and 
Miss Ida K. Newman, both of Orland. 
In Brooks, Jan. 1, by Rev. II. Small, Miss Lizzie 
H. Mayhew of Foxcioft, an 1 Mr. Nelson 8. Thayer 
of Swanville. 
In Freedom, Oct. JO, by J. I). Lam son, Ksq., Mr. : 
Clarkson Jones and Mrs. Eliza Mnrden, both of 
» liina. Also, by same, Jan. 17, Mr. Washington S. 
Hall and Miss Emma Hall, both of Clifton. Also, 
by same, Mr. John E. Bess >y and Miss Joann I’hil- 
briek, both of Thorndike. 
In Rockland, Jan. ,1, Frank Farrar, Esq., and S. Lillian Stone, both of Augusta. 
In l enanf’s Harbor, Jam 10, George N. Meservev 
and Emma F. Clark. Jan. s, John A. Fuller and 
Mary L. Green, all yf St. George. 
1)1 CD. 
Obituary notices, beyond trie Date, Xante and Aye 
must be pa lit for. J 
In this city, Jan. 22, Willard Walton, aged 72 yrs. 
In Penobscot, Jail. 23. Mr. Vespaeiun Wardwell, 
aged 72 years and 2 months. 
In Newton, Mass., Jan. 20, Mrs. Abbv B. Ilvde, j daughter of Joseph II. Moodv of Searsmont, aged 37. 
In Lincolnville, Jan. 23, Mrs. Sarah B. Mathew.- 
aged 72 years and 7 months. 
Ih Morrill, .Ian 2N, Mrs. Martha .Jackson, widow 
of Samuel Jackson, late of Morrill, aged 20 years, 4 
mouths. 
In ltoekland, .Tan. 23d, Ella May, daughter of A1 
it'ed J. and Martha A. Eugley, aged 0 years, S mos., I days. 
In lenant’s Harbor, Jan. It, Wallace C., son of 
■\Ir. and Mrs. Charles IE Spencer, aged y mos. Jan. 
E W illiam A., son of Capt. William and Mrs. Ke- 
turah Haves, aged 1 year. 
In st. (Jeorge, .Jan. 16th, Margaret, wife of Capt. 
Samuel Hart, aged 76 yrs., -1 mos., 27* davs. 
In 1 homaston, Jan 21, Mrs. Addie M. Libby, aged 
22 yearn, 2 months, 22 days. 
In st. Ceorge, Jan. 20, Peter Teel, aged 77* years. 
In South 1 homaston, Jan. 21st, Hattie E., wife of 
Thoina- Butler, aged 60 years, y months, 22 days. 
In Hope, Jan. 23, Mrs. Sarah Barrett, n4 years. 
In Thomaston, Jan. 24, Nathaniel Kales', aged 91 
years. 
In New Harbor. Jan. 1, Louis O., son of William 
and Narces.sa Brackett, aged 2 years. 
SHIP NEWS. 
PORT OF BELFAST. 
ARRIVED. 
Jan. s» h Janies Bliss, Hatch, I >h <boro. 
SAIl.CW. 
Jan. >ch l.i/./ie Carle, Teel, Charleston. 
Jau. ,n. hark I'.niina L Partridge, ih>w\ Car- 
tridge, charleston; Sch James Bliss, Hatch, Wil- 
mington, C; Hinpire, Cyan, Boston. 
fiwr’-aaawgnaow-— mi—■ 1—1 imnn.. 
F'or Sale ! 
Thi* schooner MARTI! A SARGENT, 
# about GO tons register, sails and rigging 
y 
in good condition. She is well adapted 
V t° furry Corn, Coal and Lime,-and is a 
A. good sailer. Apply to 
•J. 11. LANE, SearSport. 
Freedom Notice. 
Ill Kit Kin (ilVE to my minor son, Willis II- Nickerson, the remainder of his time during his 
minority. I -shall claim none of his earnings, nor pay 
any debts of his contracting after this date. 
REN.I. L. NICKERSON. 
Searsport, 1 eb. 1, 187G.—3w31* 
FREEDOM 
MABEMY ! 
sriiixi; tlkm will iif.<,i\ 
Monday, February 28th. 1876, 
and continue ten weeks under the instruction of 
MARCELl.l.’S .1. DOW, of Brooks, with such as- 
sistance as tin wants of the school may require. 
Board can be obtained at very reasonable rates. 
Also good conveniences tor self-boarding. 
T U IT I 0 N : 
PRIMARY, ... $3.50. 
( DM MON ENGLISH, 4.U0. 
HIGHER 4.50. 
LANGUAGES, ... 5.50. 
For weeks more than one-half, and less than the 
whole term, 25 per ct. advance. 
Correspondence with parents and pupils solicited by the Principal. For information in regard to 
rooms and board, please refer to E. H. Fuller, Esq., 
or to .1. 1>. Lamson, Esq. 
W’M. S. FULLER, Secy. 
Freedom, dan. 24th, 1870.—4w31 
Small Pox Preventive! 
DR. HOMER. 
Would respect fully announce that he has just re- 
ceived a fresh supply of reliable Vaccine matter and 
is now prepart d to Vaccinate children or adults 
without pain. tf.'lO 
Co-Partnership Notice. 
CTW1E tirm of Oeo. W. Burkett & Co. is this day 
dissolved by mutual con°ent. 
<ICO. W. BURKETT, 
WM. UURIiETT. 
Belfast, dan. 1st, 1870. 
All person indebted to the late tirm will make itn 
mediate settlement. 
GREAT 
CLOSING OUT SALE 
—OK— 
CLOTHING. 
OUR stock of clothing to be closed'out to make room for spring goods. 
OVERCOATS. 
Black Beaver Overcoats only $6.00 each, former 
prices $s.ou and $10.00. 
\ cry Stylish Fur Beaver Overcoats only $8.76, for- 
mer prices $12.00 and $14.00. 
A dob Lot of Undercoats only $:U>0 each. 
A complete stock of Furnishing floods, llats, 
Caps and Woolens. 
We are adding a tine assortment of Oil Cloths, 
Hemp and Woolen Carpetings, which will be sold at 
lowest cash prices. 
Remember the place, at the store formerly occu- 
pied by Arnold Harris. 
ANDREWS BROTHERS.. 
Phoenix How, High strest. 
M AI1K AN DREWS. 4w30 JULIUS AX1>11KWS. 
Ml and Silver Watches, 
Coin Silver and Plated Ware, 
Jewelry & Fancy Goods 
CL OCRS (7. OCRS ! CL OCRS 
Spectacles and Eye Glasses 
POCKET KNIVES, 
SCISSORS & SHEARS, 
VIOLINS, BOWS and STRINGS, 
A large anil full stock all selling at great- 
ly reduced prices at 




AS ALLOWED BY TIIE 
County Commissioners’ Court, December 
Term, 1875, 
State v.s John Stimpson, 
Originated before D. S. Flanders, Esq,, £fi.4fl 
State vs Albert A. Lesant, 
Originated before Reuben A. Rich, Esq.. S.77 
State vs Stephen J). George, 
Originated before same, 5.41 
State vs James Foley, 
Originated before same, 8.C>5 
State vs Arthur I>age. 
Originated before same, 14.19 
State vs Albert A. Lesant. 
Originated before same, j.49 
State vs Leonard Kinsley, 
Originated before same, 5.41 
State vs John Mohan, 
Originated before same, is. 12 
State vs Iloratio J. Locke, 
Originated before Geo. K. Wallace, Esq., 5.51 
State vs John F. Frost. 
Originated before Geo. E. Johnson, E*«|., 
State vs Edward McGraw. 
Originated before same, 0.70 
State vs Augustus It. Carter. 
Originated before same, ,r;.:J0 
State vs Walter Mahoney, 
Originated befoie same, 4.5? 
State vs Thomas J. Meservcy, 
Originated before Geo. E. Wallace, E>q 7.51 
State vs John Smith & als. 
Originated before same, 1 lot 
State vs Alpheus Dyer, 
Originated before same, 9.93 
State vs Charles Leighton. 
Originated before same, 11.74 
State vs William Robbins, 
Originated before same, 7.78 
State vs Albert Wright, 
Originated before U. S. Flanders, Esq., 13.74 
State vs Dwelling House of 
S. A. Pendleton, 
Originated before Finery Sawyer, Esq., 4.09 
State vs John I). Cookson, 
Originated before Charles It. Wording, i'.sj., 17.79 
State vs Charles Smith A als, 
Originated before J. J,. Libby, Esq., 33.90 
Stale vs John N. Davidson &. als, 
Originated before J. 1). Lamson, Esq., 38.00 
State vs George W. Norton. 
Originated before J. \V. Knowiton, Fsq., 11.3S 
State vs Orrin Turner, 
Originated belore-, ,-.7.", 
State vs Chas. Burns, 
Originated before Emery Sawyer, Esq., Is.71 
State vs Dwelling House of 
L. A. Pendleton, 
Originated before same, 0.09 
State vs M. II. Ferguson, 
Originated before same, 33.89 
State vs Alonzo S. Pendleton, 
Originated before same, lo.4y 
State vs Vessel Unknown, 
Originated before Geo. K. Jonson, l’.s<| i'i.iks 
State vs Charles McIntosh. 
Originated before same, lo st; 
State vs Intoxicating Liquors, 
Originated before same, »;.<•! 
State vs Intoxicating Liquors. 
Originated before same, r. '.'l 
State vs Walter Mahoney, 
Originated before same, 
State vs Knos Young, 
Originated before same, Is.1 f. 
State vs Premises of Geo. W 
Leonard, 
Originated before same, 5.11 
State vs John Miller, 
Originated before same, ; 7*’, 
State vs Watson Reeves, 
Originated before same, 7.1;; 
State vs Swan & Sibley'S 
Store House, * 
Originated before same. i.. j> 
State vs Store of A. I) Loan, 
Originated before same, j. U 
State vs Intoxicating Liquors, 
Originated before same, 
State vs John Campbell, 
Originated before same, 
State vs William Crowley, 
Originated before same, 
State vs Schooner Lillian, 
Originated before same, 7.7" 
Treasurer’s Office, Waldo County, 
KIC1IAKD 11. MOOI)Y, Treasurer. 
GDI WITH A RUSH! 
THE CENTENNIAL 
Tidy Button 
Latest Novelty of the Season 
Useful, Ornamental, 
Durable and Cheap- 
This new invention prevents the tidy 
from slipping el', and is easily adjusted 
without injury to the furniture. 
For sale by 
H. H. Johnson & Co. 
AGENTS FOR BELFAST. 
2m29 
1ST E ‘W 
Fish and Oyster Market! 
MR. F. W. COLLINS 
Would announce to the citizens of Belfast and vicin- 
ity that he has opened a new 
FISH AND OYSTER MARKET, 
I-TIGrH STREET 
(Next door to Gray & Patterson’s,) 
Where lie will keep a complete stock of 
Smoked, Dry, Salt and Fresh Fish. 
jfcg^Nice Oysters and Clams a specialty. 3in23* 
Co-Partnership Notice. 
THE firm of CARLE°& MORISON is this dny dissolved by mutual cousent. 
F. A. CARLE, 
E. J. MORISON. 
Belfast, Jan. 8th, 1870. 
£iS*All persons indebted to the late firm of Carle 
& Morison are requested to call aud make an imme- 
diate settlement. E. J. MORLSON. 
—- 
co-partnership. 
The undersigned have this day formed a co-part 
nership under the firm name of E. J. MORLSON & 
CO., for the continuation of the business of the late 
lirm of CARLE & MORISON, at their old stand, 02 
Main Street. E. J. MORISON, 
C. F. MORISON. 
Belfast, Jan. 10th, 1876.—lm28 
TREMENDOUS 
d0wnfall ! 





Gr PL ^ 1ST ID 
CLOSING OUT SALE 
-AT 
h. W. Buketi Si Co.’s 
Previous to taking our annual account of stock.. 
\v»' shall sell for the next 50 day:*, our goods at a 
Fearful Sacrifice in Prices ! 
Dress Goods! 
We shall sell goods in this department at COST 
and U'.s.S TIIaN COST. A1 Wool L)re>s Hoods 
that sold for 07c per yd., we are now offering at 45c 
per yd. All Wool Merinos, over a yd. wide, former 
price $!.i»u per yd., now selling at 75c per yd. 
Black Alpacas! 
Marked down from «‘»7c to 55c. Alpaca? at 50c mark- 
ed down to 4Jr, and those at 4Je per yd. marked 
down to 50c per yd. 
.II .Hi 11HIII1 
Inilia Striped Double Shawls that sold for $:t0.00, 
have been marked down to 00; those that were 
are now offered for $00.00. 
Flannels, Cassimeres, 
Undershirts and Drawers, 
WATERPROOFS! 
and in fact nearly our entire sto^k has been MARK- 
l-.l) DOWN at Prices that must insure a ready sale. 
HAMBURGS 
We have just received a larger stock of Hamburgs 
than has ev* r been seen in this City. Please look 
at the Hamburgh we are selling at 12 1 -v per yd. 
-* •> — — —— 
The trade would do well to examine our Stock and 
Prices, for we are rigid!;- in earnest about the re- 
duction of our good? and are willing to sacrifice 
protit for the accomplishment of reduction. 
Geo.W.Burkett&Co. 
Hayford Block, Church St,, 
HE LEAST, MAINE. 
M'< » I.SSORS I'O 
POTE & QUIMBY, 
Would give notice to VEST MAKERS that they 
are now having plenty of work and can give cm 
ploymenr to good sewers. 
Our customers in the vicinity of MONROE can ob- 
tain VES TS from our SHOP at that place. 
We are the SOLE AGENTS of the 
I M P 11 O V P 1) 
Domestic Sewing Machine! 
The BEST in the MARKET, which we will sell on 
the MOST LIBERAL TERMS! OLD MACHINES 
taken in exchange. 
We also have a number of MACH 1N LS that have* 
been used a little, which we will sell at a bargain. 
Parties having machine accounts with us are re- 
quested to send for work. 
GEO. A. QUIMBY & CO. 
Belfast, Jan. 10, i>7<». 
The partner-hip heretofore existing under the 
name of POTL & QUIMBY has this day been dis- 
solved by mutual consent. All bills of the firm will 
be settled and ail accounts assumed by 
GEO. A. QLIMBY & CO, 
Belfast, Jan. 10, ls?G.—~'8 
Just Received. 
A LOT OF 
IMPORTED GERMAN 
Singing Canaries ! 
Every Bird Warranted a Singer, 
49*Also a large lot of CAGES selling low. 
R. IT. MOODY, 




A NICE LOT OF 
Messina Oranges! 
ALSO NICE 
Providence4, River Oysters! 
I) OX'T FORGET THE PLACE! 
W. -G. CLARK, 
CHURCH STREET, 
Second store south of Court House. 
XXamburgs! 
AA'e have the finest selection of IIAM- 
BURGS ever seen in Belfast. Call and 
examine. 








1ST IS 'W STOCK 
FROM — 
NEW YORK! 
1ST E W STOCK 
—FROM — 




B. F. WELLS 
Asthma ! Asthma ! 
Sure Cur© 
NEW MEDICINE. 
Balm of Life! 
d^Call and find out about it. 
Wm. O. Poor <fc Son, 
DRUGGISTS, 
Agent? for Belfast anil vicinity. jftrThe trad** sup- 
plied at manufacturer’s prices. 
Vases, Marble Busts Buffalo 
Horn Back Brushes and 
Combs, Fancy Goods of 
all Kinds,Parlor Cro- 
quet,Tool Chests, 
&c., &c., &c. 
TO HE FOUND AT 
MOODY'S 
con. MALY ct- IIIOII .STS’. 
Something XTera 
BOTH ORNAMENTAL & USEFUL. 
G 11 A X I T E 
Iron Ware! 
C A L L A N D 8 E E I T 
-AT- 
WADLIN & MERRILL’S 
68 MAIN STREET. 
READING FOR CHILDREN. 
Opinion of Chas Francis Adams. 
A TRENCHANT EDITORIAL. 
A CLERGYMANS OPINION. 
WHAT YOU CAN GET FOR FIVE DOLLARS 
CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS 
Says, in a letter to the Quincy Mass.,) Patriot, that 
three-fourths of the books in brisk demand at the 
public libraries are “vapid and sensational.” He 
thinks that parents ought to guide the children’s 
taste in the choice of reading more than they do. 
The Newark Advertiser, in 
A trenchant editorial 
On this subject, says “A worse literature than that 
which is spread before the children of this country 
it would hardly be possible for the mind of man to 
conceive or his hand to execute. It is even worse 
than an open advocacy of vice and intemperance,for 
that would carry its own antidote, while what we 
have excites, stimulates and debases the intellect, 
untits it for healthy food, tills the imagination with 
gaudy and distorted pictures of life, and develops the 
passions at an age when they should be most under 
control. How much of the low moral tone of socie- 
ty is due to these satunic issues of the press we do 
not know; but, as a river can nowhere be so effect- 
ually poisoned as at its source, so we have a right to 
believe that the millions of these papers, devoured 
by curious and eager children, must influence to a 
large extent the drift of those whose pla-tic minds 
come under their influence.” 
the writer adds “It may be somewhat unneces- 
sary to state that we have no reference in the above to 
those monthly magazines for children, which are as 
healthful as they are beautiful. If all editors wi re 
as able, truthful and devoted as Mrs. .Mary Mapes 
Dodge (who edits .sr. Nicholas), there wouldbe 
nothing to complain of.” The New York Tribune 
says. “In 
THE AVALANCHE OF IMMORAL LIT- 
ERATURE 
That threatens the children, some strong, vitally 
wholesome, and really attractive magazine is requir- 
ed for them, and NT. Nicholas has reached a high 
er platform, and commands for this service wider 
reso roes in art and letters, than any of its prede- 
cessors or contemporaries.” 
A CLERGYMAN’S OPINION. 
Rev. C. S. Robinson, D. D., in an article In the 
Sunday School Times, on the subject, says of ST 
Nicholas, Scuihnkk’s Illustrated Maoazink 
for Girls and Boys: “A cleaner, purer, more 
trustworthy periodical for children cannot be named. 
It is on the side of all that is true and good, from be- 
ginning to end.” 
In order to place this magazine within the reach of 
all, the publishers otter to send the H numbers 
(Nov., 75, to Dec., 70) for $3.00. 
Or, for $5.00, they will send the twelve numbers, 
beginning with Nov., 75, and either oft he bound 
volumes of St. Nicholas lor 74 or 75, the full 
price of which is $7.00. Or for $8.00 they will send 
Sr. Nicholas us above, and both the Dound vol- 
umes, the full price of which is $11.00. 
Each of the volumes is complete in itsel.*; they an* 
by all odds not only the best, but the liundsomest 
gift books for children ever Issued 
The volumes contain more than 1,500 octavo pages, 
with nearly 1.000illustrations; they have live splen- 
did serial stories, besides shorter stories, historical 
and biographical papers, poems, sketches, rhymes, 
jingles, riddles, etc.; more than equal in contents to 
JO volumes of ordinary children’s books of 0,000 book 
pages costing $30.00!! 
Two specimen numbers, with Prospectus for 1870, 
sent, postage paid, on receipt of Twenty-live Cents. 
SCRIBNER & CO., 
4w30 743 Broadway, New York. 
Dissolution of Co-Partnership \ 
THE firm of A. P. Mansfield & Co. is this day dissolved by mutual consent. 
A. P. MANSFIELD, 
Belfast, Jan. 23, 187G. N. MANSFIELD. 
The business will be continued by A. P. MANS. 
FIELD, under the undersigned firm name, and who- 
ever wants to buy groceries cheap for cash will do 
well to call on him as it is his intention to sell goods 
to cash customers at a liberal discount from regular 
prices. CALL AND SEE! 
A. P. MANSFIELD & CO., 
Foot of Main St. 
Glasses for Sale. 
A pair of FIELD or SEA GLASSES, large size, and of the most approved, make, suitable for 
sea captains or any person having similar use for 
them. Will be sold very cheap. Apply to 
DANIEL FAUNCE. 
Belfast, Jan. 26, 1876. 3w30 
Bine and Gold# j 
Grizzly bearded, swarthy and keen, 
Site a jeweller, cunning and cold ; 
Spectral eyed, like a Bedouin, 
Counting his gems and gold. 
Counting his chaplets of Syrian jet. 
The odorous amber, steeped in the miii. 
The golden circlets, turkois set. 
A dowry every one; 
Blood-red rubies, pearls like grapes. 
In clusters of purple, black and white: 
Cameo girdles of exquisite shapes; 
Diamond drops of light; 
•Ifwelled masks and filigree fans. 
In carved eases of tropical wood ; 
A-pic bracelets, buckles and bands. 
Clasps for mantle and hood. 
Dreaming a dream of sordid gain, 
1'lie merchant, keen eyed, ctinniug and ndu, 
■Smiles in thought of a yellow rain. 
Ducats and sequins of gold. 
Trailing her robes of velvet and lace. 
Through the luminous dimness glow- 
V iola's form of girlish grace. 
And face like an Alpin rose. 
>be comes to look at the baubles new. 
To look ut the rubies and strings of pearls, 
With light in her eyes of turkois blue. 
And light in her golden curls. 
>he fans her-elf with the liligree fans, 
»>pal-handled, with tlame and dusk— 
Gi\ ing tiie palms of her slender haiid- 
The scent of attar and musk. 
•She tosses the chaplet of Syrian jet 
And amber b\, with a careless air. 
And looks in vain for a jewelled net 
For her beautiful golden hair. 
Grizzly bearded, with spectral gleams 
In the merchant's keen eve, cunning and 
bold. 
Through the long day he -its and dreams 
Of mingled blue and gold— 
< 'minting his wealth of baubles and t *.\-. 
of the hoarded coin which his coffers hold, 
\ snare for the eyes of blue turkois 
\ttd net for tin* hair of gold. 
Twenty-Two Years on a Rock, 
Correspondence wt Kockhind Free Press. 
As doubtless many ol' your readers are 
unfamiliar with the great system of bea- 
cons. monuments, buoys, and signals es- 
tablished by the government throughout 
the entire length of its seaboard, for the 
protection ot commerce and the safety of 
life, it may not be uninteresting to such 
to learn somewhat of the isolated situa- 
tion ol many of the lights, the exposures 
incurred and the heroism manifested by 
the attendants or keepers. For this pur- 
pose. 1 select from our own coast one 
which well illustrates the class most ex- 
posed, and, in eon sequence, of the great- 
est importance. Twenty-five miles out 
in the ocean from the main land—direct- 
ly in the pathway of the ocean steamers 
plying from Boston and Portland to Fast- 
port. St John. Yarmouth and Halifax, ol 
the immense fleet of coasting and fishing 
vessels trading between the United .States 
and the British Provinces, and of more or 
less of Europe m commerce—lies Matini- 
cus Hock, with an area at low tide ot but 
thirty-nine acres, broken in its surface, 
with little or no vegetation, inaccessible 
except under favorable conditions ot 
weather, and wholly so much ot the time; 
without fresh water save that supplied by 
the rain fall; its shores presenting a jag- 
ged and forbidden aspect, with no spot to 
land except that formed by the hand of 
man ; tit for the habitation only ol the sea 
gull or the stormy petrel, and around 
which naught but 'the leviathians of the 
deep can gambol, and the sportive waves 
ot the broad Atlantic- dash, spending their 
force in seething foam, occasioning an 
evet ceaseless roar, as it angered by re- 
a.BUtuct*. 
1 his rock, now passed annuallv by thou- 
sands of vessels and steamers, for the first 
ball century Iron) the birth ot our govern- 
ment lilted its threatening crags with ter- 
ror. There was nothing upon its surface 
to guide Hie mariner, save in (deal- weath- 
er and by daylight. When the dangers of its position could no longer be tolerated 
by the increasing commerce, the govern- 
ment, in 1827, to decrease il not prevent 
the great liability ol loss of property and 
life, established there a double tower lio-ht. 
1 he structure consisted simply of a cobble 
stone dwelling, with wooden lowers ex- 
tending up from either end of the root. 
Above the lamp deck it was enclosed with 
common window glass; the lamps and 
reflectors were ot the style then in use, 
which now would be considered almost 
worthless. No warning log signal was 
established until the year 185(1, previous 
to which but one keeper was appointed at 
the meager salary ol four hundred and 
fifty dollars per annum; so that when 
necessarily absent to secure his sularv, 
provisions and fuel—the government sup- 
plying nothing but oil—his family or some 
member must care tor the lights.' This in 
many instances, owing to the uncertainty 
■ t the keeper's return, was a great liard- 
-hip. In the year lstii, new towers forty 
leet apart, eighty feet in height, together 
with a dwelling connecting them, were 
constructed of granite. ’The wooden tow- 
ers were removed from the old dwelling, which remained tor use as an out-build- 
ing. 
1 he spring ol Is..:!, found Samuel Bur- 
gess the sueeesslul aspirant lor the posi- tion ot keeper ol this light—lor, strange 
as it may seem, where there is one vaeim- i 
ey there are many applicants Tor these po- sitions Mr. Burgess' lainily consisted of 
an invalid wile, tour small daughters, and 
a son, who, though the rock was his home, 
was much ot his time away engaged in 
fishing at the Bay (.haleur and elsewhere. 
'The eldest daughter, Abbie If, then but 
fourteen years ot age, was his chief, if not 
Ids only assistant. She was expected to 
care for the principal part ot the domes- 
tic all airs, also to aid in the lighthouse 
work. She modestly says “1 took a great 
• leal of pride in doing the lighthouse work, and tried to do my duty.” My duty—poin- tentions words, where a neglect of it was 
to strand the ship and sacrifice the lives of 
officers and men! Mv duty—the per- formance of which gave back in safety to the wife her husband,to the mother her son 
At what a sacrifice did she so nobly per- form that duty, in an isolation of twenty- 
two years upon a rock in the ocean, where 
the sighing waves are never still, and their 
ceaseless notes her only music. In the oc- 
casional absence of Mr. Burgess, the whole 
care of the lights devolved upon Abbie. With a pride in her work, she soon be- 
came very proficient, and as subsequent 
events prove, fully competent to assume lull charge. As I dare not trespass too 
much upon \our space, 1 will pass over 
much ol her thrilling experience and con- 
line myself to but two events which will 
illustrate sonic of the many exposures and 
hardships incident to her situation. 
On the morning of the 19th day of Jan. 
1850, Abbie then being seventeen years of 
age, and her father away, there came one 
ot those terrific gales to which the Atlan- 
tic coast is frequently subject. The same 
gale destroyed Minot Ledge lighthouse, 
together with the lives of the attendants! and is memorable from this circumstance 
'J he situation in which this brave girl was placed, \n ith its terrors and fearful respon- sibilities, can best be portrayed by her own language in describing the scene to a friend We copy substantially from a let- 
ter written by her after the storm : 
1'1-AK ; : iou haye often expressed a desire to view the sea out upon the ocean when 
angry. Had you been here on the litth of Jan- 
uary, I surmise you would have been fullv sat- 
lshed. Father was away. Early in the day, as the tide arose, the sea made a complete breach 
over the rock, washing every movable thing 
away, and of the old dwelling, not one stone 
was left upon another. The new dwelling was flooded, and the windows had to be seen red to 
prevent the violence of the spray from breaking lliem m. As the tide came, the sea rose higher 
ii"£«^r’11 "n|y endurable places were the light towers. If they stood, we were saved; otherwise, our fate was only too certain. But for some reason, I know not whv, I had no 
misgivings, and went on with my diilv work as usual, toi four weeks, owln" 'to rouirh weather, no landing couhl be effected on the lo,b\ During this time, we were without the assistance of any male member of our family I hough at times greatly exhausted with mv la- bors, not once did the lights fail. Under Uod I was able to perform all my accustomed duties’ 
as well as my father’s. 
You know the hens were our only compan- 
ions. Becoming convinced, as the gale in- creased, that unless they were brought into the house they would be lost, I said to mother, “I must try and save them.” She advised me not 
to attempt it. The thought, however, of part- ing with them without an efl'ort, was not to be 
endured, so seizing a basket, I ran out a few yards alter the ‘rollers’ had passed and the sea 
jell oil a little, with tl*,e water knee deep, to the coop, and rescued all but one. It was the 
“(a moment, and I was back in the 
louse with the door fastened, but I was noue too quick, for at that instant, my little sister standing at the window, exclaimed: ‘Oh, look, look there! the worst sea is coining.’ that -wave destroyed the old dwelling and swept the rock. J cannot think you would en- 
.toy remaining here any great length of time, 
for Hie sea iH never still, and when agitated, 
its roar shuts out every other sound, even 
drowning our voices.” 
In the spring oi 1857, Mr. Burgess left 
the rock to obtain liis salary and secure 
provision and fuel, lie was prevented 
by the weather Irom returning, and his 
family rail short of food. Awaiting until 
famine stared them in the lace, because 
of the roughness of the sea, the son start- 
ed in a little skill' equipped with a sail 
made by the, aid of his sister, for succor. 
As lie pushed oil' Irom tiie rock, lie was 
lost sight of in the trough oi tlie sea, and 
was seen no more except oil the top of 
the sea for a short distance, for twenty- 
one days, during the whole oi' which 
time, the mother aud lour girls were re- 
duced to a cup of corn meal gruel and 
one egg each per day. To the horrors of 
isolation and famine in mid-ocean, was 
added awful suspense as to the fate of the 
lather and son. 11 id the one perished in 
attempting to return, aud the other in his 
effort to obtain succor? During ail these 
days, it was Abbie who labored and 
cheered, it was she who, without aid, 
far out on the bosom of the ocean, was 
fully equal to the emergency, and as the 
star of Bethlehem shone out to guide the 
wise men to the birth place of a Saviour, 
so irom the setting sun to the rising 
thereof, each day for all this long and 
weary period, did the rays oi her lights 
shine out upon the trackless ocean to 
guide the mariner sately on his way. 
With a heroism horn only oi true great- 
ness, knowing her duty, she performed it 
under circumstances which might well 
have appalled. Who can tell, had it been 
otherwise, what disasters might have fol- 
lowed — hut that vacant chairs would 
have existed where now the family circle 
is unbroken. Not only did she care for 
the lights and domestic duties, but it was 
she who bathed the burning brow ol a 
mother, and held the cooling draught to 
the levered lips ot a sister. In 1861. Mr. 
Rurgess was. in the change ot adminis- 
tration, superseded by Capt. John Grant 
and son, ol Rockland. On assuming 
their positions, the services ot Abbie 
were secured to instruct them in their 
duties and teach them the manipulations 
of the lamps, for in 1857, the government 
had reconstructed ail the buildings, and 
the appointments were of the most ap- 
proved character, requiring no little skill 
to run them. During that year, she was 
married to Capt. Isaac II. Grant, the as- 
sistant keeper; so again it became her 
home. In 1864, tile residents of the Rock 
witnessed the conflagration of vessels 
fired by the confederate pirate Tallahas- 
see. Five of these were in view at one 
time in flames. May, 1*65, Mrs. Grant, 
the principal keeper’s wile, died, during 
a gale, and it was not until the fourth 
day after, that her remains could be re- 
moved from the Rock. 
The steam blast was established in 
1869, after which, Abbie was appointed 
one of tne assistants, serving lour years. 
'Flic season ol 1875 found her still on the 
Rock, the mother ot tour children, with 
the many cares incident thereto, and as 
her heart went out towards her children, 
it was not strange that tier thoughts 
should wander to the main land, and a 
desire arise that her children should have 
the advantages of education and society, 
and also be released from a life so isolat- 
ed and monotonous. In the spring ol 
1875, a vacancy occurred at White Head 
Light, in tin? town of St. George, and the 
situation of keeper was tendered her hus- 
band and accepted, and Abbie was ap- 
pointed assistant. It is only alter twen- 
ty-two years ot unconscious heroism, in a 
life of exile, that she limis a home on the 
main. During all this period, she had 
left the rock only at rare intervals. She 
had been deprived ot everything that or- 
dinarily makes life attractive. Twenty- 
two years had the trees Imddcd and put 
forth their leaves, 'hut not for her. 1 
Twenty-two years had the flowers bloom- 
ed, and thrown out their lragranee, hut 
for her was only the air ot the briny 
ocean. Twenty-two years bad the newly 
mown hay tilled the air with its perfume, 
but for her was only the odor of burning 
oil. Twenty-two years of refinement and 
culture had come ami gone, but hers was 
the retinement of duty heroically per- 
formed, and culture received from the i 
grandeur of the lashing elements. Mrs. j 
Grant, as we will now call her, has a j 
husband in even way worthy ol her. ; 
Their union has been blest with four chit- j 
dron Stic possesses a good share ot cul- 
ture amt retinement, and her happiness j 
now is in anticipating the time when; 
with her husband and lamily she can re- 
tiro from the lighthouse life to :i lariu. j 
One word more and I close. When those 
within the sound of the steam blast at 
White Head have retired to rest, and hoar 
the hoarse blast coining up through the 
storm, let them remember that iroin sun 
set to midnight, this lady, who has spent 
twenty-two years ot her iile in the service i 
of the public, is in charge, and i ask 
them as a simple act ot justice, to join in 
placing her name High upon the scroll of 
unconscious heroism on the tablets ol 
then memories. Vonrs. Mi.imiaiak 
The Centennial. 
A correspondent "1 the Boston Tran- 
script, writing from Philadelphia, make- 
file. following notes eoneerning the com 
ing great event— 
A great deal has been said here lately 
tor and against opening the exhibition un 
Sunday. This “proposed desecration ol 
the Sabbath,” as the Sabbatharians arc 
pleased to call it, admits of much argu- 
ment. In the first place, both the consti- 
tution of the United States, and the con- 
stitutions of the separate States allow per- 
fect lreedont in religious matters, accord- 
ing to the dictates of conscience. A man 
is neither compelled to attend church nor 
compelled to remain at home, so long as 
he respec ts the rights of others to do as 
they please ; and Sabbatharians are not at 
all justified in trying to force their relig- 
ious prejudices upon unsuspecting foreign- 
ers. We have invited the world to see our 
great show, and not to a camp meeting; 
moreover, we know about the class of 
people we may expect to sec here; the 
majority will be composed principally of 
English aud French, and the better classes 
of either nation are not over demonstra- 
tive in their observance of the Sabbath. 
The French, particularly, will miss their 
boulevards, theatres and gardens, while 
the English, unused to the earnestness 
which characterizes the American preach- 
er, would be apt to apply to them, as a 
rule, the appellation given to that seel 
which originated in a secession from the 
Wesleyan connection. Then there will be 
other guests f rom all quarters of the globe, 
more or less notable lor their non-observ- 
ance of the first day of the week as a day 
of devotional exercise. Now what are all 
these people to do with themselves on 
Sundays if the exhibition be closed ? There 
are about bOO churches in Philadelphia, ol 
large and small dimensions, which are 
now tolerably well thronged on Sundays, 
Therefore, as there will not be sufficient 
church room to accommodate one-twen- 
tieth part of those who would attend 
church if they' could, how are the masses 
oi our floating population to employ their 
time? It they can visit the exhibition they 
will be able to find pleasant instructions 
at every step, and to pass the day quietly 
and certainly not irrationally. Moreover, 
it will be the privilege of the Sabbatharian 
to keep away from it, as it will be the 
privilege of others to visit it or any other 
place they please. Surely Christianity is 
not “the extreme bigoted exercise of re- 
ligious predjudiees.” 
The Boston Journal, in a recent article 
on the relation ot the Government to the 
Centennial, said, “The obvious advan- 
tages will chiefly accrue to Philadelphia, 
where the buildings will remain alter the 
exhibition, although the general expenses 
ot the enterprise will have been sustained 
(especially in the event of an appropria- 
tion having been made) by the whole 
country”; and the Public Ledger replied, 
stating the truth, as lollows, which can- 
not be too vividly impressed en the minds of the public: “Thus far ninety per cent, 
of all the moneys paid have been contri- 
buted by Philadelphia and Pennsylvania, and the only buildings which are to re- main after the exhibition for the use of 
the people ot this city and State, are the 
two which have been built exclusively with the money appropriated to the enterprise bit the State of Pennsylvania and the city of PhiladelphiaII these facts are rerncm- 
bered by writers on the subject, they 
would not be likely to allude to the exhi- 
bition as “a mere speculation, with what- 
ever patriotic professions it-may be sur- 
rounded.’’ History repeats itself. The 
“patriotic professions’' of 1875, like those 
of 1775, find a lew Tories here and there 
who look upon them as shams:” and 
thus history goes on “repeating itself.” 
Before 1 left Boston, I too was inclined to 
look a little suspiciously, perhaps, at the 
object of the. Centennial; but exparicnlia 
docH, and 1 now leel thoroughly convinc- 
ed of the accuracy of this statement, ex- 
cepting, perhaps, the assertion that “His- 
tory repeats itself,” a theory I do not be- 
lieve in. 
CHINA AND THE CENTENNIAL. 
A telegram has just been received from 
Inspector General Hart, at Peking, saying 
that the Chinese Government has decided 
to ask for 7000 square feet of space. 
Conversing with a friend this morning 
of the desired appropriation of Congress, 
he shrugged his shoulders and doubtingly 
repeated the old proverb, “Si le del toi/i- 
tiuit (l-'l-iu!ruit bun lies alouettes ih‘prises"; 
but 1 really think there is more hope for 
us than that. As the time draws nearer, 
the Centennial ollicers seem more sanguine 
than ever, and private advices from Wash- 
ington say that the wind blows favorably 
in that direction. 
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION. 
there is every reason to believe that 
Philadelphia will be fully equal to the en- 
tertainment of all her visitors. All the 
principal city hotels are being enlarged 
and improved, and it is estimated that 
they can easily accommodate fourteen 
thousand person. Then an extensive 
frame structure of pointed Gothic archi- 
tecture, is now in course of completion in 
the immediate vicinity of the Centennial 
buildings. It is called the Globe Hotel, 
and is capable of accommodating five 
thousand guests. Opposite to this, across 
the street, is another brick building of 
triangular form and capable of accommo- 
dating GOO persons; it will be known as 
the Trans Continental, and has been 
erected by the enterprising proprietors of 
the Continental Hotel on Chestnut street. 
The United States Hotel, situated in a 
muddy field a short distance from the 
Trans continental, will accommodate oOO 
guests, and the work, in this one espec- 
ially. is being rapidly pushed forward, as { 
tin* Japanese commissioners are expected 
to arrive this month, and will occupy 
quarters here. Doubtless Xew York will 
derive much benefit from the influx of 
visitors, many of whom will prefer to 
stay to that city and take advantage of 
the fast trains which will bring them to 
Philadelphia in about an hour and a half, 
or half the time the ordinary trains take, 
to perform the journey. 
CATARRH. 
Eastern Druggists Recommend 
Sanford's Radical Cure for 
Catarrh as the best and 
only remedy giving 
universal sat- 
isfaction. 
From the Drug Examiner of the Bos- 
ton Custom House 
•s a n t < »k >’*» Baku \i. Cl UK has proved so uniform- 
ly successful iu the treatment of Catarrh that I now 
recommend i; exclusively, and consider it far supe- 
rior to any preparation ever before prepared for this 
di-ease ISAAC T. CAMl'BKLl., 
Druggist, Broadway, South Boston, 
And Kxaminer of Drugs, B. C. !1 
From a Rhode Island Druggist. 
I ha* e in :i number of cases recommended £un- 
i-ed l.ad'cal Cure to my customers, and find it is 
tli*- only Catarrh medicine I have ever sold that 
give- general satisfaction. I have yet to find one di--:i!i died person Unit ha- ever used it, and rknow 
"fa great inaiiv w ho have dei i v ed great benelit from 
it~ i'M'. W.M. V TKSTON 
Woonsocket. It. f.. Oct. 13. 
From a well known City Druggist 
< ientlemen,- 1*1* ase send me three doz.,Sanford’s 
Radical Cure. Ibis preparation is the most success- 
ful of any remedy ever sold by me for the treatment 
< f Catarrh. In the first stages it acts instantly, and in severe cases of Chronic Catarrh has effected 
soim r* markable eure- Very respectfully, 
II I.. H 1CKS, '44 Harrison Avenue. 
From an olil Capo Ann Druggist 
I .! Nl; I M I N 
I u:n happy to inform you that Sanford’s 
Radical Cur-- i- the best remedy lor Catarrh I have 
ever -old. lr give- universal satisfaction. I have 
not found a case that it did not relieve at once, and 
in mauv u-e ju cure is jierformed bv the use of one bottle. It nmff -(»on lead all others in tin* market 
r‘n a-( -i ml me another supply. 
Re.-pert fully yours, A\1>RF.W l.l.F. 
Mni**h* -le!', Mass., April .1. 1>7L 
From a Cambridge Druggist. 
Ha mg the pa.-t three months had an unusual de- 
mand for catarrh remedies, ] have found that San 
ford‘> Radical Cure i< the loading article in ever) 
sense of the word, my sales being for ii one dozen 
to one P.dtie oi:i;n other remedy. 
March I. 187a. Ii. S.'BARTLETT, 
Harvard Square, Cambridge. 
A Nowtonvillo Druggist 
Ai>!opn-i to this 1 desire to say a word in relation 
to Milford's Radical Cure for Catarrh. ] have been 
much surprised at its large and ready sale in this 
city lor the following reasons It is comparatively 
a new preparation, and the trade is flooded with so- 
called remedies for this rapidly increasing loath 
some disease, hut from inquiries and voluntary tes- 
timony received in its favor, 1 find its effect is the 
cause of its popularity. 1 know of chronic cases in 
which all other medicines of the kind have been 
tried and have tailed to benefit, when Sanford’s Rad- 
ical Cure has, by the use of two bottles, entirely 
cured. Incipient cases experience relief, and in 
many instances are cured, by using one bottle. 
Knowing of what 1 write, 1 have no hesitation in 
saying that Sanford’s Radical Cure for Catarrh is 
tli*' most reliable preparation of the kind I have 
ever sold. Yours, etc., A. WILLIAMS. 
Xewtonv ille, Mav 
Sanford's Radical Cure = Catarrh 
Is a purely vegetable distillation, entirely unlike ev- 
ery other medical compound ever prepared lor the 
treatment ol'this disease. It is positively free from 
vegetable fibre and irritating caustic chemicals. It 
is beyond all comparison the most scientific prepar- 
ation ever compounded, and those “who have tried 
everything” will find it appeals strongly to their rea- 
son and common sense. 
Fa eh package contain? a Treatise on Catarrh and 
l)r. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling l ube. Price $1.00. 
Sent prepaid to any part of the United States lor 
SI For sale-by Druggists everywhere. W'FFKS 1 
.* PUTT Fit, Huston, Uoneral Agents. 




| MACHINES. liberal Terms of Ex- 
changefor Second-hand 
Machines of every des- 
,, cription. 
DOMESTIC” PAPER FASHIONS. r! lie Best Patterns made. Send Sets, for Catalogue. 
Address DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO. 
Agents Wanted, “(e* NEW YORK. 
v/, ASTONISHING! let forty (fays, and St/tenth shall he overthrown.” 
Future events prophesied by rules in BKNNKK’S 
1’KOl‘HFTIC BOOK. Fortunes foretold in the ups ami downs of prices for the next twentv years; the future judged by the past. What years to make 
money on pig-iron, hogs, corn, provisions, cotton, and when w** shall have the next panic, what^year hard times will end and business revive again. Ev- 
ery farmer, manufacturer, legitimate trader and 
speculator should have this book to know the future 
so as to avoid loss and be successful. Sent to any 
name, post prid, for $1. Address SAMUEL BEN- 
NEK, Bainb'idge, Boss County, O. 
Cl 9 a day at home. Agents wanted, Outfit and viti terms free. TBl'E & CO., Augusta, Maine. 
QRfinn 1 or a case of Cough, Cold or Asthma «*>«JUUU that ADAMSON'S B. C. BALSAM will 
nni n ! not curo- Sold by Druggists at .15 cts. 
■ Circular free. Address Du. F. W. KINS- 
MAN, Augusta, Maine. 
TO INVENTORS 
No Charffpg for obtaining Patents unless successful. 
Pamphlet free.. C. A. Shaw, 
110 Tremont Street, Boston. 
■■■■ PKR WEEK GUARANTEED to 
M M Agents, Male and Female,in their 
m M own locality. Terms and Outfit 
M M free. Address P. O. VICKERY & 
CO., Augusta, Maine. 
CR f n tfcOfl Per dfty ftt home. Samples worth $1 tU yt-U free. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me. 
44 pSYCIIOMANCY, OK SOUL CHAKMING.” 1 Now either sex may fascinate and gain the love and affections of any person they choose, instant 
ly. This art all can possess, free, bv mail, for 25 cts; 
together with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle, 
Dreams, Hints to Ladles, etc. 1.000,000 sold. A 
jiieer book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO., Pub’s, 
i’iiiludelDhia. 
ADVERTISING IN 
Religious and Agricultural 
WEEKLIES. 
HALF-PRICE 
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE 
ON THE L 1ST PLA N 
for Information, address 




So nearly perfect are tin* recipes of these wonder- 
ful pi.in-soothing and healing Centaur Liniments, 
that we can conlideuth say they will ai.i.i:v 1 ah; 
any pain arising from flesh, hone or muscle de- 
rangements. We do'not pretend that they will 
mend abroken leg or exterminate boils, but even in 
such cases they will reduce the inflammation and 
stop the pain. Nor can w •• guarantee the proper re- 
sults where the body is poisoned by whiskey. Tem- 
perance is as nece-sarv to a proper physical, »« men- 
tal condition. 
The WHITE CENTALK LINIMENT is particu- 
larly adapted to all cases ot Kheumatism, Lumbago 
Neuralgia, Erysipelas, Itch, Sprains, Chilblains* 
Cuts, Bruises, Stings, Poisons, Scalds, Sciatica, 
Weak Back, Pains in the side, Wounds, Weeping 
Sinews, Burns, Frosted Feet, Palsy, Ear-ache,Tooth 
ache, Head-ache, L’leers, Old Sores, Broken Breasts, 
Sore Nipples, Sore Throat, Croup, Diptheria, etc. 
The most of these complaints the Centaur Liniment 
will cure; all of them it will benefit. It will extract 
the poison from bites and will cure burns and scalds 
without a scar. The following is but a sample of a 
thousand similar testimonials: 
“Antioch, ji.i.., Dec. ]. i.*7-j. 
My wife luis, for a long time, been a terrible suf- 
ferer from Rheumatism. She lias tried many physi- 
cians and many remedies. The only thing which 
has given her relief is Centaur Liniment. J am re ! 
juiced to say this has cured her. * * ♦- 
W. it. RING, Postmaster.’ 
It is an indisputable fact that the Centaur Lini- 
ments are performing cures never before effected by 
any preparation in existence,—like Chronic Rheum- 
atism of thirty years’ standing, straightening fingers 
and joints which had been stilt for six years, taking 
the soreness from burns, See. 
One dollar, or even fifty cents, invested in Centaur 
Liniment will be within reach when an accident oc- 
curs, and will do more good than any amount of 
money paid for medical attendance. When physi- 
cians are called they frequently use this Liniment, 
and of course charge several prices lor it. 
The Yellow Centaur Liniment 
is adapted to the tough skin, muscles and flesh ol' the 
animal creation. Its effects upon severe cases of 
Spavin, Sweeny, Wind-Gall, Big-Head and Poll-Kvil, 
are little Jess than marvellous. 
Messrs. J. McClure & Co., Druggists, cor. Llm and 
Front Sts., Cincinnati, O., say: 
“In our neighborhood a number of teamsters are 
using the Centaur Liniment. They pronounce it 
superior to anything they have ever used. We sell 
as high as lour to five dozen bottles per month to 
owners of horses and mules.” 
We have volumes of testimonials describing cures 
of Sprains, Kicks, Galls, Poll-IAil, Big-Head, and 
even Founders, which are little less than marvels. 
No owner of an animal can afford to be without a 
bottle of Centaur Liniment, which any day may 
prove worth twenty times its cost. 
Sold everywhere, but prepared only at the 
Laboratory of J. lb Host; ,v I'o 
4<‘i Di;v St., Ni.w Vouk. 
CASTORIA. 
< ross, sickly babies ami children may enjoy health, 
and mothers have rest, it they Mill use CASTORIA. 
Worms, feverishness, teething, wind colic, sour 
stomach and undigested food make children cross, 
and produce sickness. 
Castoria will assimilate the food, t-xpe! worms, 
and correct all these tilings, for twenty years l)r. 
Pitcher experimented in his private practice to pro- 
duce an effective Cathartic and stomach regulator 
which would be as effective as Ca.simk Oh., without 
iU unpleasant taste or recoil. 
The reputation of his experiment extended. Phy- 
sicians and nurses rapidly adopted his remedy, to 
which he gave the name of CASTORIA. 
CASTOR! A is as pleasant to take as honey, regu- 
lates the stomach and bowels, and does not gripe. 
It is adapted to all ages, contains no alcohol, and is 
absolutely harmless to the most tender infant. 
Try CASTORIA once, and you will never he with 
out it. 
Prepared at the Laboratory of J 15. Itose ft Do., 
4f» Dey Street, .New York. dump's 
















FOR THE CURE OF 
RHEUMATISM & NEURALGIA 
This remedy is t ho result of the research of.me ol j 
the Proprietors who had been a great sufferer lor i 
years and who had tried all the advertised remedies j and skill of many physicians without obtaining re- liel. A radical cure was obtained and numerous sim- 
ilar cures effected among Ids friends and acquaint 
ances without an exception, induced 1dm to put ii before the public. That it will cure the most severe 
cases of Rheumatism we have abundant testimony to show, which may be found in our circulars. All of 
which proof is bona tide and from those who have 
been benefited by its use. 
S- A. HOWES & CO., Agents, 
.. Belfast, Maine, for sal** by all Druggists, price one dollar per bottle. Liberal discount to tin* trade. 
PIERCE BROTHERS, 
__ 
Manufacturers and Proprietors, 
nangor, Maine. 
Sewing Machines 
HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW 
WHEELER & WILSON 
SewingMachine 
They are superseding all others in the market, and 
are revolutionizing the whole sewing machine trade. 
Competent judges of the various maehiues agree that the new Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machines are 
superior to all others now in use. Kemember they take the Lock Stitch and use no shuttle, thus obviate tlie use of a clattering shuttle, and does away the breaking of thread and needles so much experienced in the use of shuttle maehiues. 
And here I wash to state that a great many per- sons buy a sewing maching without the knowledge or construction of any ami they are afterwards snrrv tor it; and tor tlie protection of those who are about 
to purchase a machine, should not he governed bv what agents for other machines tell vou that their 
machine is the best. 'J lie Idea that ttiis or that ma- 
chine is tile best is nothing to do with the true mer- 
its of a sewing machine. Therefore examine the 
new productions of the Wheeler & Wilson Manu- 
Picturing Company and then you will be convinced which is the best sewing machine. The work runs either way on these machines. They use any kind of thread and sews from the finest muslin to heavy leather; it fells, Hems, Braids, Cords, Tucks, Binds and makes beautiful Hem stitching and Puffing Machines set up on trial on application at this office Machines sold on easy monthly installments, old machines taken in part payment for new ones I keep on hand needles and uttaehneuts lor all kind of machines. UUI 
I keep a superior quantity of needles, which I sell at60cts. per dozen. Orders for needles tilled bv mail when the cash accompanies the order All goods warranted to be the best quality, or nionev returned. u“ 
Call on or address 
I V. MILLER, 
Belfast, Me., Box 1S5. 
Office Church St., under the Journal Office. tCS 
For Christmas. 
MOTTO £ S 
From •> ts. to 50 cts. 
At li. F. WELLS’. 
^TOTICE! 
AJl persons indebted to me by note or account 
are requested to settle at once, by check or Postal Money Order. Alter Feb. 1st, 1870, they will settle with my attorney. * 
v v do 
ARNOLD HARRIS. 
Dec. 23N»^,ty' N°- ,:ir K"9' Mtl* «'»-<■ 
IS THE PLACE TO BUY YOUR 
Christmas Goods 
L O W ! 
CALL AND SEE! 
Cor. Main High Sts. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT! 
i:\TJE FURTUER NOTICE. 
FOR THE 
Penobscot, Mt. Desert & Machias 
O N K T K 11* I’ E K \V H K K ! 
S T F A M E li 
City of Richmond, 
CAPTAIN C. KILBY, 
w in. i.i; VVK 
Railroad Wharl, Portland 
K \' K I! v 
Thursday Eve., commencing Dee. 2, 
a r iu uvux.k, 
Fur Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucks 
port, C'a*tine, Deer [>le, Sedgwick, So. \\ Harbor, 
Hit. Desert, Millbrulge, Jonesport and Machiasport. 
Returning will leav e Miuhiusport ev ery Mondu} 
morning at :» o’clock, touching at Hie above named 
landings, (except Buckspoi t,) arriv ing in Portland 
same night. 
Will take passengers and freight lor Bangor, con- 
necting with tin; railroad at Bueksport. 
« RI S 1 ’A i 1 FRSOX. Agent. 
Belfast and fastinr Line! 
() N l II K It O I K AGAIN!! 
s r k a m ] •: i: 
PIONEER, 
( 'apt. W. I*. Fak.yswt»i; n, 
Mil! run nntii further notice ns follows, on ami after 
Wednesday, I tec. Kith 
Leave Belfast, Sanford Wharf, 
FOR CASTINE AND BROOKSVILLE, 
On Monday?- and Thursdays, at 2 o’clock P. M. 
m; Wednesdays and >aturdavs, at ‘J o’clock A. M. 
Ma\ lit\ until 1U o’clock for Boston boat 
— K i: I I'KMMi- 
Leave Broo for Belfast, 
Monday, TuesdayThursday & Friday at s: )"> A. M* 
Castine at : 'id A M 
Touching at Islesboro Ryder’s Cove.1 each way. 
F A R K — 
From Belfast to Isleshoro .X CuMine or Return. 7Tic. 
*’ Brooksville 11 81.00 
FARF. FOR 1 IIF. KOI M> TRIP: 
From Castine & Islesboro,Monday it Thursday, 81.00 
For the Hound Trip from Brooksville, 81 
FRKK.HT TAKF.X AT FAIR RATION !’! 
Win. M asson, Agt., Brooksville; Hopper & Shep- 
herd, Agts., Castine; Benj. Ryd -r, \g* .Isleshoro; 
Howard Conaiii. Agt., Belfast-. 
Belfast. Dec. 11. 1>7-. 
Sanford Steamship Company, 
rpiIK STM A MI: It K VTA li DIX, rapt. KoIX, will 
A make mir trip per week t<» Boston, leaving Bel 
last, 1 ue-iitys at 2 o'clock. I' M., ami Boston Kri- 
ilays at 4 o’clock, 1\ M., arriving at Belfast Satur- 
day morning, f reight taken as usual. 
D. LANK, Agent. 
Jan. 1st lsrii. 
Commencing Oct. 25, 1875, 
Trains leave Belfast at 8:00 a. m. connecting di- 
rect to Bangor, Dexter, Skowhegun, Farmington, 
Lewiston, Danville Junction and tirand Trunk 
Kail way, and via Fastern and Boston 6c Maine Kail- 
roads, arriving in Boston at 7:55 p in- 
Leave Belfast 3:30 p. m. connecting to Dexter 
ami Bangor, and with night Pullman Train, for 
Portland and Boston, arriving at 6:15 a. m. 
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt. 
Portland, June 22, 1ST5. tIT* 1 
Happy Hours. 
VPA PM it FUK BOVS AND OIKI.s. Only 50 Cents a Year, 
And a Park < f.‘ .* A: sorted \ddre.-- t ’-.mis given to 
every subscriber, s.-nrl in your name. Ail papers 
discontinued at the time paid fur. Agent- \\ ant 
ed. Send stamp for specimen copy. Address, 
•iw:> H Vl'PV HOI KS, Auburn, Maine. 
O K N T l: IS N I A I. 
*Tid^r Buttons. 
Messrs ii. II. Johnson &. Co. 
ate Tin -on agents in Be!la>t for tin* sale <A 
uitr HI ! I M X >. Merchants cun buy of 
-Joiin.-un \ < ’«•. at the lowest jobbing 
prices. 





AND OTHER IMS OF 
HORSE-FLESH! 
AND SOU IN OX All. 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 
^'Witness the names of OeiiTlemen who testify 
to it s extraordinary merits 
A. Ilayford, Esq., Fx-Mayor, Belfast, Me. 
Israel Cox, Oen’l Ins. Agent, 
Harrison Ilayford, Farmer, 
F. M. Moodyi Horse Trainer, 
S. ,1. Dean, Prop, of Livery Stable, Rockland 
Eben W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No Si arsport. 
Robert G. Ames, Teamster, *• 
•L W. Black, Deputy Sheri If, 
*L M. Hale & Co., Stage Props., Ellsworth, 
W. L. ('leaves, Prop ol Liv. Mable Stockton, 
A\ I) M AW OTHKU.s. 
Pn-parfd By EMEHY SAWVEIi. Pro’p. 
SEARSPORT. ME. 
RICHARD H. MOODY. 
Druggist ami Apothecarv .itrenl, 
tf 1Iii.i.i ast. Me 
BOOTS, SHOES, 
-A N I)- 
RUBBERS! 
MR. J. W. CLARK, 
Successor to X. M. Prescott & Co.) 
No. 13, PHENIX ROW. 
Is receiving daily NEW MOODS in all the Fall 
styles of the best quality. 
A tew pairs of the OLD STOCK left to be almost 
Given Away. 
W II I T E 
Rubber Sheeting ! 
For Salo at 
15. F. WELLS’. 
CALL and SEE 
As good an assortment of 
WOOLEN GOODS! 
of all grades, usually found in u 
First-Class Tailoring! Establishment 
Also Trimmings to correspond, which nre being manufactured to order by first-class workmen at as 
low prices as the times will afford. 
OlITTINfi attended to in all its branches by mv- UU I I mu self, 1 |mve lllsu ,J nne assortment ill 
FURNISHING GOODS 
of all kinds. PAPER COLLARS, in all sizes, and all tile other better grade of Collars. 27 
H. L. LORD. 
MAl)E IS 
10 luiurj, Without Drags 
of Cider, Wine, Molasses, 
&c., at a cost of from two 
ten cents per gallon. Full particulars 10 cents. 6 
G o. PERKINS, 
4"'2» Rutland, Yt 
G. E. JOHNSON, 
Attorney at Law! 
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST. 
Office formerly occupied by K. K. Boyle. 
GEO. E. WALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
HARADKN BLOCK. Belfast. Be. 
business entrusted to him will receive 
rompt attention. 
G-. T. READ, 
MAGH22T2STJ 
DEALER IN ALL KINDS t.»! 
‘Particular attention gi\ en to Sew iug Machine 
Repairing. Miot Cans Repaired and Bored to shoot 
'-■‘'J'.-. No. 46 MAIN StREF-T. 
.Ian. 1st, lfli; -tf 
EDDY BROS.’ 
Rope *Triclcs. 
A full ovplanation ot the lope tving trick' ms per 
formed by them, for ''■< cent s. 
G. 0. PERKINS, 
llIi:w Rutland, Vt. 
POOR & WELSH 
PAI1TTEHS1 
'Vi- arc l.ri-par.fl to do SHIP ami HOUSE 
PAINT ING in all its brunch*-' -both plain and 
ornamental—at prices that w ill suit the times. 
Our long experience in the business, and our past 
labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think, 
be a sufficient guaranty that woik entrusted to tm 
will be faithfully dime. Consult us before going 
elsewhere. Miop o\ er the Marble Woiks, High 
Street. JOHN H. POOR. 
Belfast, March Is, ItCo. tl MA L I WKL.SIl. 
American Hotel. 
Main Street, Belfast, Me. 
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors 
.L D. Ti kkk. it. ! Ticki:i:. 
Coaches to convey passengers to and from the ear* 
and boats. 
Sample Rooms free to gue>ts. 
Livery and Boarding Slabie connected with tin- 
lion '•*. 
Belfast, Sept. l»75.-tfi:i 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
HAN K UKMuVKI) to their new Hanking Koom in Custom House .Square, are prepared to r«* 
ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the 
tirst days of .June, July, August and September, and 
December, January, February and March. Interest 
being computed on same, tbe*tirst Mondays of June 
and December. 
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and 
Legal Holidays,) from y to v> a. >1.,: nd •_* to 4 I*. M 
Saturdays Hank closes at 1noon. 
John if. tjri.MBY, Treas. A> A FA I X('K, Brest. 
Belfast, June Stb 1674. If 
DR. JOHN HOMER, 
Physician and Surgeon. Late Irani 
Boston. 
Office, 58 Main St., over store of S 
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME. 
N. n.—t'ATAHKH, SritulCAr and (.'eiuonio lus. 
casks, with those jieeuliar to WOMAN ami t'tui 
mtr.N, will receive hi Shih u, Attkn iton. 
Ki.k.'rtuclTV used in all its l'orms—where this 
valuable agent ia indicated. 
*#-He will Visit I' iti nts at their houses, who 
are unable to call at bis rooms. 
Okkut: lloriis— from lo A. M. until 1 1’. M. 
From I’ M. until 1’. M.. ami from 7 1' M. until 
9 F. M. 117ta 
DEITT I STRUT! 
DR. O. P. LOMBARD, 
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE. 
31 ay still he liuuiil al t u- old stand of 
l)r. Moore, corner of Church and 
•spring Streets. Has all the latest 
improv ed m.-truiueiits im *rating upon teeth, in 
eluding 
MORRISONS DENTAL ENGINE! 
by which the process is rendered much less painful 
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insert 
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Bu-e. ;is per-oii' p r. 
lie has the country right tor the use of 
Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates. 
Particular attention given t. making andi.uverting 
artificial teeth. tl4tl 
THIS I KNOW! 
I IIA I AT — 
NO 5, Phoenix Row, 
('mi 1m> fomill :ti 1 llir 
DRY GOODS 
A<lvmised in tliis p:i:n‘i'. it ■>■ |.,,v 
am! evnn lowm- prions. 
CALL BEFORE PURCHASING ! 
00! 1 
Kuowlton & Kniuiit 
m: \ i.in in 
Lard, Beef, Fish & Groceries 
Of nil tirades, an*l a choice lot of 
Tobacco £ Cigars 
That can be bought cheap lor cash. 
& & ‘Don’t forgot the place, ( imreh Street, opposite 
the Court House. 
Goods Delivered to a I i parts of the City 
FREE of CHARGE! 
is. B. All \vlio are indebted to the linn of Knowl 
ton & Nash, are requested to settle within 150 davs. 
or their accounts will he left for collection. 
xv. KNowi;tox. 
A Hi: LB Kit I KN Kill 1. 
Belfast, Sept. S, lh?.1. tfl 1 
Carriage Making. Painting, and 
Blacksmithing. 
REMOVAL! 
Wales <5z> Bioknell 
Have removed t heir business, car- 
L riage painting and trimming, to 
the shops over Hamon’s, in rear 
•of the American House, and 
would invite then* old Inends and patrons to call 
upon them at this popular old stand, where they 
may he found at all times ready t<» attend to the 
wants of those requiring work in their line. 
Carriage and Sleigh Painting and Trimming is our 
specialty. We will paint and trim new carriages or varnish old ones and repair trimmings at reasonable 
rates on short notice, guarratiteeing satisfaction in 
aliens**. WALES & BiCKNELL. 
BLAOKSMIT HING! 
In all its brandies at the old stand of Tread- 
well & Manslield. < arriages repaired at 
short notice. Horse Shoeing promptly at- 
tended to. All work warranted to give satis- 
motion. J. U. UAMUil. 
New Carriage Shop 
I HAVE FITTED TJL* a Carriage. Shop in the rear of the old Treadwell & Mansfield stand, 
where 1 am ready to attend to all kinds of Carriage 
and Sleigh repairing. New work made to order. 
tt l H W. TRUMDY- 
S T A T E M I ’. N T 
oi nn 
Gloucester Fire Insurance Co, 
OF CJLOITENTEW. RANH,, 
December 31, 1875. 
ASSETS, $1*0,400*7 
L1AB1LITIES 
Losses and all outstanding claims, $ 1:5,428.00 
Ke-insurance fund, 00,170.00 
Earnings for the year, S{,t»s5.0»> 
Losses and expenses for the year, 07,4l‘J. 
TOSSES PAID PRORPTTY. 
JOHN ( LXXIXGHAM, Sec’y. 
AS1”Desirable risks written at current rates. 




TO BE FOUND AT 
Cor. Main and High Sto. 
Ayers Cathartic Pills, 
Fur all the Purposes of a Family Physie. 
CURING 
Costiveness, Jaundice, Dys- 
pepsia, Indigestion, Dysen- 
tery, Foul Stomach and 
Jireuth, He.tulaclie, Fry si- 
judas, Piles, Rheumatism, 
Froptions and Shin Dis- 
eases, Riliousness, Liver 
tComplaint, Dropsy, Tetter, 
Tumors and Salt Rheum 
Worms, Gout. Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill, ami Puri- 
fying the I flood, are the most congenial purgative 
vet perfected, flieir effects abundantly show how 
much they excel all other Pills. They are safe and 
pleasant to take, but powerful to cure. They purge 
out the foul humors of the blood; they stimuiatt the 
sluggish 01 disordered organ into action; and they 
impart health and tone to the whole being. 1 'hey 
cure not only the every day complaints of every 
body, but formidable and dangerous diseases. Most 
skilful physicians, most eminent clergymen, and 
our best citizens, send eertificates of cures perform- 
ed and of great benefits they have derived from 
these Pill-, they are the safest and best phy-ii t o 
children, because mild as well as etfeetual. I*i ing 
sugar routed, tlic\ are easy to take ; and bring j mi 
I\-vs go-table, thes are entirely balmier. 
ff i* \ it id is y 
Dr. J. C. AYER A CO., Lowell, Mass 
/‘rih /ii of ni"l /nuliftii’itl t In‘ iiis1-. 
•-old b\ all Druggi-ts and Dealer- in Mi dirim 
SUI GENERIS. 
>. PALMAM V QU !, '.1MERUIT'§'FERAT;’j 
M vr n v*. 
\ wsOAusiiiumo nn. 
»B73. 
MASON & HAMLIN 
CABINET ORGANS. 
UNEQUALED :::;r UN APPRO ACHED 
in capacity an 1 excellence by any others. Awarded 
THRIEHIffiTMIM 
“■■DIPLOMA OF HONOR” 
VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 186?. 
(INI Y American Organs ever awarded any m- d:d U H L I in Europe, or which present such extmurdi 
narv excellence as to command a wide sale there. 
AIWAYQ av™rded highest premiums at Indus ft (.IT ft | 0 trial Expositions. In America u« well us 
Europe. Out of hundreds there have not been :.\ in 
ali where any other organs have been preferred. 
nrOT Declared by Eminent Musician.', in L"h 
DLu ! hemisphere-!, to be unrivaled 
TESTIMONI AL CIRCULAR, with opinion.-, f more 
than One Thousand <. -ent free). 
INCI°T "n having a Mason & Ifai* l:n. 1>-■■ iv t IHOM I take any other. l>, th-rs get i. n i- u mm 
missions for sailing inf tor organs, nnl fo 
reason of tan tri/ very hi, / to sell sunnrthing ■. •. 
NEW STYLES 
Solo and Combination Slopn. Stiperh 
Ktugere and other Ehni'n of new de*i:;ii*. 
PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN 
quisite combination of these instruments. 
EASY PAYMENTS. V :f 
payments; or rented until rent pays t-r the ■■•/a 
CATALOGUES ; 
HAMLIN ORGAN CO.. 151 ... St;r,t. !:•■- 
Tt)N; tifi Union Square, NEW Y'iRK : or mi ,v 
Adams St., CHICAGO. 
For Sale in Belfast by 
VV. C. TUTTLE, Agent. 
CALL AT 
Belfast Hardware Store 
Before purchasing vour goods. There von will 
find Ceneral II A U 1>W A KL. l'A INI'S, oil- 
and V A KM.SIIKS, NAILS, CLASS. n,d 
I’AUMKU’S n MILS, constantly *>u hand and 
lor sale at LOWIST 1‘ltlCL.-. l>on* t>r« 
the place, A N< 1II;—. V,. ] IM. -nK IL. > 
April jn, is;;,. tt L,’ 
PROBATE NOTICFS. 
I •» til** Honorable .l.ldg.- I'l Pl'R’.tte I .:' J I.. 1 llll! 
of Waldo 
IY1HA PI \MJ.s, V <i m i n i' r.*ti i v •; rhe J ttit*- of Samuel Puiin* i-, l.iii ..f >t**ckion. 
ill said County, deevised, pectiully l‘t pi i-M-lit 
tHilt the goods, chatties and vi-edii- id -aid 
ceased ire not -ullieienr to tin -wer hi- just del.is and 
charge- ot Administration, by lie--mu of two bun 
drill dollar- that -aid dei-e.j-. il dii.it -ei/. d ol o-i 
taut n-al estate, ituatc in -aid >t wkton, and kin-w n 
as the liornslejid of said deceased, that In a .h- <d 
any entire portion ot -aid homestead, tin n-due 
would be dcp’i iated in value, 
j W »t 1.i:i l-»>t:i. your petiti..tier prays your In• •.- -. 
grant her a license to >• 11 and convey the whole 
of .-aid Home-lead, i * i;: s i ug tin- .•> si.,i. the 
Widow's .lower thereon, a- will -at.-iv hi- 
and incidental charges, ami charges u! Aominl-tr-i 
tion, at jiiiblic or private-aie. 
PY 1*1 A Pt X \ l.l.a 
M a l’robnte Court held at ib lfa *. within and bn 
tin ouuty of Waldo, on tie c-nd 1 l:.•. .» 
January, A. 1/. Is.*-. 
I pon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the 
petitioner give n-diee to all per.-on- inter.-nd by 
causing a copy of .-aid petition, With itii- older then 
Oil, to l)e pi hi i-tied three Weil >in into* 
Republican .Journal, a pap-i pi mu v at Pep i. (Pa- 
lin y may appear nr a Pro!.at,- ourt to b. In id i.t 11.< 
1ohnte < Jttive in Belfast uforesaid, 
fuesday of February m-xi.ut t.-n ..e;ock in 11 .i« 
noon, ami -hew cause, it any they .hav e, \. »p, 
mime should not be grant* d. 
W M. M. PI f, d el. 
A true copy. Attest B. P. I- in ilb it*-: 
At a Probate * ourt held at Belfast, wPhin aiidfoi 
fin CoUUty of Waldo, oil In mv.>ud 1 ■ i. I 
•January, A. 1 >. 
\ f Al:\ V.X.X FlBB’i. Vd111i11istr:11rix of ; 1 m •- 
iy JL tute ol Lewis l.ibby lat** ..t Winterpoit, in 
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented 
her lirst and final account of Administration on -aid 
j estate for allowance. 
Ordered, That tin* said Administratrix give not ice 
to all persons interested by causing a copy <d this order to be published rhree week- -mv. -ivelv 
in the Republican .Journal printed at Be lfa-r, that 
they may appear at a Prohate ( ourt, to be held at 
Bellas!, within and for said County, on the -■ com! 
fuesday ol February next,at ten of t he clock befoi *• 
noon, and show cause, if any tin y ha\why the 
same should not be allowed. 
WM. M. Rt I dudg. 
A true copy, Attest: -B. P. I u.t.i*. Regi-tei 
At a Probate Court held at Ih-lla-f, vv; bin ami for 
fin- County of Wahl.., on the -ecomt J 11• -d. ot 
•January, A. 1 >. Is.'."). 
A BBIIi L. l’ARKIII R>1, widow ol '•ainu*! B. 
1V. Parkhur-t, late of 1 nity, in .-aid * oiintv of 
Waldo, deceased, having pre-eii t« <1 a petition !• »t an 
allowance from the personal *-tate ol .-aid deceased. 
Ordered, That the said Abide give notice to all 
persons interested bv causing a copy of this order t<> 
be published three w **eks Miccessiveiv in the Republi. 
can .Journal, printed at Belfast, hat they nmv ap- 
pear at u Probate Court, tub* held at Belfast, within 
ami lor said Countv, on tin* second 'lues,lav ol 
February next, at ten of the clock before noon, and 
show cau-e, if any they have, why the praver of said petition should not be granted." 
WM. .M. RlXT, Judge. 
A true copy, Attest —B. P. Fn u>, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Ib-il'n<t,within and for 
the County of Waldo, on tin >ecoud t in «la\ ol 
January, A. I>. Is 70. 
MARY F. (iIL.MORF, willow of F.dward Y. (iil more, late of Searsport, in >aid County of 
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition hY an 
allow ance from the personal estate of said deceased. 
Ordered, That the said Mary F. give notice to till 
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to 
be published t hree w eeks successively in (be Rrpub lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they mav ap 
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, w ithin 
and for said County, on tin* second Tuesday 1 
February next, at teii ol the dock before noon.''and 
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of 
said petition should not be granted. 
W.M. M. REST, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest—IF P. Fil.u>, Register. 
Commissioners' Notice. 
WE the subscribers, having bom appointed hv the Hon. Wm. M. Rust, to receive and exam 
ine the claims of creditors to tin* estate of Furher 
Young, late of Palermo, deceased, represented in 
solvent, ilo hereby give notice that six month are 
allowed to said creditors to bring in and prov. their 
claims; and that we shall attend that service at the 
dwelling house of Fred Young, the administrator, in 
said Palermo, on the fourth Saturdays of .March and 
June next, at 10 o’clock A. M. 
JOHN OREELY, 
HIRAM T. HI.At K, 
JOHN I* PFUR IN v 
STATEMENT 
of Tin: 
Merchants1 Insurance Co. 
OF PROVIDENCE, II. I., 




Cash on hand and in Hank, $sl,072 72 
Premium in hands of Agents, (net 00 Investments at Market Value, iuclud » 
ing I'.S. Bonds, Bank Stocks and [ 517,027 54 Bonds of Mortgage, 
Interest accrued, 0,243 40 
$ 124,237 00 
I. I A B 1 1. I I M S. 
Outstanding Losses, $21,147 oo 
Amount required to safely ) re-insure all out-standing > 102,421 50 123,50$ 30 
risks, (50 per cent,) > 
Surplus for Policy Holders, $300,000 :;o 
WALTER PAIXE, President. 
CHAS. FOSTER, Secretary. 
XJtTTDesirable risks written at current rates. 







f*;iina or M«»reness 
in the Chest or Aide. 
II e e d I n tr at the 
Jungs, ami every affec- 
tion of the TRHOAT, 
j.cngs and CHEST, are 
speedily and permanent- 
ly eured by the use of Dk. 
Wjstal’s Balsam ok Wild ( hkkrv, which doe* 
[ not dry up n cough and It ave the cause behind, as is the case with most remedies, hut loosens it, cleanses 
! tlie lnrgs and allays irritation, thus removing the 
| cause of the complaint. 
CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED 
[by a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is 
proved by hundreds of testimonial* it has received. 
None genuine «n!e>- signed “J. BUTTS’* on the 
w'rapper. 
50 ets. and $1:. bottle : large bottles much the 
chc a per. 
SK I II W HiWI.K & SONS, l’ropiietors, Boston’ 
Ma *. s(_,bi l»y dralers general!1 lyeowlP; 
Manhood: How Lost, How Restored! 
.lust juumshed, a new edition ut !•», 
uherwell’t Olehruietl !:«• 
on the j.nfiial rare without 
medicine of mo i.tl An»i:itn«i .\ or 
>»' 111! <; 11 " .U.lii-'. J 11 OillllTal >«-iinuul mosses. 
Infill \< v, Mentul and Physical Incapacity, lin 
pediments to .Marriage, etc., also, < onsi jii-iion, 
Kfi' t f.sV and Fits, induced |.y self-indulgence or 
sexual x!i .f agaiu e. \c. 
n. Price, in a .-ealcd envelope, only six cents 
I tie celebrated author, in this admirable Kssas 
clearly demonstrates, l'rnm a thirty years’ successful 
praeiicc. that r11*• a1.timing eoii'ei|Uence.s of sell 
uhttse may be radically cni.-d without the dangerous 
n.-e of iu’e-i al medicin or the application of tlie 
knit. point iug out a inode ot cure at once simple, 
and eHeetual, b_. imaws ut which ev cry sutferer, no 
m.ur**r what tns condition may he, may cure hitnsell 
cueaplv. privately, and rtnficallt/. 
tot. ■ In- Lecture should be n, the Lands ot every 
j youth a.id every man in the land. 
I >eut under -« ai. in a plain nv.-lop. t" any ad 
| dress, post oil receipt o! tits, of t vvo post 
age stamp'. 
Address the Publishers, 
CHAS. J. (J. KLINE & CO., 
I BuHrr,. T» M Turk: 
lvll I’..-I oflte.- Box. 4MW 
v.\ \.m> r.-uiaux catkxts 
K H. EDDY 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS 
For liivenii.ms, Tr;nic Harks ur ibsigns. 
No. 76 State St., opposite K il by St., Boston 
VA l'Lli an exteusiv e prad ice »•: upwards of y -a* s,continues <, secure Patents u the United 
Mates al.-o in (ireat Britain, France, >.iid other tor 
eign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assign 
meiits.and ail papers for Patents ex.-cutedou reason 
aide terms, with despatch. Kesearches made t<> de 
termine the validity and m ility of Patents Inven- 
tions, and legal and otla adv ic* rendered in all 
matters touching tin- -a me, < ’opies of the claims ot 
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. As 
sign -ends recorded i- Washington. 
.Vo ,f.;<*//<•// iii ihe I tut''/ •slut' possesses superior 
fneililies for ohtuini,of /‘utmtsor asr. rtainiiuj the 
piifi iituhi/itp of .. 
All neccsMi of ; unicy to W ashington to pro 
cure a Paten;, and the ual gr» at delay there, are 
here saved inv ntors. 
H > 1 IMoMALs. 
“I regard Mr. J.ddy a-'one of tlie mo.-t capable and succe-.M'iil practitioners with whom I have had of 
tirial intercourse. NAKI I > MASON, 
lom's'r of Patents.” 
“I havejio )i.• -ir• iri in a.-suring inventors thitt 
t hey can in •! > niploy a man •> •mu jirhnt (rmf trust 
:‘rth'j and Min e capahie of putting their applica 
tio s iu a I’gm -■ lire I r t hem an early amlfav ot 
able eon-i rat;- > ai fin- I *,:. n t Office. 
K1»M L .\l> J'.l KKL,Intel ont’s’r of Patents.” 
"Mr l*. !1 I f'i lias made for me over fllllM A 
upplicaf ions for Patents. having bet :» successful in 
nlmost every a-« Sm-h unmistakable proof of great 
talent ami a hid v s a hi part leads meto recommend 
m.i inventors to apply :o him to procure their pa 
';*nis. as f' ie\ m; v !..• -nr*- loiv iug the most faith 
till at tent ii m he- ii'.' .'d up ■!. : fo il cases, -md at v»*r> 
reasonable huri. .lOlIN I At it; A HT.” 
Boston. Jan 1 In:*'-. lyr”7. 
PUHTLAIIU SAFE DEPOSIT CO. 
hliteled h all ail ot the l.egi-iat !ir< of Mai tie, 
Is;:,. 
OK Till- 
Safe Keeping of Valuables 
and the Kin r \ i. »i s v! i: in its Filth Pnom and 
Bi i:i;I. u: Pla.m V.m i.rs' 
97 Exchange Street. 
PORTLAND. 
:' <■! Ml VJtlllel I'l it' 
| .M»n Mu.--. I I. Libby, 
I F. i\ mv .n, dacol. Mel.elhin, 
U illiam I.. (i-»fdd, Phillip II. Brown, ,, I William I >a\ i-, William Hammond, ! 
I ''. II \m! ■ on. | rank Nov. 
L. ! '. M "Weal, A W. < ..oiiihs, 
A hner > 'of mi in. "kovv began, 
\ ns..,-, f M.. rib, I.Vadli. !•! 
"•' p':l 1 hi lie, Keuiiebunk. 
L. D. M. SWEAT, Pre iu,-. 
A. V/. COOMBS. >ec,t.u'. 
1- le: ;• tll.il t.. ? Ill If '■ ti add re 
A XS 1 H M U 1 land 
To the People of Searsport. 
I l*.v\ i I lk. II till V.- II. It tit.* Hi II i-r II U. AW ikkt lark .v 1-erual-i, !*ru|!rii‘twrs. Pei 
! -el; W i-fling To J "•'■•';a- Marble Worki'l illlj tfe 
| s.-ription can Jo si of u .* a eh, up as they can buv 
A ,tv»riMB\ 
| < t» 1 1 
\\ .:! most a!-.-, ai!y of rheumatism 
or rlii'iiina! if gout, no 1 alter ln»w iong standing, on 
tin tin of th*- •ii 111 Being ><n inward application 
it does t ite w o: k <|ui«*kly. thoroughly and permanent 
ly. leaving th* -uni -trung and healthy. Write 
to any prominei.t pet-mu in U ashlugtou Vltv, and 
\on will h-arii that the .d.o.- -'a.emrnt i-trio- 
e\. r\ pari ieular. 
« < >M>|;\>l.|> ci.KTIFIC \TFs. 
N \ t'>n \I llm 
Wa'hington, i I>ei V, Is: I 
M> ■ r ~ II el p I a- n -tint \ Bentley 
Cent- I eheeifniiv -late that I us. d I >u 
aiig’- Kheumatie IP luedv with derided benefit. 
A. II. .- I'KI'II i;\ .S, 
Member of ( .ingress, of la. 
Pit i.si > i: vri A I, Mw-ln\. 
Washington. l>. « .. April 1S7- 
M*--r- ll> Iphenstine X Bentley 
Cents For the pa.-f -«-\ rn v< ar- in\ wife has been 
a great sutf* rer from rheumati-in, her doctois fail 
mg to gi. <• her relief, -lie u-e.l tUr* e bottles Durung'-* 
Kheiiinatic Keiuedv, and a p. rmuiient cure was the 
n suit. W M. II. ( Ip »OK, 
“F\. •1 utive Clerk to President (.rant.' 
Washington, 1*. c, .March ’’d, ls7... 
Iu th. space of wclve hours my rheumatism wa- 
j gone, having taken three do-. -o' Inirang's Kheu 
mxtic llenie.lv. AI brother, d It. ( --na, of Bed 
ford. Fa., wa- cured to a -imilar amount. 
"Hi \ i;>sxa, 
M>mher nf< ongress of Fa. 
Frier, one dollar a hotth-. or -i\ bottles for tiv« 
dollar-. \ -k vmir ■i: a_-gi-t f>; Inirang's Kin uniati. 
Keim•!! \. himn ti facturrd t v 
II KI.I'll 1.X I I X I. X BI N I 1.1. Y 
Uruggi-t.- and ( heinists, 
Washington, I». < 
For >ai» I 1 >KF( A iIsT-; F\ FK Y W HFKF. 
>oid wilt>1.1 \ i.i I>ic('«a;isi> in Boston, 
Mass. dmusFt 
Musical Notice. 
MISS A15 It IK K. KILLS, win n-eeHe a tew pupils lor instruction upon tin- Piano anil Pah 
hu t Organ. Special care taken w irIt beginner-. !-'«•( 
terms iu«|uire at 1 I t Main str.-i t 
n >s. i>: tf 
Sheriffs Sale. 
J AI.I>o, >s. 1 alien «»n eM-cutiou in ta\ or ot I Tiuner against, .lame- M K\ans, and 
will be -old at public auction, to tin- highest bidder, 
at the '•th day ot Kebrnary, A. I>. 1 ‘-7**, at one 
o clock P. M.. it the -tore ot A. B. Longfellow, in 
Palermo, in -aid < "tinti. all the right which .-aid 
IA aus has of redeem ii:L a < ertam parcel of land -it 
uate in said Palermo, bmiudeti and described as fol 
lows, vi/. -XorlherU by iand ol Henry t arr; east 
rly by land of Joel Ib.w h and Nathan llallowell 
southerly bv land of said llallowell, and westerly b> iand ol Joshua Hoodwin and the. town road; ’-aid 
premi-es being suljec* to a mortgage given bv said l.vaus to Martha la own, dated September l,’l>C5 
recorded in the \\ aldo Uegistrv, Book lfs), page 450, t" secure he payment of two hundred and fil’tv dol 
lars, payable in one, two and three years, with inter 
est auuuallv. 
SAMI’Kl. <L XOKTON. Heputy Sheriff. 
Ibited this 15 tli of January, 1S7»». I >w-‘» 
House for Sale. 
rillll'. Mouse on I'nion Street, oc 
J[ cupied My |. Farrow. It is 
L new, with good eellar, well of water, 
L'i'iart.-r aero of Mind. The Mouse is 
E :K two stories, Kdl one and a half 
Istories; three large rooms below and 
kitchen. tour rooms and kitchen above, besides 
attic. The house is thoroughly built, and in excel- 
lent condition throughout, and adapted for two 
families. Will be sold on r< asonable terms. Iu 
quire of H II. SIMPSON. 
Belfast, duly Is",. _tf4 
Fot> Christmas. 
Slipper Patterns! 
From 02 cents up. 
At 15. F. WELLS’. 
G-erman Canaries. 
-o- 
A FEW MORE HART/ MOUNTAIN CANA UlESou hand,a mi sidling rapidly at fg.aUeacb. 
H. M. THURLOW, 
tf 10 POST OFFICE. 
